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As we share with whom we thank the same concept that justice stands
as the fine line separating between to be or not to be principle;
therefore, our thankfulness is just an opportunity to assert this shared
concept. We extend our thanks to who reviewed this study and added
significant remarks and notes to clarify the objectivity as a base in it,
who is the lawyer Anwar Al-Bonni and the researcher: “Haditha
Amer”. Thanks to the journalist Rayan Marouf for cooperating with
us, as our conversation with him was so useful. Thanks to all witnesses
whose circumstances hinder them from telling their names openly, and
for whoever helped us in this regard. Certainly, readership should
keep in mind that the two scholars who authored this study are the
only responsible ones for any error, mistake or shortcoming that might
occur in it and they hope their study might be useful for anyone.
Youssef Fakher Al-deen & Homam Al-Khateeb
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Executive Summary
A book-like study entitled: “INVESTMENT IN INTRASTATE
CONFLICTS (1)
“Assad’s Authorities” and “ISIS” in Sweida Governorate” has been
issued by Syrian Center for Legal Studies and Researches and
Democratic Republic Studies Center. It is authored by two researchers,
Yousef Fakher Eddin & Homam Al-Khateeb, and legally revised by the
lawyer Anwar Al-Bonni. The study contains seven chapters (total
number of pages is 168). As the two researchers believe this study is so
important so it should be read by large segments of people, and to
introduce this study, this executive summary has been prepared to help
the readers get acquainted with the key elements in this study, and to
display an overview about the contents that might push those who are
concerned to read the whole study (the book has been amended to
include this executive summary).
Chapter I (The Introduction)
1. Preface
The study discusses how Assad’s authorities released the Jihadists and their
leaders from Syrian prisons, a thing that shows clearly, from the very
beginning, that their existence will be manipulated to spoil the revolution,
terrorize the Syrians, and blackmail the whole world to push the
international community to authorize such authorities for ruling Syria, as
it is the least bad option. As time went by, Assad’s authorities explored a
variety of ways to manipulate those jihadists, depending on the location,
international or regional situations, as well as present military information
in the field, and power balance map. Consequently, Assad’s authorities’
relationship with ISIS in Sweida district isn’t an exception within the
framework of the conflict map in the Syrian territories.
2. Hypothesis
The study hypothesizes that Assad’s authorities capitalized in ISIS at
two levels: first, manipulating ISIS existence, as, most of the time, the
hostilities between both parties weren’t urgent, as it is the case with
other warring sides. Depending on the priorities of hostilities, both
parties treated each other as if there is a postponed battle between them,
unless they couldn’t avoid it. Basically, ISIS’ hatred towards US, and
its allies is the essence of ISIS existence. Assad’s authorities thought,
and their behaviors and actions showed, that ISIS is the last enemy that
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might be attacked by them, as ISIS presence could be manipulated
against other enemies, and to make ISIS look like the worst side, in
place of Assad’s authorities. Such things made ISIS disapprove the
emergence of any para-military entity that could represent the
opposition within the territories held by ISIS. That’s why those paramilitary groups were asked either to merge within ISIS ranks, via
vowing an oath of allegiance to ISIS, or to leave ISIS-held territories,
or to be crushed by ISIS militants. As a result, ISIS became the worst
possible option ever in the eyes of the Syrians and the international
community within the Syrian war. The second level is manifested by
how Assad’s authorities manipulated ISIS through coordinating
activities with ISIS militants, this reflects all points that we have already
discussed plus confirmed evidence about direct coordination between
both parties.
3. Temporal & Spatial Framework
This study covers the period as of March 2011 till May 2020, when this
study has been finished. It als discusses the period starting from late 2014,
when ISIS emerged in Sweida desert, till the time when this study has been
completed. As for the spatial framework; this study covers Sweida district
as a research milieu, with a focus on the eastern villages bordering ISISheld territories in Sweida desert. It’s worth mentioning here that we have
started preparing for this study since September 2019.
4. Methodology
To prove the hypothesis; this study has adopted the descriptive
approach, depending on observation, as an instrument, based on
direct contact and living in research milieu. It also adopted deep
interviewing technique with witnesses, as well as recording,
collecting, and organizing the outcomes of observation and
monitoring, along with documentation technique when documents
and records are studied and researched.
5. Difficulties Faced by Researchers
The study points out to the difficulties faced by the team working in
Sweida district, including how it was hard to work within a milieu
teeming with mafias and their security operators.
6. Significance
(6(
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The study defined its significance as it serves as an unprecedented
documentary material about ISIS crimes and abuses in Sweida district, and
all relevant events and incidents. This study will be available for
lawpersons, jurists, and human rights groups working on pursuing the
perpetrators of war crimes and abuses in Syria. It also can serve as a source
for researchers and scholars who are interested in this field of study or in
studying this documentary material as a source of data and information.
Moreover, this study will be available for anyone interested in learning
anything about ISIS activities, supply lines, and how Assad’s authorities
manipulated ISIS presence in the war.
Chapter II
Background to understand the general context in Sweida
Governorate prior to, and during ISIS Advent
1.
Overview about the geography of this governorate and the
demographic distribution there
2.
The relationship between the Druze and the Bedouin living in
this governorate
The study shows clearly that following the events that took place in 2000,
known as “The Events of Bedouins”, a name called by Assad’s authorities
just to further ignite and flare up the sectarian strife between the Druze and
the Bedouins; hatred renewed between both parties (the Bedouins and the
urbanists), but it was a latent one. While social elements from both parties
attempted to abridge the gap, security apparatuses continued, whether
directly or via security-connected persons, to deepen this gap in a way that
could serve their ends, adopting divide and rule strategy. However, no
further events took place between both parties till 2011. By the start of the
Syrian Revolution in March 2011, the head of the military security
department in Sweida, Braigaider General Wafeeq Naser, depended
directly on a group containing Bedouins and Druze members as well as
many locals from Houran to make troubles inside Sweida district, and
outside with the neighboring district, Daraa. This group, led by Jamel AlBalaas, who is so close to Wafeeq Naser, but he strictly followed Mr.
Naser’s instructions, urged some of those members to join FSA. While
those notorious members that everybody knows about their relation with
the regime, didn’t shift sides, other members cooperated with Al-Nusra
Front. When ISIS emerged, some Bedouins from this group joined this
organization and became commanders. At different points, this study will
reveal how Assad’s authorities manipulated these groups in terms of
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managing the sectarian strife, and flaring up the conflict between the
Bedouins and the Druze on one hand, and between Daraa and Sweida on
the other hand.
3. The relationship between two neighboring governorates (Daraa &
Sweida)
The study dismantled Assad’s authorities’ approach towards Daraa and
Sweida. It showed how Assad’s authorities spread rumors, with the start of
popular movement in Daraa, about how Sweida’s locals were assisting the
authorities in besieging and offensives carried out against Daraa. To prove
such claims; Assad’s authorities sought to show that individuals who are
known to be members in death squads/Shabiha were in the forefront of the
public scene. Once militias got formed in Sweida, Assad’s authorities made
them involve in military operations against Daraa, to show they serve as
important supporting members in the war against the so-called terrorism in
that place. Although most militia members joined fighting just to get
rewards for the tasks and missions they were fulfilling, this means that they
didn’t have any decisive military effect on the battles going on there, due
to fragile organizational structure and training, and the lack of selfmotivation. At some points, this study shows how the voices which
appeared to be counted in the revolution and social movement in Daraa,
helped Assad’s authorities to confirm their account about what was
happening there, especially when the infamous video of Sheikh
Abdulsalam Al-Khalili spread everywhere in April 2011, whereby AlKhalili insulted the Druze and made fun of their history and symbols.
Afterwards, it turned out that this clergyman was pushed by intelligence
departments to do so just to stigmatize the revolutionary movement as a
sectarian one, and this would help prevent the majority of the Syrians to
take a part in it. This incident urged the theologians, clergymen, and Imams
from Daraa district to disown Sheikh Al-Khalili.
4.
Overview about revolutionary movement and the demands of
Sweida Governorate
The study reviewed social movements and their most important stages in
Sweida district. It showed how Sweida as a district interacted with the
Syrian revolution, just like other Syrian districts, so that guest halls in
Sweida had turned into “salons” to discuss public affairs. Opinions split
between supporters and reluctant to the movement, others had conditioned
views. Quickly protests took to the streets in this district, but they were
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characterized as elite protests (Sweida didn’t witness wide-spread
sweeping popular protests, except martyr burial procession protests,
especially the one that took to the streets to bid farewell to Sheikh Waheed
Al-Balous, the leader of Dignity Clergymen Movement). In the beginning,
slogans about political reforms had been upheld, like the ones related to
lifting emergency situation law, termination of martial codes, people’s
right of power rotation, limiting the powers granted to security apparatuses,
etc…
Then slogans ceiling has been raised due to security power oppression, and
lack of response towards protesters’ demands. Accordingly, slogans started
to discuss the fate of the head of the regime, when the slogan of
“overthrowing the regime” then “president’s execution” were upheld. This
is applied in all Syrian regions that witnessed protests. The study pointed
out to the syndication activities within the revolution framework,
especially the activities of free lawyers. It also discussed the protests asking
for certain demands, and the most prominent demand campaigns.
5.

Dignity Sheikhs Movement

The study demonstrated the approach adopted by Assad’s authorities to
tackle this movement. Although they were discontent with it, yet they tried
to avoid direct violent confrontation with this movement that is based on
the sectarian structure in this district, as it took into account the official
religious institution that is held by Assad’s authorities, while it kept
dedicating sectarian splits, so it failed to produce a democratic national
structure that could combine and assimilate all Syrians, even through
accumulative process, throughout their sorrowful journey. This study
showed how Assad’s authorities got rid of the leader of this movement
when he tried to go beyond the local level to approach the national level
where he could meet halfway the opposition forces.
6. Glimpse about living, services, security conditions in Sweida
Governorate
The study estimates that since the start of protests in Syria, economic
troubles have gradually aggravated till they turned into real deeply-rooted
crisis in the society. Actually, the majority of the locals in this district live
below poverty line, this affects purchase power in the markets witnessing
stagnant situations compared to the situations in early 2011. This is
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accompanied with soaring prices caused by lack of market control by
competent authorities, the systematic corruption strategy adopted by State
institutions, this is manifested by laxity and making the district sink in the
sea of crises, as bribery becomes a public common practice in the total
absence of laws, this led to get the markets unrestrained, as well as traders,
especially those connected to security forces. The study pointed out to the
eroding security situation in the district, and it discussed how service sector
is deteriorating.
Chapter III
The Advent of ISIS in Sweida Desert and a Map showing the
territories held by ISIS
The study presented a detailed background about ISIS, as ISIS’ special
religious and political ideology is the result of the merge between Baathist
ideology with Islamic jihadist doctrine, which is based, at the political
level, on showing hatred to US, as this ideology is teeming with memories
of fighting US in Iraq. Thus, ISIS depends on showing hatred towards US
occupation as a basic topic giving ISIS the legitimacy to be present as an
alternative savior in Iraq, then it would save all Islamic nation. What
distinguishes ISIS from other Salafist jihadist powers is the Baathist
ideology, as it was formed in the Iraqi state during Al-Baath rule era, this
shows clearly why it tends to act and behave as a dictatorship, which is
manifested by its name: “the Islamic State”, as well as through its behaviors
and acts, priorities, as it focused on expanding within the territories of those
who showed a desire to be citizens in this state, so they could be classified
by ISIS as Sunni Muslims. Furthermore, ISIS avoided the minorities,
unless when they stand in the way of ISIS expansion, and this what
happened to the Yazidis in Iraq.
The study shows that ISIS’ fixed approach is based on making Assad’s
authorities feel relieved. This way, Assad’s authorities simply withdrew
from, and evacuated certain regions, which turned into conflict zones
between ISIS and armed opposition groups. Assad’s authorities were quite
sure that ISIS would eradicate these groups. Not to mention that the
existence of this monster, which attempted, as hard as possible, to appear
as a horrible Ghoul, just to divert international attention away from Assad’s
authorities’ crimes and atrocities, and this happened when ISIS becomes
the first and foremost enemy in the eyes of the international community, to
the extent that even US asked its allied forces from military opposition
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groups to just fight ISIS, and to forget about fighting Assad’s army and
other allied militias. Thus, after being excluded from the US-led
international coalition to defeat ISIS, as they tried as hard as possible to
join it just to appear as legitimate authorities, Assad’s authorities treated
ISIS as other’s problem, rather than a crisis that must be tackled by such
authorities. ISIS was even treated sometimes by Assad’s authorities as a
neighboring state, so that both started exchanging products via smuggling
roads. Both parties also shared the process of capitalizing in managing and
investing in chaos, with Assad’s authorities hoping that ISIS would turn
out to be the last local enemy, so that they would turn against it, according
to our witnesses. The study reviewed in this chapter the stages of ISIS
formation, emergence, and expansion in Sweida desert, how ISIS treated
Bedouin tribes living in that region, all of this is evidenced by testimonies.
The study also describes ISIS headquarters and outposts. It reviewed the
most important situations in which armed opposition groups clashed with
ISIS.
Chapter IV
Most significant military offensives carried out by ISIS, and how
Assad’s authorities have invested them
1. The battles of “Al-Haqf” (19th May 2015) and “Shaqa” (3rd
July 2015)
The study reviewed security, political, military situations preceded or
coincided with these two battles. It discussed the course of actions and
details of these battles, depending on testimonies delivered by witnesses.
Later, the study showed the results of these battles and how Assad’s
authorities capitalized in them to blackmail the community in Sweida
district.
2. The “Black Wednesday” Invasion on 25th July 2018
The study reviewed security, political, military situations preceded or
coincided with this battle. It discussed the course of actions and details of
the battle, depending on testimonies delivered by witnesses. Later, the
study showed the results of the battle and how Assad’s authorities
capitalized in it to blackmail the community in Sweida district. Moreover,
the study pursued the most important views about the battle and its causes,
and the messages sent by Assad’s authorities through this battle to the
community in Sweida.
Chapter V
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The Mechanism of the Relationship between ISIS and Assad’s
Authorities
In this chapter, the study discussed the approach adopted by Assad’s
authorities to capitalize in ISIS, making a difference between how ISIS
presence was manipulated, an evidenced reality in all cases, and the
manipulation through coordination, and these cases have been all
confirmed by evidence. The study showed, in this chapter, how Assad’s
authorities invested ISIS presence in Sweida district, through intimidating
Sweida community of releasing ISIS monster. Afterwards, ISIS presence
was manipulated for the purpose of suppressing the protests in the
community, and to wear out the local factions via ISIS attacks. Further,
Assad’s authorities manipulated ISIS presence when they used ISIS to hit
armed opposition groups in Daraa, and Damascus suburbs before that.
What this study considered as a coordination between Assad’s authorities
and ISIS is when Assad’s authorities provided ISIS with weapons, via
Assad’s authorities-connected militias and smugglers. This turned the
districts in southern Syria into a market for fuels manually extracted by
ISIS. This served as a lifeline supply for ISIS. Additionally, Assad’s
authorities turned a blind eye to ISIS expansion in Sweida desert.
Chapter VI
Samples for Documentations and Testimonies
The study dedicated this chapter for documentations, as it provided
statistics about the civilian victims who were killed in the offensives
carried out by ISIS against Sweida district. The number of victims killed
in the massacre that took place on 25th July 2018 in the eastern countryside
of this district, reached 254 victims from Sweida locals, as well as two
displaced victims living in Sweida, and five victims from the rushing selfdefense groups that came from Jaramana and other towns in Damascus
suburbs. Those victims can be classified as follows: 63 victims from Shibki
village, 42 victims from Al-Shrihi village, 22 victims killed by explosions
and bombing, or due to pursuing the jihadists in Sweida town, 21 victims
from Douma village, 22 victims from Rami village, 9 victims from AlMattouneh village, 6 victims from Al-Dayatha village, 5 victims from
Tarba village, 5 victims from Ghaythat Hamayel village, 4 victims from
Al-Sowaimera village. We have also documented 51 victims from the
members of local rushing self-defense groups that came from all villages
and towns in Sweida district. The number of the injured who were
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evacuated from the regions attacked by ISIS was over 200. Moreover, 29
victims were kidnapped, including 9 women and 18 children, as well as
one man. Two victims were executed, a woman died during abduction
period, then two children were killed prior to the release of the kidnapped
due to the clashes that took place at a certain time. The study documented
the victims of landmines planted by ISIS and those who were killed by
mortar missiles which hit the territories of Sweida district. The study also
documented the martyrs from local self-defense groups who were killed
during the battles with ISIS, starting from the time when it first appeared
in Sweida. It also documented kidnapping crimes committed by ISIS and
the victims from Sweida locals. Moreover, this study documented ISIS
victims in the invasion that took place on 25th July 2018. Samples of the
testimonies and interviews used as a basis for this research have been
added.
Chapter VII
Conclusion
This study’s focus is on tracking Assad’s authorities’ manipulation for
ISIS, either when it comes to ISIS presence, or when it comes to
coordination with ISIS, and this has been evidenced in Chapter 5, and it
served as a basis to prove the study hypothesis. Throughout pursuing the
practical implementations of Assad’s authorities’ approach in this regard,
and by studying ISIS style of expansion, the study concluded that when
ISIS attacks Sweida district, where a Druze majority insisting on military
neutrality is living, and most Druze men there decline to be recruited in the
military service to serve Assad’s army purposes, particularly when ISIS
started to deteriorate and declined, with the absence of any opportunity that
would enable ISIS to attack this district, nor to stay there if it was allowed
to expand, it is certainly meant to serve Assad’s authorities’ strategy based
on capitalizing in terrorism, but this doesn’t go in line with ISIS military
doctrine which concentrates on occupying terrirtories with Sunni
majorities, or attacking US troops or other US-allied parties. This means
that ISIS is not interested in religious minorities, unless they create an
obstacle in its way to achieve those two ends, although ISIS depended on
murdering and enslaving the Yazidis when it attacked their regions as it
was expanding to reach the Iraqi Kurdistan.
Chapter VIII
Appendix
In this chapter, certain study-related documents have been added
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Doc. No. (1) Statement by Bars Association Branch in Sweida dated 24th
March 2011
Doc. No. (2): Statement calling Sweida locals to thwart the regime’s
attempts to get their men engaged in a confrontation with Daraa rebels
Doc. No. (3): Statement issued by The Southern Frontline in Daraa
addressing Sweida locals on 16th November 2014
Doc. No. (4): Statement issued by clergymen from Daraa district, as a
response to what Sheikh Abulsalam Al-Khalili said when he insulted the
Druze, dated 24th April 2011
Doc. No. (5): A statement by national social powers association in Sweida
addressed to their brothers and sisters in Houran Valley
Doc. No. (6): A statement by the tribes living in Southern Syria
Doc. No. (7): A statement issued by National Powers in Sweida District
Doc. No. (8) documentation of the detainees whom fate is still unknown,
along with the victims who were killed under torture, and those kidnapped
by Al-Nusra Front, as well as a few disappeared
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Introduction

1. Preface
When a few pupils scribbled graffiti on their elementary school wall
saying: “It’s Your Turn Doctor!”, the entire Syrian regime got shaken. The
governing authorities treated this incident as an existential danger
threatening the regime, so such authorities behaved as if the regime is about
to be overthrown. This fact was conceived by many Syrians depending on
their views about this regime that’s characterized by its firm grip on their
country for decades, and they lived every single detail of such a process.
The fears shown by the authorities, and the lack of trust between the
authority and regime institutions, including Al-Baath Party and affiliated
security apparatuses, which classified everyone depending on the
following grading standards: supporter, neutral, opponent, all of that
couldn’t let this incident pass as any other casual incident, especially when
this event made the authorities commit errors that seemed really stupid,
compared to the long experience of the regime in terms of managing its
relationship with the Syrian society. This incident added to the sin of
feeling frightened in public, and other resulting errors; so that mistrust
about the incapability of the those inherited the rule of Syria, among whom
the throne heir was the first and the foremost; became overwhelming trend
in that society. This is one of the reasons that explain why those who were
insulted in Daraa (which is famous of showing clan solidarity) challenged
such an insult in public meetings and protests. For the very reason; Syrians
dared to challenge a regime they thought; for long years, that it is as
inevitable as death itself.
Among all tools experienced by the regime; the authority heirs resorted to
the most horrible ones, and the least appropriate to deal with a complicated
subject in complicated situations1. Sectarianism and arousing conflicts was
one of these tools that are adopted to apply the maxim of “Divide and
Rule”. This, however, reflected their deep sense of isolation and being an
oligarchy ruling a country where they are isolated from their own people.
1

See “The Strategy of Assad Authority in confronting the Syrian Revolution” authored by several
scholars, published at Democratic Republic Studies Center website”, and see appendix No. (2) in the
same book, which is entitled: “Syria… a continuous revolution”, to learn more about the strategy of
despotic authorities in Syria to terminate the revolution. Check the following link: http://www.drscsy.org/%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA%D9%8A%D8%AC%D9%8A%D8%A9%D8%B3%D9%84%D8%B7%D8%A9%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D9%81%D9%8A%D9%85%D9%88%D8%A7%D8%AC%D9%87%D8%A9-%D8%A7
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But this behavior is also caused by a clumsy echoing of an already tested
prescription that was used by Hafez Assad and his operatives to damage
the determination and free will of the Syrians, Lebanese, Palestinians, and
to interfere in Iraq.
What we mean by clumsiness here is their negligence of the change that
occurred to international situations. Threatening to damage one’s own
country along with other neighboring countries, via spreading and
managing chaos everywhere, including releasing the terrorists from
prisons, and threatening to send them abroad; will never cause any horror
to US administration which is cautious enough to not let itself get involved
in the battlefield, depending on its past experience in Iraq. US
administration sought to focus on chaos control inside Syria (according to
a strategy that we called in a previous paper as “The Pressure Cooker
Policy”2. This measurement includes prolonging the life of Assad
authority, so that US administration could assume, along with its allies, the
responsibility of these policies.
Concerning Sweida Governorate; as our team is always present there,
we’ve worked on investigation and documentation, as well as collecting
testimonies throughout the past nine years, either within the general Syrian
context that has been suppressed and oppressed just to prevent people from
any kind of mobilization or protestation to ask for their own demands and
needs. We have also discussed in this field the systematic approach adopted
by Assad authorities which is manifested by releasing and managing chaos,
starting from the day when security apparatuses aroused and pressed on the
sensitive sectarian buttons that have been tended just to secure a kind of
distancing between all Syrian citizens. In fact, Syrian authorities did their
best to widen the gap of discord that has been long managed by the same
authorities within the local community, up to the point when the Syrian
authorities started investing in terrorists and extremists. This created an
appropriate milieu to deepen such a gap and make those elements active
when armed conflict overwhelmed the peaceful civil protests. Actually,
Assad authorities pushed for this situation through their violence and
brutality in cracking down the peaceful revolutionary movement. As a
result, different ‘religious’ flags have been raised in Syria. Social
2

Fakher Eddin, Yousef, “About the Complications of Syrian Conflict”, (Situation Appraisal), Democratic
Republic Studies Center, May 2014, http://www.drsc-sy.org/%d9%81%d9%8a%d8%aa%d8%b9%d9%82%d9%8a%d8%af%d8%a7%d8%aa%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%b5%d8%b1%d8%a7%d8%b9%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%b3%d9%88%d8%b1%d9%8a%d9%91
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fragmentation tanned with Syrians’ blood swept the scene as well. This led
the majority of Sweida community tend towards neutrality away from the
military conflict. Outcries in Sweida heard calling for this neutrality and to
protect this situation under the power of arms and weapons if necessary.
Because the authorities weakened the national democratic opposition in
this governorate; after long decades of oppression, suppression, and
political despotism, and due to the sensitive points managed by Assad
authorities between the majority of Sweida population who belong to the
Druze belief and the Bedouins on one hand, and between this governorate
and Daraa governorate on the other hand, an initiative based on local
traditional Druze active players has been presented. The most prominent
effective activity is what’s known as “Dignity Clergymen Movement” that
reflected the traditional defensive concepts of the majority of the locals
living in this governorate.
In the light of this condition; after Assad’s authorities had repeatedly
threatened of maintaining terrorism, through implicit, and sometimes
explicit messages, including what has been reported about the media
consultant in the presidential palace, Luna Al-Shibel, during a meeting
with a delegation from Sweida, when she said: “Had Sweida youth not
joined the army; then ISIS would be so close to you, since ISIS3 has started
to terrorize the community in this governorate”. Following this meeting; a
consensus including a large portion of political thinkers and the
intelligentsia in the governorate, along with a huge bloc of the local
community; affirmed that ISIS is no more than a scarecrow utilized to
intimidate the locals and to make them submissive and equally to punish
them at the same time. For them; Assad’s authorities have used this
scarecrow in place of releasing the armed forces and militias to attack this
governorate, as they had done in all parts of the country. So ISIS is
manipulated by the authorities to discipline the governorate locals and to
make them dutifully submissive, just to avoid the collapse of the lies about:
‘Minorities Protection’ that is claimed by these authorities, which may
make it lose the support of a large social portion who kept believing in such
lies, including some leftists and other ideologists, at the regional and
international levels. Additionally, Assad’s authorities wished to avoid any
animosity with the Druze living abroad, as the majority of the locals in this
governorate belong to this religious minority distributed among three
regional countries which are Lebanon, Jordan and Palestine, as well as in
3

Note: In this study the organization refers to ISIS, The Front refers to Al-Nusra Front, The Movement
refers to Dignity Clergymen Movement and later to Dignity Men Movement.
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exiles. The existence of such a minority extends to reach the Israeli and
Jordanian border zone, and this is a very sensitive location.
However, the special nature of this governorate in this regard is not an
exception. When Assad’s authorities released the jihadists and their leaders
from jails; this reflected, from the very beginning, that their presence will
be invested in, and manipulated to sabotage the revolution, to terrorize the
Syrians, and blackmail the whole world, so that such authorities will be reauthorized to rule Syria as the least bad choice among other horrible
choices. The authorities have developed, through time, a wide range of
possible uses for these terrorists, such usages might differ according to the
place, region, international and regional conditions, military situations in
the field, and the map of power balance. Thus, Assad’s authorities haven’t
dealt with jihadists at equal footings within Syrian territories, nor
according to a fixed appraoch. Sometimes, the authorities would facilitate
the jihadists’ expansion and spread, other times they would create, or turn
a blind eye towards the supply lifeline for the jihadists, so that they would
be regarded as a crisis for the opponents of these authorities, and helpful
elements for the authorities to hit, attack and totally exhaust the opponents.
These tactics might often lead to coordination with the jihadists.
Sometimes, the authorities would be in a direct confrontation with the
jihadist, but this will never happen, unless the authorities make sure that
the jihadists are the remnants of the authorities’ opponents. Such a
relationship between ISIS and Assad’s authorities often looks like a
relationship between two neighboring countries, according to some
activists from Sweida Governorate. This situation is similar to the coexistence between ISIS and Assad’s authorities that lasted for many years
when this organization occupied border line regions between Syria and
Iraq. At that time; their common interest was to abort US efforts, for their
own different reasons. From its part, Assad’s authorities were worried
about the next step to be taken by US, which might be removing these
authorities. Whereas the main motive for ISIS (this organization has been
formed by a mix of Iraqi senior officers who were former Baathists as a
result of the “Belief Campaign”4 launched by Saddam Hussein in the past
4

Launched by the former Iraqi president; Saddam Hussein, following his defeat in Gulf War 1991, and
the resulting protests by the Kurds and the Shiites, whereby he dismissed secular principles on which
the ruling Al-Baath Party is based. So that security apparatuses started to be tolerant towards the
aspects of showing piety, even towards hardline religious views within army ranks. However, they kept
monitoring those showing such a tendency to make sure they would never occupy any leading position,
in an attempt to obtain political support from the religious institutions. Having launched this campaign;
Saddam Hussein asked foreign fighters, in public, prior to US invasion to Iraq in 2003, to come to Iraq
to fight the occupiers.
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1990s with Jihadist Salafism) is to show animosity towards US occupation
and to create the dictatorship of the so-called ‘Islamic’ State. This means
that the animosity between the two sides hasn’t been central to either party,
even their behaviors towards each other reveal that, according to animosity
priorities, they always look at each other as the deferred enemy. This is
what we realized when we follow-up what’s happening in the region that
is the case study. We found out that ISIS understands that Assad’s
authorities do not stand as an existential danger regarding ISIS project.
Therefore, ISIS kept delaying waging any war against Assad’s authorities
as much as it could. On the other hand; Assad’s authorities view ISIS as a
trouble that might be directed towards their enemies, along with
manipulating ISIS presence to serve their ends. It’s worth mentioning here
that the process that we are studying an aspect of its most important effects
is the disintegration of the Syrian regime, along with the sickening fragility
of the state, and the end of its monopoly of arms and violence in Syria.
Whereas Assad’s authorities, backed by the Russian and Iranian allies,
tried to manage the conflict taking place in the country just like any other
occupation that doesn’t care about Syrians’ life nor fate, that’s why these
authorities will never regret what they caused to the country. Rather, the
supporters of these authorities will boast of that as an evidence of being
genius.
2. Hypothesis
Considering what we learned about Syrian security apparatus activities in
Iraq, and depending on their declarations about obtaining detailed
information, and their permeation into terrorist powers that formed the
Islamic State in Iraq and Levant, to be known later as the Islamic State
organization, throughout their offering for services to the United States5,
we realized this means that they know the leaders of these groups very well,
and the same applies to their ideologies, including the priority of animosity
shown towards the United States and its allies, whether they were

5

WikiLeaks revealed that a meeting was held on 18th February 2010 between US delegation headed by
Daniel Benjamin, and the Syrian vice foreign minister, Faisal Mikdad, in addition to L. General Ali
Mamlouk. The latter boasted in this meeting that Syrian security apparatuses are more successful than
their US counterparts. This is due to their permeation into terrorist groups, as he explained: “In
principle; we don’t attack or kill them at once, rather we plant our agents among them, then we seize
the appropriate chance to move”. He also announced that they have a “treasure of information”, and
he concluded that: “we have a lot of experiences, we do know these groups, this is our region, and we
know it very well. We should take the initiative of leadership”, then he added: “We shall go on this work
anyways. However, if a cooperation with Washington has started, then we will achieve better results,
and we could protect our interests much better”.
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countries, or armed groups. Such information made it easier for Syrian
security apparatuses to expect the priorities of such groups, and then to
anticipate their potential behaviors, so that they manipulated the presence
of these groups to serve their own interests. Depending on the observations
we obtained by monitoring, documenting, and interviewing in Sweida
Governorate, we have posed the following hypothesis:
This study assumes that Assad’s authorities have employed ISIS depending
on an approach divided into two levels: First: Investing in ISIS presence,
since the animosity between the two parties has not been most of the time
pressing, as it has with other parties. According to animosity priorities;
both parties often regard each other as a deferred battle, unless when they
cannot avoid it. The animosity shown by ISIS towards the United States
and its allies is the essence of ISIS existence. Considering their behaviors;
Assad’s authorities regard ISIS as the last enemy to be confronted, so they
can manipulate ISIS presence against ISIS remaining fighters who would
turn out to be the worst party instead of ISIS itself. Such characteristics
include the fact that ISIS does not accept other armed opposition entities
within the territories held by ISIS fighters. In this case, these entities have
the following options, either to be merged within ISIS, according to
allegiance vow system, to leave ISIS-held territories, or to be crushed by
ISIS. This is how ISIS has become the worst party in the eyes of the
majority of Syrian citizens and international community, throughout the
Syrian war. At the other level, we have Assad’s authorities manipulating
ISIS through coordinating with ISIS fighters, this means that everything
we have already discussed will be employed along with confirming the
direct coordination between both parties. We should note here that in spite
of the benefits gained by Assad’s authorities through this manipulation
process, and their general strategy towards the jihadists, yet this plan has
changed in time to become a “desperate plan”, since their power started
eroding, and changing from a power usurping the Syrian State into an
occupying power with their major allies (Russia and Iran). These
authorities try to manipulate the contradictions of these two allies to create
a space for maneuvering. Actually, the development of events made these
authorities lose control over what they considered as “pressure cards”
which turned against them. We should keep in mind that our study will not
discuss these complexities, since our mission is defined within the
investment and manipulation process.
Based on this hypothesis, the following questions have been posed:
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a- What are the conditions that led ISIS to appear in Sweida
Governorate?
b- Where has “ISIS presence manipulation” been appeared and what
evidence do we have about that?
c- How could we distinguish “investment and manipulation through
coordination” and what evidence do we have about it?
As we try to answer these questions; and other sub-questions throughout
this study; we seek to prove the validity and correctness of our hypothesis
as a necessary step to define the legal responsibilities of the parties that
committed crimes and violations, or facilitated the process of committing
these crimes and/or violations, along with backing the perpetrators.
3. Temporal and Spatial Framework
This study targets the period between March 2011 till May 2020 when this
study has been finished. It discusses the period between late 2014, when
ISIS attacked Sweida desert, till the date of finishing this study. As for the
spatial framework; the study targets Sweida Governorate as a research
environment, with focus on eastern villages of this district that are
bordering ISIS-held territories in Sweida desert. Certainly, you, dear
readers, should keep in mind that we have started preparing for this study
as of September 2019.
4. Methodology
We applied the descriptive methodology on this study, depending on
observation, as an instrument, based on direct contact and living in research
milieu, as well as in-depth witness interviews, along with recording,
collecting and organizing the data resulting from our direct constant
observations and monitoring of the situations starting from the beginning
of the protests in Syria in March 2011. We have also adopted measuring,
comparing, and filtering technique applied on information, data and
testimonies that we have obtained. After that, we have selected the points
we agreed on and estimated as the most objective among others, so that
they will become indicators on which our study will be based.
We applied documenting technique, via studying documents and records
(including articles, transcript of speeches, TV interviews, reports, previous
field works carried out by our team, investigations, news, images… etc…).
Furthermore, we always adopted information and data analysis in joint
brainstorming sessions held for our team, in an attempt to reach findings.
Moreover, we documented ISIS violations in Sweida Governorate, as well
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as documenting the crimes and the legal responsibility for whoever
participated in them depending on evidence and proofs, in terms of
execution, coordination, facilitation, provision of support by supply. After
that, we held a workshop for analysis in an attempt to complete drawing
the painting that we think it was still incomplete, but we hoped that it may
become a documentary and researching base for scholars, legal
professionals and whoever interested in this issue, wishing that they might
deal with its incompleteness and shortcomings as a starting point towards
starting a project dedicated to justice and holding war criminals and human
rights violators accountable. Revealing reality is our utmost aim.
5. Difficulties Faced by Researchers
Within an environment teeming with Assad’s authorities’ instruments,
whether those represented by security agents or the mafia-like members,
the dangers surrounding our safety is the first obstacle that researchers
would face. We were not allowed to apply researching tools such as
questionnaires or surveys. That’s why we focused our efforts on
documentation via dispatching a researcher to the incident location, or
through trustworthy witnesses. We also applied monitoring technique to
follow up what’s issued about the governorate through its media platforms,
including social media such as Facebook accounts. Additionally, we
attended most public meetings as much as we can. We also held meetings
to pose previously-prepared questions, including questions declaring our
aim, while others didn’t mention anything about that for safety reasons.
But we managed to find a way to make them cooperate with us via our
agents who would pose questions on our behalf. We have interviewed
dozens of individuals depending on polls we have already made and based
our explanation on what’s supplied by the participants themselves. We
managed to obtain many testimonies throughout the years we spent
working on this project.
Studying the relationship between Assad’s authority and jihadists in
general, especially ISIS, will last for long years to come. These researches
would depend on the security information that would be revealed, or
perhaps on confessions made in trials to be held for sure before special
tribunes. Such researches and studies will absolutely depend on data and
information collecting and analysis. This is what we have already done
without being directed by insights given through earlier works that might
help us a great deal. This can be used as an excuse for all shortcomings and
faults could be found in this work. But we do assert the importance of
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criticizing these faults as a part of accumulative process needed to reveal
all reality.
6. Significance
The importance of this study is based on the fact that it serves as an
unprecedented documentary material about ISIS crimes and violations in
Sweida Governorate, along with all relevant events and facts. This study
relied on analyzing the testimonies obtained by the two researches from
people who witnessed all incidents and reacted towards them. Furthermore,
this study will be available for legal professionals and right activists
working on prosecuting war criminals and abusers in Syria. It will serve as
a resource for data and information, and a documentary material for
researchers and professionals working on further researches. The study will
be also available to whoever interested in learning about any of ISIS
activities and supply lifelines, or how Assad’s authorities manipulated the
presence of this organization. We hope our study might become a base for
other researches to be built on.
This study has been finished on 6th May 2020, we didn't add any update
after this time, as the processes of revising, proofreading, editing and
translation have been started.
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II. Background to understand the general context
in Sweida Governorate prior to and during ISIS
Advent
1. Overview about the geography of this governorate and the
demographic distribution there
Sweida governorate is located in the south of Syria, with an estimated area
equals 6550 km2 and population reached 555703 according to the civil
records census in late 2019. Most of Sweida locals work in the agricultural
sector. It is one of the poor governorates in the country, since it lacks huge
industrial factories and institutions, or any other leading investment,
development and/or industrial projects. For that reason, many of the locals
left to live abroad, especially the youth, as they are distributed between
Gulf States and Venezuela. The majority of Sweida locals belong to the
Druze monotheist sect. The most prevailing family type in this governorate
is the quasi-tribal family type in this community.
The Muslims “The Druze”
They represent the majority of this district. They maintain a kind of fanatic
clannishness as they feel like a forever-targeted minority. The Druze
population is distributed in the south and south western Syria, at the borders
with Jordan, Israel, and in Sweida and Qunaitera, and in Damascus
countryside in two villages which are Sihnaya and Jaramana. In Edlib they
could be found in Jabal Al-Summak. This sect has extended regionally to
Palestine, Lebanon and Jordan. The Druze had joined the secular political
movement in the 1960s and 1970s of the past century, to be assimilated
either in national or leftist parties. The most prominent Druze figures are
Hammoud Al-Shoufi (Aba Al-Arabi), who was elected in the first national
conference of Socialist Arab Baath Party on 8th March 1963 to be the
secretary general of that party in the Syrian Arab Republic. Later, he
assumed several positions, until he was appointed as Syria’s permanent
ambassador in the United Nations. But he resigned in 1979 as a protest
against the despotic behaviors shown by Assad’s authorities. That’s why
he was tried and sentenced to death in absentia by the same authorities.
Another prominent figure is Haditha Murad (Aba Ali) who was detained
for 22 years in Assad’s authorities’ prisons. Among Druze secularists we
can touch the sectarian clannishness based on the obsessions of a minority
keeping in its collective live memory many grievances, that’s why it is
always obsessed with other possibilities.
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The Christians
The Christians live in many towns and villages within Sweida
Governorate, especially in Shahba, which is a town, and in other villages
including: Al-Qraya, Anz, Um Al-Rumman, Ora, Jbeeb, Al-Aslaha. The
well-known Christian families there are: Al-Awabidas, Zakhriyas,
Khouris, Al-Assafeins, Al-Boutus’s, Al-Bitars, Al-Haddads, Al-Badeens,
Al-Nammours, Al-Rishans, Al-Mleeghs, Al-Dheebs, Al-Tabras, Abu
Louhs, Zghaibs, Samaans, Al-Jabers, Junaidis, Jibraels, Al-Shammas’s,
Al-Qatamis, Asfours, Al-Rumheins, Freihats, Al-Hanoots, Aghabashians,
Al-Eids, Mfleihs, Al-Nimers, and Makhools… Christians adopted
neutrality as a principle towards the revolutionary movements and the
events taking place in the governorate starting from 2011, as they make up
a small minority group surrounded by a larger majority, save a few
individuals. We learned that a Christian from Sweida has participated in
the sitting-in that held by the opposition in Salkhad Town on 1st April 2011.
We should also refer to Sirin Khouri (a lawyer and human rights activist
who participated in a sitting-in held by the free lawyers in Sweida Bar
Association Branch, so she was detained for ten days in 2011). Like the
Druze, the many Christians in this governorate have joined secularist
political movement in 1960s-70s, whether in national or leftist parties. The
most prominent figure here is Naim Khuri (a local dissent figure, arrested
twice: in 1966 and detained for 4 years, and in 1993, to be detained for 10
months).
The Muslims (The Sunnis)
The Sunnis in Sweida live in Sweida city center, and other villages
including: Dhibeen, Um Al-Rumman, Anz, Ora, and Shaqa. The most
famous Sunni families in Sweida are: Al-Ghawthanis, Al-Lahams, AlNaasans, Al-Hammouds, Mutawees, Al-Nabulsis, Al-Oqlas, and Al-Alis.
These families adopted neutrality towards the revolutionary movements
and the events taking place in the governorate starting from 2011. A few
individuals, however, can be excluded.
The Bedouins
The Bedouins living in Sweida governorate occupy the northern and
eastern outskirts of the city, in the neighborhoods of Al-Muqawas, AlMushawrab, Al-Huroubi, Rajim Al-Zaitoun, Al-Dayatha, and AlShaqrawieh, in addition to other Bedouin communities in Shahba and AlAslaha, Al-Raha, Al-Kafr, Ariqa, Al-Mazraa, Wolgha, Woqim, Al-Kharsa,
Ora, Um Al-Zaitoun, Al-Qraiya, Dhibeen. However, they live in other
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villages and towns within Sweida district as herdsmen who are not
members in any community.
They also live in Sweida desert that’s bordering Damascus southern desert,
a region that is extended to Al-Tanf which has been turned into a military
base by British and US troops. It also extends to reach Jordanian borders
and to get connected to Al-Lajat, and Hammad desert. The major villages
and towns in Sweida desert include: Rajm Al-Dawla, Rajm Al-Baqar,
Shinwan, Al-Asfar, Al-Kiraa, Al-Saqiya, Al-Rashida, Tolool Rgheila,
Tolool Al-Safa, Tal Abu Ghaneim, Al-Sabee Byaar, Kaber Al-Sheikh
Hussein, Al-Zalf, Aliya, Al-Masyada, Al-Awra, Kharbat Al-Embashi, AlHabariya, Qaa El-Banat, Al-Diyatha, Al-Thuwair, Al-Rusaiee, AlSreikhee, Ashheeb, Martaa El-Faras, and Abu Harat. The most prominent
Bedouin families and tribes in Sewida Governorate are: Al-Ghiyaths, AlHasans, Al-Masaeids, Al-Odwans, Al-Ramthans, Al-Jamlans, AlHawasinas, Al-Rubaidans, Al-Hatims, Al-Sardiyas, Al-Omairats, AlJawabiras, Al-Ataiyjas, Al-Sallouts, Al-Shirfats, Al-Soroors, AlShanabilas, Al-Tahhans, Al-Faours, Al-Mutliks, Al-Zubaids, AlAmmours, Al-Dakkaks, Al-Sabtis, and Al-Suhaimans.

Picture taken for Sweida Desert form a village in the eastern part of the district
The picture shows how vast and rocky this desert is
(Source: Internet)

Internally-Displaced Persons living in Sweida
Displacement waves surging this governorate started from md 2011.
Displaced people came from other Syrian governorates which had been
besieged by Assad’s forces who started killing and damaging everything.
Displacement waves reached its climax between 2012-2013, activists
estimated that about 250.000 IDPs escaped to this governorate. Some of
them settled in this governorate, while others left (no formal statistics are
available concerning IDPs numbers in this governorate). After 2015, the
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displaced started leaving Sweida a bit by bit, due to security incidents that
took place at that time, and because of the attacks by hijacking, kidnapping
and criminal gangs, so it became an unsafe place for them. During the
period of living in Sweida; the displaced were neutral towards the
revolutionary movement. They didn’t get involved in any event taking
place in this district.
2. The relationship between the Druze and the Bedouins living
in this governorate
Tensions between the locals of Sweida (Nomads and urbanists) go back to
earlier eras, when the concept of invasion was quite common there.
However, skirmishes between them subsided since 1920, especially after
some members from certain Bedouin clans, such as Al-Sardiyas and AlSallouts participated in the Great Syrian Revolution in 1925, and they
aligned with the Druze. The situation continued this way until Hafez Assad
came to power and started playing on societal divisions, as well as on
deteriorating and eroding the Syrian community to get it split into
incoherent groups with sub-national affiliations, although he, in his
discourse, concentrated on the contrary. Yet, he managed to control these
divisions only within the limits of animosity and hatred. He didn’t let any
direct confrontation to take place at all. This situation remained as it is
threatening of exploding at any time until 7th November 2000, several
months after the incompetent heir had come to power in Syria under
constitutional amendment. The story started when security forces-affiliated
agents from Sweida Bedouins left a dead donkey in a Druze cemetery.
Many abuses committed by security-executive nomadic leaders took place
as well, depending on their close relationship with security forces in this
governorate. Not to mention they were working in smuggling illicit
materials including weapons and drugs etc… The most notorious one
among them is Sheikh Sauod Al-Saeed who killed, in cold blood, a young
man called Thamer Al-Awaj, as the latter protested when Sauod’s cattle
grazed in his grape grove, as this caused a lot of damage to the trees there.
The young man, Al-Awaj, came from Al-Raha village. He was a student at
the industrial high school in Sweida city. Upon killing this guy, his
colleagues at school took to the street, so that protests overwhelmed
Sweida6. Other vengeance acts committed by protesters against the nomads
living in this governorate, despite the fact that they had nothing to do with
6

This went side by side with the outrage expressed by Sweida locals and the resulting confrontations
with security forces on 7th November 2000. https://youtu.be/Qsp1_elSzhY?t=6
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these incidents. However, security authorities turned a blind eye, and stood
as bystanders, then they flared up the conflict with their toxic security
propaganda. Soon after that the district locals realized the plot behind this
game, so their protests started addressing the authorities. Thus protesters
asked the authorities to punish the perpetrators and to eradicate Sauod AlSaeed. But the authorities insisted on showing their bigotry when they
smuggled Al-Saeed and his gang outside Sweida. This increased the tensed
protests that turned into confrontations with the authorities which tried to
show that the incidents taking place in Sweida are no more than disputes
between the Druze and the Bedouins, so they circulated the name of
“Bedouins’ Events’ to show people that it is just a conflict between the
Druze and the nomads, to convince other Syrian clans that it is a conflict,
and to mobilize forces for a battle to come with the Druze.
Once protests expanded and turned into demonstrations against the
authorities; the Syrian army stormed into Sweida city and deployed there.
Bashar Assad executed his first massacre in this city in front of the national
hospital, the result was 22 victims killed, along with dozens of the
wounded. Most injuries were caused by the internationally-prohibited
explosive ammunition targeted the head, abdomen, and chest, according to
forensic scientists’ report at that time. Armed forces besieged Sweida city
by tanks and artillery, where tanks took positions around local playground
square, and other major squares in this city. Protesters had already attacked
Governorate building and caught the governor and other security
committee members who were present there. From that time on; Sweida
has been turned into a military barrack, since security forces reinforced
their positions and deployment in this city, along with the armed forces that
had been widely deployed in this governorate.

Picture taken in Sweida City in 2000
(Source: a video posted by “Sweida City Coordination”
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After the massacre that took place in 2000; the animosity between the two
parties (i.e. the urbanists and the Bedouins) renewed, but it was still latent.
While social activities carried out by both parties tried to abridge the gap;
security apparatuses continued, either directly or via accomplices, to
deepen this gap to be invested and used as a means to achieve the goal of
Divide and Rule maxim. But no other similar incidents took place till 2011.
By the start of the Syrian revolution in March 2011; the head of military
security branch in Sweida, whose name is Wafeeq Naser, depended on a
group including Bedouins and Druze members as well as members from
Houran, to create crises within Sweida governorate on one hand, and
between Sweida and Daraa, for being neighboring districts, on the other
hand. The members of this group led by Jamil Al-Balaas who is a close
friend to Wafeeq Naser and directed by him, had been deployed
everywhere, so as some of them joined the free Syrian army, while the
notorious ones shamelessly maintained their relations with the regime.
Other members cooperated with Al-Nusra Front. When ISIS appeared in
Sweida, some nomad members from this group joined and vowed the oath
of allegiance to ISIS, and became leaders in this organization. At different
points; this study will reveal how Assad’s authorities have employed those
groups in dealing with everything that’s related to managing the disputes
between the Bedouins and the Druze on one hand, and between Daraa and
Sweida on the other hand, as well as fueling the conflict between these
sides.

3. The relationship between two neighboring governorates
(Daraa & Sweida)
Starting from the very beginning of the public revolutionary movement in
Daraa; Assad’s authorities spread rumors about Sweida locals; claiming
that they helped the authorities in besieging Daraa and in other military
operations against this district. To confirm these claims for further
empowerment; Assad’s authorities sought to recruit well-known
individuals to serve as members in death squads/ Shabiha so that they could
appear in the forefront of the public scene. When militias have been formed
in Sweida; Assad’s authorities got those militiamen involved in the military
offensives against Daraa. They were also depicted as very important
supporting elements in this war against the so-called terrorism. Despite the
fact that most militiamen got involved in these battles just to be rewarded
for that, according to different testimonies delivered by our witnesses. Such
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militiamen didn’t have a decisive serious military impact on these battles,
since they lack proper organization, training, as well as self-motivation. If
we add to these acts what has been confirmed by the witnesses about how
those militiamen abused the passersby from Daraa to Sweida; we can
understand how much they have negatively affected the relationship
between the two governorates.

A post by Samer Sulaiman, an activist and journalist from Daraa district, posted on 9th April 2020
(Source: Facebook group entitled: “Valley (Houran) and Mount (Al-Arab) we are one family facing one
common enemy)
Post Translation
One day; as Daraa was under a strict siege, and there were severe battles; some prominent figures from Daraa
met the head of the military security department in Sweida, whose name is Wafeeq Naser, just to convince him to
let them deliver foodstuff into Daraa from Sweida. The assembled group was granted a written letter as a consent
to deliver the foodstuff and to activate trade movement. At the same time, the Iran-backed sectarian national
defense militia checkpoints were ordered to hinder the delivery of these materials and not to let them pass to
Daraa, after skipping Syrian army checkpoints.
This was a malicious message by Wafeeq Naser which means that who is besieging you are Sweida locals, not the
army nor security forces.
This issue reinforced a sense of friction at that time, unless there were wise men who realized that it was just a
trick

To serve the same end; which is arousing sectarian conflict with the Druze;
Assad’s authorities exaggerated in depicting the brigadier General Issam
Zaher Eddin as a superhero, with his twisted moustache and huge muscles,
who can move from one Syrian district to another just to teach the rebels a
hard lesson. Assad’s media outlets presented Zaher Eddin as a legendary
Druze character, by showing him, surrounded by his men, singing
traditional songs from Sweida. This scene introduced him as a unique
leader who is able to show his pride of his Druze sect in public, as he was
in charge of his regular brigade. Thus, the army has been introduced not as
the army of the Alawites but also for the Druze at equal footing. This is
meant to make the oppressed majority in Syria think that the Druze are
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partners in killing them. This doesn’t go beyond the authorities’ pattern of
arousing the feuds between the Syrians. The same pattern was echoed when
three officers from Sweida have been appointed recently as brigade
leaders, to obtain the senior military rank of brigadier general, in the
notorious Air Force, which kept targeting Syrians’ lives and livelihoods as
frequently as possible. According to that decree; the brigadier general pilot
Emad Nouman has been appointed as the commander of 73rd brigade
affiliated to Khilkhlieh airbase. The brigadier general pilot Adel Jad Allah
Qaisar has been appointed as the commander of the 30 th brigade that’s
positioned in Al-Dmeer and Al-Nasiriya airbases. Both pilots have joined
the brigadier general Mashhoor Hadifa who was appointed in 2019 as the
commander of 29th brigade of air transport in Damascus International
Airport7.
What confirmed the narrative of Assad’s authorities are those figures who
were counted as revolutionary ones aligned with the societal movement in
Daraa, but they adopted another different approach instead. Here we should
mention the famous footage which shows Sheikh Abdulsalam Al-Khalili
in April 20118. This video shows Al-Khalili cursing the Druze and
mocking their history, and their adorable remarkable figures. To be
discovered later that this clergyman was pushed by intelligence apparatus
to stigmatize the revolutionary movement as sectarian one, in a way to
prevent large portions from Syrian society to take a part in this revolution.
This video pushed clergymen and mosque Imams from Daraa to disown
Al-Khalili9.
Assad’s authorities started creating troubles between the two governorates
via a network of informers, corrupts, smugglers, bandits, which is run by
Wafeeq Naser, the head of military security department in Sweida. His
narrative was based on what he knows about the religious, historical, and
regional differences between the two governorates10. This network which
is set up by intelligence branches in Sweida and Daraa, and employed and
7

Zaman Alwsl, To Get Closer to the Sect.. The regime appoints three Druze leaders to head Air
Brigades, 21st April 2020. https://www.zamanalwsl.net/news/article/123115

8

Video showing Abdulsalam Al-Khalili insulting the Druze and making fun of their history, April 2011
https://youtu.be/PqpjqycBpjQ?t=39
9

Houran Clergymen’s Statement, see Doc. No. (4)

10

Al-Khateeb, Homam, About the Relationship between Sweida and Daraa during Revolution Time,
Democratic Republic Studies Center, December 2014. https://goo.gl/Kv6t7R
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used for smuggling operations prior to the eruption of protests in Syria,
then after the start of these protests, has been re-employed to assume a new
additional role, related to dividing, deteriorating and planting the seeds of
disputes between the two governorates, via crimes including kidnapping,
murdering, creating problems between the two districts. Prior to, during
and after any military offensive against Daraa; Assad’s authorities
managed to create any trouble in order to mobilize the youth in Sweida.
Further; Assad’s authorities kept involving Sweida locals in any
confrontation with Daraa, depending on a toxic plan aiming to claim that
there is animosity and hostility between the locals in Sweida and Daraa.
The relationship between the two governorates got strained starting from
December 2011; when Al-Nusra Front kidnapped 16 persons11 from
Sweida, including prominent figures such as Jamal Ezz Eddin, and their
fate is still unknown to the moment. This crime came after attacking AlMjeimer checkpoint in Sweida, which was soon followed by the
kidnapping felony. This incident is considered by Sweida activists as the
start of Assad’s authorities’ attempts to create untrue disputes between the
two governorates, depending on agents in Daraa who have joined military
factions and Al-Nusra Front. A friend of Jamal Ezz Eddin confirmed that:
“what happened is no more than a punishment to Jamal Ezz Eddin, because
he refused what Ali Mamlouk, the head of national security office asked
him to do. In fact, Mamlouk asked him to publish a statement denouncing
Walid Joumblatt who asked, in a TV interview, the Syrian Durze to break
up with the regime. Security forces, therefore, ordered agents in Daraa to
kidnap Ezz Eddin and the persons who accompanied him”.
In the face of regime’s rhetoric which aims to intimidate the Druze and
make them feel frightened from Daraa locals, along with mobilizing the
Druze to align with the regime against Daraa’s people; several statements
had been published by Daraa locals, tribes, as well as military leadership,
just to reassure the Druze. The most famous statement was the one
published by Al-Noaim Tribe Council12, and the statement issued by AlLajat Tribes13, as well as the statement issued by Free Syrian Army (FSA)
11

To have a look at the list of the names of those kidnapped by Al-Nusra Front, see Doc. No. (8)

12

You can see the statement when you follow this link:
www.alwatanvoice.com/arabic/news/2014/08/19/580052.html
13

You can see the statement when you follow this link:
www.facebook.com/ananas4957/posts/426684457473329
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Southern Frontline Command14 on 16th November 2014, which included
warnings against discord that the regime and its operatives were trying to
ignite, along with maintaining good relations between the two neighboring
districts, with a reference to the nationalistic patriotic great history of
Marouf Tribe, and the sense of unity that is connecting between all Syrian
citizens.
Despite Assad’s authority’s hectic attempts to plant the seeds of discord
and dispute between the two governorates, yet all of them went
unsuccessful. Local and civil activities managed to control and limit the
troubles before it was too late. Moreover, protesters in Sweida kept
chanting for Daraa in all demonstrations. By the start of displacement of
Daraa’s people who escaped from Syrian regime’s oppressions and
massacres; Sweida dissents announced that Sweida is a hosting place for
Daraa’s people. Accordingly; activists started receiving the displaced and
providing accommodations and basic needs to the displaced. At the same
time; some activists from Sweida managed to deliver food and medicines
to the besieged locals in Daraa, especially in the villages of Al-Hirak, Busra
Al-Sham, Al-Ghariya, as well as into other disastrous towns. These efforts
have been exerted by those activists to assert that the Syrian citizens make
one unified entity that cannot be divided nor separated. This was a severe
blow directed to the regime’s strategy which was attempting to mark
Sweida as a neutral district. However, activists proclaimed through their
actions that they denounce sectarianism and territorialism, as the Syrian
revolution is meant for the welfare of all Syrians, no matter which sectarian
and/or ethnic group one belongs to.

14

See Doc. No. (3)
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A Post by Yasser Aljayoush from Daraa
(Source: Facebook group entitled: “Valley (Houran) and Mount (Al-Arab) we are one family facing one
common enemy)

Post Translation
Good morning gainers!
I would tell you a real story that took place in 2011, by the start of the freedom and dignity revolution;
When Assad (forces) attacked Eastern Houran villages, where they started murdering, burning and damaging
literally everything.
Fire didn’t exclude drugstores, which means that everything was damaged, and many were injured
The only urgent solution to fetch medicines was to resort to Sweida.
Men went to Sweida to bring medicines, plasters and disinfectants
To be honest, no pharmacist declined from opening his pharmacy to provide whatever needed, showing high good
spirits
They also refused to get any money in return, although men from Daraa insisted on paying the price of these
medicines, but the pharmacists’ refusal was irrevocable. To be honest, just to narrate the whole story, nobody
received anything, except one pharmacist who is fresh in this career and he hadn’t paid all the costs for the
supplies in his pharmacy. Disgraced; this pharmacist apologized as he said: “It’s a special offer for you! You can
take medicines according to wholesale prices” He didn’t make use of the situation, as if taking the money for the
medicine he is selling was a disgrace for him.
Salute to our generous good people in Sweida!
By the way, we still respect and appreciate the pharmacist who received money from us as much as we do towards
his colleagues

From 2015 on; kidnapping crimes remarkably increased between the two
governorates. These crimes looked like systematic crimes perpetrated by a
network permeating both governorates, and based on members from the
militias which were affiliated to Assad and backed by Iran, before they
were disengaged from them to transform into a kind of Mafia. Those
militiamen moved to work as bandits within gangs specialized in
kidnapping, drug trafficking and trading in both governorates. All of that
happened under the auspices of security apparatuses, which facilitated
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these activities to get shares of the loots and crime revenues. Sometimes,
those militiamen were used by security apparatuses to serve security
purposes. Up till now, discord is still threatening both governorates, as
security apparatuses will encourage it to happen, via gangs spreading in
both districts. For example; on 27th March 2020, escalation between the
two governorates reached a high level. Local peace becomes at the verge
of collapse, unless wise men from both governorates have interfered. These
incidents brought death to 16 victims, and 5 were injured in Al-Qraiya
village (20 km to the south of Sweida) by an ambush set by Ahmad AlOwdeh’s forces affiliated to the Russian 5th Legion, after a kidnapping
crime perpetrated by a gang affiliated to security forces in Sweida, and the
bandits of this gang maintain good relations with Ahmad Al-Owdeh’s
forces. The location of clashes is so close to Assad’s forces’ positions in
Ora village that’s bordering Al-Qraiya village. That clashes continued for
over 2 hours, without any intervention by security or army forces in this
battle. The bet on Assad’s authorities which can set fire in the valley and
the mount at the same time appeared clearly in a post by Syrian
parliamentary member and secretary, Khalid Al-Abboud, published on his
Facebook account on 6th May 2020, under the title: “But what if Assad got
angry with Putin?” In that post he wrote: “what if President Assad got
angry with Putin, and pushed him into a lava-like hell in Houran, either in
its valley or mountain? What if his intelligence forces mobilized thousands
of those who hate Russia and its interventions and dictations imposed on
the Syrian people?”

A post by Khalid Al-Abboud
(Source: Facebook account of MP Khalid Al-Abboud)

4. Overview about revolutionary movement and the demands
of Sweida Governorate
Just like other Syrian districts; Sweida governorate interacted with the
Syrian revolution, so the hosting places there have turned into salons to
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discuss public issues. Views differed between supporters, or opponents of
this movement, along with those who considered it as a real requirement
for any development. Soon later, protests took to the streets in this district,
seemingly they were elite protests (Sweida hasn’t witnessed widespread
public protests, expect those burial processions held for martyrs, specially
the demonstration that was held as a burial ceremony for Sheikh Waheed
Al-Balous, the leader of Dignity Clergymen Movement). At the very
beginning; slogans calling for political reform were upheld such as the
slogans calling for ending emergency situation, and martial laws, along
with calling to power rotation, and limiting the powers granted to security
apparatuses. These slogans were soon raised due to security authorities’
suppression, as they ignored protesters’ demands, so that slogans shifted to
target the head of the regime. Accordingly, the slogan calling for
overthrowing the regime was first upheld, to be followed by the slogan
calling for the president’s execution. The same process took place in all
Syrian places that were witnessing protests.
The revolutionary movement in Sweida started on 27th March 2011, when
Sweida lawyers launched the first sitting-in held by the bars association in
Syria, following the start of protests. This sitting-in took place in front of
Bar Association headquarters in Sweida15, aiming to support Daraa. During
this activity that took place on 24th March 2011 a statement was
announced16, and it called for “removing the security siege encircling
Daraa, to carry out serious transparent investigation about the incidents that
were accompanied with shooting against unarmed civilians”. Activists and
lawyers also asked for ending emergency situation and martial laws, as
well as exceptional tribunals. They called for applying separation of
powers principle. Sweida lawyers’ movement continued through two
commissions: “Sweida Lawyers for Freedom” then “Sweida Free
Lawyers”. They also did their best in advocating and voluntarily
representing the detainees throughout revolution years. Thus, they have
formed a kind of unique solidarity manifested by sitting-ins at Bar
Association headquarters whenever Assad’s authorities arrested a lawyer
from Sweida. These sitting-ins served as a means to force Assad’s
authorities to release the detained lawyers.
From 27th till 31st March 2011; a group of activists held a sitting-in in
Sweida. They lighted candles as a protest against the killing and violence
applied by the regime in Daraa. This was followed by a sitting-in held in
15
16

To watch the sitting-in video, follow this link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuY9KfKFTTE
To read the whole text of the statement see Doc. No. (1)
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Salkhad town on 1st April 2011 to show support and solidarity with Daraa
locals. Perhaps the most important protesting sitting-ins in 2011 was the
one held on 19th July 2011 before Bar Association headquarters, as other
association and syndicate members joined this event side by side with the
lawyers. They issued a statement in the name of syndicate and public
service workers commission in Sweida, which includes lawyers, engineers,
doctors, dentists, pharmacists, teachers, writers, merchants, and other
public professionals.
This statement went like this:
“We, the syndicate members and public service workers commission in
Sweida, including lawyers, engineers, doctors, dentists, pharmacists,
teachers, writers, traders, and other public professionals:
Dear People in the Dearest Syria;
Syria represents a 5000-year-old civilization. Syria means the alphabet.
Syria comprises churches and mosques that stand together side by side.
Syria means in the beginning was the word. Syria is where there is no
difference between an Arab and a foreigner, neither between a white and
black man. Syria is the first country whose people worked in trade and
commerce, as they sailed in the ocean. From Houran valleys wheat has
become the food for all humanity.
Syria is the majority comprising all components, ethnicities, sects, and
other social spectrums. Each one of them is a part in this majority, not
just a part in a sect or a component. When have you enslaved people as
they were born free from their mothers’ wombs?
From here, your lofty Sweida, we declare the following:
1- We see the future of Syria in a democratic civil state based on
pluralism and the rule of law, where local peace is maintained and
tolerance is dedicated as a principle.
2- Dismantling the security state, and restructuring all security
apparatuses, according to citizens’ freedom and dignity. Keeping
our country safe and sound, as well as maintaining its prestigious
status. Limiting the powers granted to security apparatuses at
once, including random arrests. Releasing all opinion detainees.
3- We refuse any sectarian-tendency-based riots. We claim that
whoever depends on a sectarian viewpoint is a murderer of
freedom, unity and patriotism advocated by the Syrian people.
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4- We reject any acts of killing or violence against peaceful
protesters. We support the legal legitimate peaceful public
movement calling for freedom and dignity sought by the Syrian
people
5- All armed forces and activities must be withdrawn from all Syrian
roads and towns
6- We reject any external intervention
7- We reject chaos manifested by loose security and legal situation,
particularly in Sweida. This happened when we turn a blind eye to
what gangs known as popular committees are doing. These
committees include immoral criminal individuals who are roaming
the streets of the city, holding lethal weapons to attack unarmed
civilians and peaceful protesters, as well as to rob private
properties while judicial policemen and security branches are just
watching and seeing what’s happening without any intervention.
This means that the mayor, the attorney general and the party
secretary in Sweida are all responsible of that.
We think that the first task to be implemented by the civil state is to spread
and maintain security, since that’s the core of its power. This means that
this task should never be assigned to the outlaws, as the state should
exclusively establish and spread stable security situation for all Syrian
people, according to legal and constitutional principles.
Sweida on 19th July 2011
A few months after the start of the Syrian revolution; Sweida governorate
formed revolutionary political institutions which tried to organize and
coordinate activities, but they ended up as fictitious institutions, before
they were finally dismantled. There used to be a political wing represented
by: “national forces assembly in Sweida”17 and a military wing represented
by the military council in Sweida headed by Colonel Marwan Al-Hamad.
This wing was active in Daraa too, in addition to many revolutionary
powers and commissions including Free Lawyers. However, the role
played by most institutions declined, since late 2013. Their activities
17

The Founding Statement of National Forces Assembly in Sweida dated 10th October 2011
https://souriahouria.com/%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%AA%D8%AC%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%82%D9%88%D9%89%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%88%D8%B7%D9%86%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%81%D9%8A%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%88%D9%8A%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%A1-%D8%A7%D9%84/
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became limited to active members working within such institutions, so
their activities as revolutionary institutions eclipsed. Notwithstanding, we
are not interested here in discussing the reasons that led to this situation.
Starting from 2011; many officers and soldiers from Sweida have defected
from the army they were serving for. Some of those defectors joined Free
Syrian Army that welcomed them warmly, especially in Daraa. Then,
military formations adopted an Islamic ideology, which treats others as
disbelievers spreading everywhere. One of those defectors, for instance, is
the First Lieutenant Eng. Khaldoon Zein Eddin, who defected from
Assad’s army in October 2011, then he proclaimed joining to “Free
Officers Brigade”. Later, he has formed Sultan Pasha Battalion, which
participated in several battles that took place in Daraa. Activists reported
that Assad’s authorities lured Khaldoon to go to Sweida, via figures who
are counted as dissents. They made him think that the time has come to
liberate this governorate, and they were coordinating with fighting groups
there. So he launched a military offensive against the governorate, but he
was besieged there without the interference of any para-military groups to
support him. He was killed, at last, in this governorate, in the battle known
as “Daher Al-Jabal” on 14th January 2013. Another example about
defectors from Sweida is Colonel Pilot Hafez Faraj who defected from
Assad’s army in June 2012, and co-founded with Khaldoon Zein Eddin and
the defected colonel Marwan Al-Hamad what is known as “Sweida
Military Council” in Daraa that is headed by Colonel Marwan Al-Hamad.
This council participated in several battles that took place in Daraa, the
most important one is ‘Amoud Houran”. However, the military council was
dissolved when fund ebbed18 due to the Islamist tendency that
overwhelmed the opposition members who had the upper hand in Coalition
institutions interested in the military sector, and their attempts to get rid of
all secularist formations. This sectarian tendency whose forerunners
appeared when the National Council was formed, as it was based on
sectarian allocation and appeasing the minority groups, not on a collective
national program aiming to maintain all citizens’ claims and dues under the
rule of law and state, where there is no majority nor minority, unless under
a democratic process and ballot boxes. Other soldiers from Sweida who
defected from Assad’s army and joined FSA, include Khadoon’s brother,
the First Lieutenant Fadel Zein Eddin, and the First lieutenant Amira Abu
Zaman Al-Wasl, Colonel Al-Hamad, Moderate Factions didn’t get enough support, and here’s the 18
story of Sweida with Qataeineh, September 2014
https://www.zamanalwsl.net/news/article/53801/
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Hassass who defected from Assad’s armed forces, to be married later to
Khaldoon in Al-Hirak town, Daraa. Furthermore, we must mention the
First lieutenant Mohannad Al-Aissami, the captain Shafeeq Amer, the
chief warrant officer Samer Al-Bonni who was killed in Daher Al-Jabal
battle. Along with the defected Sergeant Major Majed Zein who was killed
in Rastan in July 2012, and the defected soldier Sameer Abu Fakhir, and
Bassel Al-Shamindi who were killed in Ghouta. Actually, we have a long
list including the names of those who defected, but we cannot mention all
of them, because many defected soldiers from Sweida didn’t announced
anything about their defection from Assad’s army, as they were so
concerned about their families, and they wanted to spare them Assad’s
authorities’ retaliation as the government is still under Assad’s control.
However, we can mention the famous ones who are living in exile right
now. This list includes: Brigadier General Faraj Al-Maqt, Colonel Khaled
Al-Halabi who was the head of general intelligence branch in Raqqa
governorate. From defected media figures we can mention Prof. Yahya AlAridi, among defected judges we have Anwar Al-Afeef.
By the start of Syrian displacement surge from Daraa, Damascus suburbs,
and Homs, as people fled Assad’s authorities’ massacres and oppressions;
Sweida locals showed readiness to receive and host Syrian fellow-citizens,
regardless of their political stances (whether supporters or opponents). The
number of displaced people who resorted to this district reached 200,000
(according to unofficial statistics based on estimated numbers). Sweida is
the governorate whose locals declined to set up tents and camps for
refugees coming from other Syrian districts. Rather, they have received
their fellow-citizens in their homes during the early stages of displacement
wave. Although Assad forces reached the highest level of control and
oppression at that time, however, this hadn’t changed Sweida locals’
decision related to receiving and hosting their guests (as they used to call
them), and to provide them with whatever they needed. Sweida
humanitarian aids were delivered to many Syrian districts, starting from
Hama (Al-Latamineh, Kafer Zeita, Khattab….) to Daraa villages (such as
Al-Hirak, Al-Ghariya Al-Gharbiya, Basr Al-Harir, Um Walad, and other
towns and villages). These aids extended to reach Homs, especially to AlKhalidiya neighborhood, and Deir Baalaba. Moreover, activists started to
equip a makeshift field hospital in Deir Baalaba, known as “Sweida
Hospital”, but it was targeted by the regime forces before it had even been
completed. Equally, Sweida humanitarian aids were delivered to towns
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including Darayya, Douma, Harasta, and Zakiya, in Damascus Suburbs, as
well as in Jabal Azawiya in Edlib, and other Syrian territories.
In late 2015; Sweida started witnessing a different movement that focused
on improving living situations. Protests in this case assumed the pattern of
demands19, even when they escalated their demands sometimes to turn into
revolutionary protests adopting Syrian revolution slogans. These protests
included a campaign called: “You Have Strangled Us”20 which defined its
protests as peaceful and based on just demands to push the government to
improve the living conditions and services in this district. This campaign
launched several protests and sitting-ins, the most momentous activity was
the sitting-in held on 3rd September 2015, one day prior to the event of
Sweida witnessing two explosions which killed dozens of victims,
including the leader of Dignity Clergymen movement, Waheed Al-Balous.
Following these explosions; this campaign was ended due to the security
circumstances witnessed by the district at that time. Later, activists from
Sweida launched a new campaign called: “You Have Shattered
Us”21preceded by student march carried out by dozens of students as a
protest against the arbitrary sacking of their teachers, a process that was
based on their political affiliations and alignments, or because some of
them should be conscripted for military service. This campaign upheld the
slogan: “Together to make teachers go back to their schools”22 This
campaign undertook its first sitting-in on 12th April 2016, simultaneously
with parliamentary elections. It upheld slogans urging the government to
fight corruption and to improve living conditions and other public services.
However, these slogans developed significantly after the demonstration
19

Al-Khateeb, Homam, “Demand-based Protests in Sweida: Reasons, Authority’s Mechanisms adopted
to suppress these protests, Viewpoints about these protests”, Democratic Republic Studies Center,
August, 2017.
https://goo.gl/MJ2tZ6
20

Check the following link for “You Have Strangled Us” FB account:
https://www.facebook.com/%D8%AE%D9%86%D9%82%D8%AA%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7755811091229770/?ref=page_internal
21

Check the following link for “You Have Shattered Us” FB account:
https://www.facebook.com/%D8%AD%D8%B7%D9%85%D8%AA%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7223013464716455/?ref=page_internal
22

Check the following link for “Together to Make Teachers Go Back to their Schools” FB account:
https://www.facebook.com/%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%A7%D9%8B%D9%84%D8%A5%D8%B9%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%A9%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%B3%D9%8A%D9%86-%D8%A5%D9%84%D9%89%D9%85%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%D9%87%D9%851674064902846081/?ref=page_internal
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that took place on 17th April 2016 as they adopted the political course,
that’s why the demonstrators saluted the rebel towns and denounced
Assad’s authorities’ acts and the crimes perpetrated by them and their allies
against the Syrian people. Further, protesters chanted revolution songs
such as Janna.. Janna… Janna/Paradise.. That’s You! O’Syria our own
homeland, in addition to giving the name of Dignity to the square that was
previously known as President square. Protesters wrote down: “Dignity
Square” on the base of Hafez Assad statue which was destroyed by the
demonstrators following the assassination of the head of dignity clergymen
(Al-Balous). In the place of this statue, they installed a huge picture for the
head of the great Syrian revolution: Sultan Al-Atrash. In August of the
same year; the campaign was renewed when a young man called: Rayan
Abu Fakher was killed by Alaa Ballan who is a contractor for military
security department. As a result; Sweida witnessed protest waves calling
for executing the murderer and prosecuting the corrupts in the governorate,
especially the head of the military security department, Wafeeq Naser. This
campaign is followed by another campaign entitled: “We Want to Live”23
that was preceded by successive sitting-ins held by minibus owners in July
2017 as a protest against the lack of fuel (Diesel), they have blocked a key
street in Sweida (Al-Mihwari), this created a traffic jam lasted for hours.
The demands-based protestation campaign is renewed in late January 2020,
under the same title: “We Want to Live”, and continued till February 2020.
However, it was stopped when its activists were teased and harassed as
they were summoned, interrogated and threatened by security branches.
Moreover, this movement was demonized through claims accusing it of
receiving funds from external sides aiming to destabilize the security in
this district. Other claims and accusations were announced by brigadiergeneral Fawzat Shqeer; the head of Al-Baath Socialist Arab Party branch
in Sweida, not to mention referring to ISIS threats in a message that is
meant to say: “if the movement continued, then ISIS will appear in
Sweida”. This is what most locals in Sweida implicitly understood (even if
the majority didn’t mention that in public, but this is what is discussed in
ad hoc meetings). They really understood that ISIS is a punishment that
would be inflicted by Assad’s authorities against Sweida people if they
dare to challenge them or the protests continue.

23

Check the following link for “We Want to Live” FB account:
https://www.facebook.com/badna.niesh/?ref=page_internal
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5. Dignity Clergymen Movement
Throughout many decades; Assad’s authorities have emasculated
democratic political powers in Sweida, that’s why their impact on society
is so weak, though they still have a prestigious status derived from their
members’ sacrifices, well education and patriotism that nobody has any
doubt about it. As a result of emasculating this opposition trend; its
initiatives become limited to political analysis and proposals, peaceful
protests, media and human rights activities, as well as interaction with local
initiatives to take a part in controlling them within Syrian national
framework. In fact, primary military defections of officers and soldiers
from Sweida, which were appreciated and praised by the public in all rebel
regions, especially in Daraa, and the defected soldiers who formed later
Sweida military council headed by Marwan Al-Hamad; all of these efforts
have been gradually strangled by the prevailing opposition wave
(represented by the National Coalition) depending on direct correlation
between these members and the growing sense shown by the Muslim
Brotherhood members whose power became stronger so they wanted to
crack down on whoever was non-Islamist.
Because of the weakened democratic civil opposition movement in this
governorate, and after strangling Sweida military council, in additions to
the recently developed feuds between the valley and the mount in Houran,
which are managed by Assad’s authorities throughout decades depending
on divide and rule maxim, the local community was the only one spared to
start a local defensive initiative that could stand in the face of authoritative
and terrorism powers. Like other Syrian regions; which are politically
quarantined, a network connecting the most competent clergymen became
active to show solidarity under pressure, compared to student group, or
other youth groups, who were the leaders and the dynamo which activated
the civil democratic revolution. Among those clergymen, the ones who are
far away from Syrian regime apparatus, which means they don’t belong to
the formal religious institution represented by Cosmic Mind Clergymen.
Within these circumstances; Dignity Clergymen/Shiekhs Movement was
formed in April 2014 to be headed by Shiekh Waheed Al-Balous.
Regardless of how much Dignity Clergymen were aware of their
movement; they introduced a local option among other potential ones that
would soon appear as a response to situational needs. Assad’s authorities’
reaction to the emergence of this movement seemed quite the same as their
general strategy and policies adopted to tackle any issue in this
governorate. Although they did not totally approved this movement; yet
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they avoided any direct violent clash with this movement members, as long
as the movement was attached to the sectarian structure in this district, and
as much as the movement members were considering the formal religious
institution controlled by Assad’s authorities, so they could objectively
deepen sectarian divisions, and as a result they would become unable to
produce a national democratic structure that could accumulatively collect
and include all Syrians, even after their long journey with agonies and
pains. However; Rev. Al-Balous sought, during the last part of his life, to
reject the sectarian locality to establish a national foundation, and to go
beyond the local level to approach the national level where he could meet
halfway the opposition forces, by relying on gradual shift. He wanted his
movement to play a national patriotic role by going beyond the permitted
circle within which Assad’s authorities could manage the conflict with the
movement. For that reason; Assad’s authorities managed to assassin him
with other leaders. By his assassination; the movement reached its end as
it was originally formed as a circle surrounding this man in person.
The movement introduced traditional local defensive concepts, just like
any other Syrian groups that recessed back to their original localities
because of the bloody terrorism shown by Assad’s authorities and their
devastating strategies. This was the result of prevailing opposition’s failure
(National Council and Coalition) in creating a national democratic
alternative. These defensive concepts included the rejection of mandatory
recruitment for the youth outside Sweida, or getting them involved in
unfair wars, after Sweida’s community unanimously agreed on the fact that
the Syrian army doesn’t play its national role anymore, a role that should
be manifested by protecting the Syrians and their territories and dignities.
But the army assumed another role reflected by defending the authorities
through killing the Syrian rebels and demolishing their towns and cities.
This reality made a huge portion of Sweida local community abstain from
sending their sons to serve in the army. The number of abstainers reached
nearly 30,000 according to Sweida activists’ estimates. Dignity Clergymen
rhetoric and orations supported this kind of abstention from military
service to back and deepen this aspect. That’s what made this movement,
just like the majority of Sweida community, face to face with Assad’s
authorities which realized that they have lost a big human bloc of potential
supporters. A bloc that would be willing to burn their sons in the war waged
against the Syrian people just for Assad’s authorities’ sake, under the
pretext that these authorities are protecting the minority groups. Further,
Assad’s authorities felt that they have partially lost the legitimacy of their
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major theme in the Syrian war, which is about minorities protection,
especially when these authorities were forced to face the minorities
sometimes, even indirectly through their agents.
From its very beginning; Dignity Clergymen Movement attempted to
attract the neutral group in Sweida, which was called by the activists:
“May-God-Relieve-Us-from-worries group” to refer to the fact that this
group preferred to live in peace and stability, and they accepted to live in
poverty and deprivation, because they were terrified from what they
considered as a chaos and disorder sign. This group considers what is
happening in Syria as just an arbitrary devastating war, so they want to be
saved from it by suffering the least possible losses. That’s why Dignity
Clergymen movement upheld the slogan of: “We are neither supporters nor
opponents” just to touch upon the ambitions of this huge group in Sweida.
In fact, many of them started to participate either in positions, or actively
in real life side by side with Dignity Clergymen. This category makes the
core of the popular base for Dignity Clergymen. Following that, Rev. AlBalous started his shuttling tours to the mountain villages. He praised and
blessed the armed groups (that are locally known as the Flag) which were
formed under his leadership, until they developed into 35 groups. This
development was accompanied with wide defections from the militias
formed by Assad’s authorities in Sweida, especially from National Defense
militia, and Al-Baath Battalions. All defectors joined Rev. Al-Balous’
Movement. This movement progress was extraordinarily. Leaders were
classified, and the movement followed the track that’s calling for going
beyond contradictory dualities that Assad’s authorities tried to confine
Sweida community within. Dignity Clergymen see these dualities
hindering Sweida community, and threatening of exploding it to be torn
out of the Syrian Arab surroundings. That’s what led movement leaders to
discuss the common grounds between Sweida locals, and to push them to
go out from contradictions circle into the common grounds circle that is
agreed upon by everyone. Thus, they upheld the slogan of: “Protecting the
land, the honor, and religion” which was approved by most societal slices
in Sweida.
However, this slogan hasn’t been kept for rhetoric purposes for a long time;
rather Dignity Clergymen had actually proven, through events and
incidents, that they were able to apply this slogan literally, especially in AlHaqf and Shaqa battles, as well as in Dama battle that preceded them. They
struggled hard and offered many sacrifices as they were deterring the
extremists at different places, and in different battles. This added to the
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credibility of this movement in Sweida which acknowledged that this
movement is dedicated to protect the community.
Moreover, this movement became adorable at popular level. As it
embraced the majority’s decision in that community, which is based on
abstention from sending their sons to be conscripted in Assad’s army, just
to avoid turning them into fuel to feed his bloody war against the majority
of the Syrians. According to our witnesses; dialogues and interviews had
been held between figures from Sweida opposition and Rev. Waheed AlBalous. This was meant to concentrate on movement shift from the local
into the national level. Being led by clergymen; this issue was meant to be
tackled by widening civil participation, along with other actions to be taken
successively. The agreed-upon track started when Rev. Al-Balous revived
Sultan Al-Atrash’s quote: “Faith is for God. Homeland is for everyone”.
Mr. Balous declared, at different occasions, that: “we do want a state where
the law rules. A country for all Syrians, that is not dictated by the Shiite
Iran, nor by the extremist concepts introduced by Ibin Taymia”. He also
focused on national quotes such as: “Syria is our mother” without
neglecting the Arabic dimension, as when he said: “We are Arab national
citizens”. This means that he was asserting that Dignity Clergymen will
refuse to cooperate with Israel, in response to allegations accusing this
movement of being an agent and instrument serving Israeli ends, as
Assad’s authorities claimed when they failed to develop any accusation
that might denounce the legitimacy of this movement. Under the leadership
of Rev. Al-Balous; many of dissents, whom we contacted via collective or
individual meetings; thought that Dignity clergymen took steps in the way
of confronting despotism, society split, and the Islamist extremist currents
overwhelming the scene of the prevailing Syrian opposition. Additionally,
the movement had responded positively to criticism, when it started to
develop itself. That’s why they started supporting it in media at political
level. Although this movement has gradually responded to the nationalistic
proposals, and this was reflected in its leaders’ speeches and behaviors of
its members, yet having a religious nature, made it show sometimes, due
to lack of experience, some sectarian behaviors, such as when it
participated in counter-kidnapping operation when a group from Daraa was
kidnapped in order to launch a negotiation process with Daraa, aiming to
release the already kidnapped individuals from Sweida.
Notwithstanding; Dignity Men movement (this was its recent name when
individuals who are outsiders to the religious spectrum, had joined it. This
is clear evidence that this movement awareness has been developed
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politically speaking) ended when Rev. Al-Balous’ was assassinated in an
explosion targeted Daher Al-Jabal in Sweida on 4th September 2015. This
assassination made the major movement founders break up with it,
especially when the successor Rev. Yahya Al-Hajjar became the successor
of this movement. Many founders of this movement objected to the new
successor’s behaviors, acts, and how the movement leadership has been
granted to him. Some protesters considered this step as a kind of appointing
someone by security departments. Although Dignity Men Movement is
sustained up till now as the largest and the best organized faction in
Sweida, yet the tracks to be taken by this movement is still open for a
variety of different possibilities.

6. Glimpse about living, services, security conditions in Sweida
Governorate
By the start of protests in Syria; economic troubles gradually aggravated
till they made up a real constant crisis in this community. Actually, the
majority of Sweida locals live below poverty line, this affected purchase
power in the markets that are marked as stagnant compared to their
situations before, particularly in early 2011. This was accompanied by
soaring prices caused by uncontrolled markets due to the absence of
competent authorities, in addition to the systematic corruption strategy that
is applied by State institutions, a strategy manifested by laxity, and leaving
Sweida to face its destiny with such crises. Bribes become a commonly
wide-spread phenomenon in the absence of law. This led to market
inflation, wherein traders turned into monsters, especially those connected
to security forces.
Poverty prevailing in this district is a normal result to the lack of production
development enterprises and significant investments. Although the
government had promised several times that it is working hard to create
such enterprises and to grant facilitations to the investors, yet, it is still
freezing these projects, some of them has been frozen for 20 years, due to
bureaucratic paperwork. More obstacles have been inserted by the
government to hinder Sweida investors, whether those living in this
district, or the expatriates, from thinking of any project. This means that
this district has been neglected prior to the start of Syrian protests in 2011.
Dozens of projects have been stopped, hindered, frozen in Sweida, to the
extent that we cannot mention all of them here. These projects include:
basalt melting, solid waste recycling projects. While some watchers
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attribute such practices of hindering, stopping and freezing of project in
this district to war circumstances, others think that these acts reflect a
systematic strategy to make Sweida almost void of any investments,
development project and/or job opportunities.
These acts were accompanied with the spread of kidnapping gangs (their
members have mostly been contractors working for Air force and Military
Intelligence in Sweida. Those members have been granted security IDs
along with licensed weapons and huge powers) that targeted traders who
came to secure apple crops which is considered the key economic crop for
Sweida locals, in addition to targeting the suppliers who brought goods and
vegetables to Sweida. We have many examples about this kind of attacks.
Since 2016; crimes have become systematic practice which indicate that
there are organized networks including criminal professionals.
Consequently, Sweida witnessed hundreds of crimes including murders,
abductions, thefts, etc. Gradually, crimes became widespread, recurrent
and organized, till they turned into a built-in phenomenon, instead of being
just incidental, in Sweida community. Some of these crimes were
supervised and invested by intelligence agencies to hit local peace and to
get deteriorated, such as the crimes of swap kidnapping incidents between
Daraa and Sweida, which increased dramatically between 2019-2020.
All of these practices and many other could be added to the acts, abuses
and crimes, especially the practices implemented usually by security
checkpoints deployed along Damascus-Sweida highway, such as AlMasmiya and Conference Palace checkpoints in particular. The forces
serving at these checkpoints often stop cars coming from Damascus, as
they are loaded with goods, vegetables, fruits and other foodstuffs, to take
royalties and to impose financial levies that might reach 250.000SYP on
the drivers and passengers. Otherwise, they would confiscate some items
from the goods. These practices have negative effects on markets, as they
were behind soaring prices. Royalties imposed on cars usually will be
charged on the item price, so automatically, prices will be increased even
before offering or introducing these goods in markets.
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Companionship Receipts
(Source: Sweida 24 Network)

Translation
Voucher No. 6798
Amount: 250.000 SYP
Only two and fifty thousand Syrian pounds
Driver Name: Car No. : - Car Type: Goods: live chicken Weight: Destination: Damascus Exit
Notes: N/A
Date: 23/08/2017
Daraa Crossings-Al-Masmiyeh
EXIT

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
NATIONAL DEFENCE
SWEIDA BRANCH
VOUCHER NO. 33396
AMOUNT: 40000 SYP
I have received from Mr. Omar Shitewi a amount equals forty thousand Syrian pounds
For sawdust + feeds
Date: 10/02/2017

Moreover, youth in Sweida are suffering from unemployment, that’s why
the only option they have to earn their living is to travel abroad.
Considering government services in this district; we can say that Sweida is
still suffering from constraining crises as far as electricity, water and fuel
supplies are concerned, in addition to education problems. Power cut hours
during February 2016 exceeded 20 hours, this led to business disruption,
and aggravated the crises the district is suffering from. That’s why after
8:00 PM Sweida will look like a ghost town. This was also accompanied
by a scarcity of fuels as the locals depend on the diesel smuggled by the
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militiamen from eastern regions of the district close to ISIS positions and
bases, to secure heating substance for their houses. We will discuss this
point in details later. Now we would like to focus on the fact that the agony
of Sweida locals has increased so much, especially with Coronavirus
outbreak, to the extent that the majority living in this district considering
death by this pandemic is so easier than to die out of hunger, as their
businesses, which are not sufficient to supply their basic needs, have been
suspended and disrupted.
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III. The Advent of ISIS in Sweida Desert and a Map
showing the territories held by ISIS
Recently, the role played by former Baathist Iraqi officers in creating
Islamic State in Iraq and Sham/ISIS is quite known by anyone. Though
how much this role is significant is still a point of disagreement. This goes
in line with our belief that the religious political ideology adopted by ISIS
is the outcome of merging Baathist ideologies with Jihadist Islamist
ideology which is based on showing animosity towards US, at the political
level. This ideology is teeming with memories of struggle against US in
Iraq. This means that ISIS made its animosity towards US occupation as a
key pivot for its legitimacy, for being an alternative trying to save Iraq, and
later the Islamic Nation as a whole. What distinguishes this organization
from other Salafist jihadist powers is the Baathist ideology formed in Iraq
during Baath rule era. This indicates a central doctrine adopted by this
organization that’s tending to be created and to behave like a dictatorship,
and this is reflected in its very name: The Islamic State, as well as its
actions, behaviors, and priorities. As a matter of fact, ISIS expanded in the
regions where citizens from Sunni Islam are living. It avoided the
minorities unless when they coincided to be in the way of its expansion,
just like what happened to the Yazidis in Iraq.
Absolutely, ISIS seized the available opportunity to expand in Syria, when
Assad’s authorities released jihadist leaders from prisons. Through AlJolani; ISIS tried several times to create Al-Nusra Front in the very
beginning as an offshoot of this organization. One more time, ISIS
indirectly attempted, when Al-Jolani declared that his organization can
stand alone and it is not part of ISIS, to called itself: ‘The Islamic State”.
As ISIS started to expand; this organization showed a kind of uniqueness
compared to other organizations, even to Al-Nusra Front; as it doesn’t
accept to have any other militia, faction or group in its territories, even if
they share the same ideology. Actually, ISIS is based on the principle of
vowing the oath of allegiance to its leader, getting dissolved within its
ranks, or to step away from the territories held by ISIS. This behavior is
usually showed by dictatorships, as much as it refers to some Baathist
aspects, and reflect the outcomes of its Iraqi experience, when the Iraqis
conspired against ISIS as they formed armed crowds called The Awakes
that battered ISIS severely, to the extent that it was believed, for a time,
they have terminated ISIS
This fixed approach adopted by ISIS was a relief for Assad’s authorities.
This way, it is quite sufficient for Assad’s forces to withdraw from and
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evacuate territories, just to make them turn into conflict zones where
warring parties including ISIS fighters and armed opposition groups would
be eradicated by ISIS according to Assad’s authorities’ calculations. The
advent of this beast, that did its best to introduce itself as a horrible
monster, diverted international attention afar from Assad’s authorities’
crimes and atrocities, so ISIS ended up as the first and foremost enemy for
the international community. Even US stipulated on paramilitary
opposition groups that US administration is backing them just to fight this
organization, so they have to forget about fighting Assad’s army and his
allied militias. Thus, being isolated from US-led international coalition to
fight ISIS, which Assad’s authorities sought to join to regain their
legitimacy; they treated ISIS more as others’ crisis rather than their own.
They even treated ISIS as a neighboring country, so they started
exchanging products via smuggling channels. Actually, Assad’s authorities
depended on chaos management, investment and manipulation, hoping that
someday ISIS will become the only and sole local enemy so that they
would overturn it, according to a witness’ testimony.
Basically, ISIS passed through several stages in Syria, starting from its
advent, then expansion, that are followed by abuses to the opposition
military body, to its recession and eventually revocable collapse. ISIS
reached its climax of power when it captured Raqqa out of a sudden and
proclaimed it as ISIS capital. However, ISIS started falling back as of 2015
till it reached its collapse point which coincided with ISIS presence it
Sweida Desert. We shall review this phase very quickly to understand what
kind of situations ISIS was suffering while being in Sweida desert. This
would enable us to more understand ISIS behaviors during that period. On
27th January 2015, ISIS withdrew from Kobani (previously known as Ein
Al-Arab) in northern Syria, after battling with People’s Protection Units
(YPG(and Peshmerga forces, as well as US-backed FSA groups.
Furthermore, ISIS withdrew from Tal Abyad in Raqqa northern suburbs in
June 2015, then it withdrew from Al-Shadadi in the southern suburbs of
Al-Hasaka in February 2016. This was followed by a withdrawal from
Manbaj town in August in the same year. In early 2017; Turkey took AlBab town in the eastern countryside of Aleppo, so ISIS withdrew from this
town. In August 2017, ISIS withdrew from the territories it used to hold in
Qalamoun to retreat to Al-Bukamal in Deir Ezzor district, after an
agreement between ISIS, Assad’s authorities, and Hizbollah militia. This
was followed by ISIS withdrawal from its capital, Al-Raqqa, under an
agreement reached with Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF). Additionally,
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ISIS withdrew from Al-Bukamal in Deir Ezzor suburbs, so that this
organization presence in Syria became limited to certain enclaves: the first
one expanded between Hajeen to Iraqi borders, the second enclave is
located in Al-Hasaka district, the third is located in the Syrian desert. The
fourth enclave is located in Al-Yarmouk basin in the western countryside
of Daraa, the final enclave is located in the southern region bordering
Damascus. From this enclave; ISIS were moved to Sweida desert under an
agreement with Assad’s authorities in May 2018.
Also, ISIS members appeared in Beer Al-Qasab in the north-eastern parts
of Sweida district in late 2014. This place is the most important connecting
points with southern Syria, as it is connected to eastern Ghouta and eastern
Qalamoun in the north, and to Al-Lajat from the west, and to Sweida and
its desert till Jordanian borders and Levant desert from the east, till Deir
Ezzor and Iraqi borders. The significance of taking Beer Al-Qasab region,
for armed opposition groups in Ghouta at that time, is manifested in the
fact that it has become almost the only lifeline that was supplying Ghouta
which was besieged by Assad forces, especially, after military opposition
groups have lost territories in Qalamoun and beyond in western
countryside of Homs. This motivated Islam Army and other allied factions
to wage a war in this region against ISIS.
In September 2014, a new body in Eastern Ghouta had been formed and
called: “Omar Corps” which comprised ten factions including: AlTawheed/monotheism Soldiers Brigade, Faithful Youth Brigade, Allah’s
Most Loved Ones Brigade, Al-Rahman Worshippers, Ghouta Ababeel
Battalion, Ibin Taimiya Battalion, Ali bin Abi Talib Battalion, AlHaq/Right Soldiers Battalion, Abu Bakir Al-Seddeiq Battalion, Military
Elite Battalion), already working in Al-Marj region. The announcement
which declared that a new body had been formed came nearly a month after
proclaiming a unified command for the military factions under the name:
“The Unified Military Command” led by Islam Army Commander: Zahran
Alloush. A week after announcing the formation of Omar Corps; a new
military formation given the name of Nation Army led by Abi Sobhi,
Alloush’s old rival, was proclaimed in eastern Ghouta. This new body
included the groups of Douma Martyrs, Ghouta Lions, Omar Al-Farouq
Brigade, FatIh Al-Sham/Levant Conquring, Orbeen Martyrs, Nation
Supporters and other armed groups. This made Alloush deliver a speech
before his supporters during Friday Prayer Rituals, in which he threatened
the groups that are aiming and working to split the unified column asunder.
He warned them against “deterrence, as he is about to lose patience soon”.
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He asserted that he will never allow: “to have two heads to be emerged for
the same body” calling all factions to join what he called: “unification flag
that took place in Ghouta”, in a reference to the Unified Military Command
led by him. This was a sign of competitiveness between factions and
military groups regarding influence expansion in eastern Ghouta. This also
reflected that some groups mistrusted Islam Army which was the actual
ruler of eastern Ghouta at that time.
At this point, a hectic competition started between military groups working
in eastern Ghouta to capture Beer Al-Qasab, despite the fact that ISIS
militants number at that time didn’t exceed 500 militants at best, according
to witnesses living in that region. Through our following up of events and
witnesses’ testimonies, it seemed that this competitiveness between
military groups happened because they were fully aware of the importance
of this region, a point that we have already discussed. So, who would take
it; will be able to control Ghouta’s destiny. We found that Al-Nusra Front
was advancing to fight ISIS in this region. The de-facto general religious
ruler and the emir of the eastern region held by Al-Nusra Front, whose
name is Abu Maria Al-Qahtani ordered Al-Nusra Front militants to
advance towards the outskirts of the northern countryside of Sweida. About
100,000 Nusra militants crossed Al-Lajat to reach Shinwan in the eastern
part of Sweida desert. Although conflict and struggle prevailed between
ISIS and Nusra Front, and their neighboring positions in this region, yet no
clashes took place between them24. At the same time; Faithful Youth
Brigade, affiliated to Omar Corps, declared its oaths of allegiance to ISIS.
A dispute between Faithful Youth Brigade and Islam Army had already
raised after the battle called “Desert Tempests” launched by military
factions in Ghouta, particularly in eastern Qalamoun, to control the region
extending between Al-Dmeir military airbase to Al-Seen military base.
According to Ghouta observers and activists; the dispute was aroused over
the loots to be plundered in that battle.
ISIS took Al-Qasr region in Sweida desert in December 2014. Basically,
ISIS preceded this advance by moving some ISIS militants from ISIS-held
territories in eastern countryside of Homs, towards Al-Shaqraniya in
Damascus Suburbs, to be able to control this place easily without facing
any resistance. Later, ISIS spread checkpoints in Al-Asfar key region that
24

Nasif, Salim, “ISIS in Northern Sweida… Road Crossing or Strategy Change”, Al-Modon, 4th December
2014
https://www.almodon.com/arabworld/fff06031-5d71-4880-a49f-015401bf9226
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is located to the east of Sweida-Damascus highway, almost 7 km away
from Khilikhleh military airbase that is under Assad forces’ control. ISIS
expanded to the south, towards Al-Qasr village, which it held then spread
checkpoints at the entrances of the villages that are only almost 3 km away
to the east from Al-Haqf village in the eastern countryside of Sweida
district. In mid 2015; ISIS expanded its control over Al-Lajat region, to
take the villages of Hoosh Hammad, Biyar Al-Hamam, Sakira, after a tribe
had vowed the oath allegiance to ISIS.
About ISIS advent in Sweida desert; journalist Rayan Marouf25, the editor
of “Sweida 24” network, who was monitoring ISIS starting from the time
it entered Sweida desert, and he observed the events closely, said: “The
Faithful Youth were headed by a defected lieutenant colonel, whose name
is Waleed Abu Al-Kheer, and his nickname was Abu Al-Moutasim, in
addition to Ahmad Al-Makahhal. Both are Syrians coming from Damascus
suburbs. These two commanders started wooing Al-Nusra Front in AlBukamal, in eastern Syria, after disputes with Islam Army. In June 2014,
they went several times to Al-Bukamal as they were well-connected to a
leader in Nusra known as Abu Al-Laith. However, this man vowed the oath
of allegiance to ISIS when it captured Al-Bukamal from Al-Nusra and
other opposition groups in July 2014. Their relations with Abu Al-Laith
persisted, so he sent them reinforcements in early December 2014,
consisting of 300 ISIS militants led by Abu Rajaa Al-Tunisi, from Tunisia.
At this point; Abu Al-Moutasim, Al-Mukahhel and other affiliated
militants from Faithful Youth Brigade vowed the oath of allegiance to Abu
Baker Al-Baghdadi. They started raising ISIS flags. Then, they appointed
Abu Rajaa Al-Tunisi as an emir over Beer Qasab sector. Similarly, Abu
Al-Moutasim and Al-Mukahhel took over military affairs. Later, they
declared war against Islam Army and other opposition groups working in
the region, that’s what made some groups retreat to Daraa, while some
militants and commanders from other groups vowed the oath of allegiance
to ISIS. Many showdowns took place between ISIS and Islam Army in
Beer Qasab and Tal Dakwa, that ended up in May 2015 with ISIS complete
expansion over this region, along with eradication of any members
belonging to Islam Army or any other factions. This time, the territories
held by ISIS included Beer Qasab, Tal Dakwa, along with other villages in
the north eastern Sweida desert known as the villages of Al-Asfar region
(including Al-Asfar, Asheheeb, Al-Muftira, Rajim Al-Dawla, Al-Qasr, Al25

To read the whole text of the testimony, see Samples of Documentation for testimonies, Testimony
(A)
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Saqiya, Shinwan, Kharbet Saad, Al-Ashrafiya) were all populated by
Bedouin clans.
According to the testimonies given by the locals living in this region; some
members from these tribes vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS to be called
the supporters. Other tribe members joined ISIS militants, so some of them
became commanders over certain ISIS groups, including Abu Jabr Hatem
Al-Siheiman, Saber Al-Dakkak, Abu Ali Ahmad Al-Moutlaq, Muhammad
Al-Baseer, Nayel Al-Baseer, Ali Jarbou Al-Baseer, Abu Inad Al-Jamili,
Hammam Al-Sabti, inter alia. After this step, ISIS started oppressing the
tribes through actions such as storming into shops offering cigarette
packages for sale, which were destroyed and set fire to their contents in
village square. Also, ISIS disarmed tribe members who declined to join it,
and ordained sentences contradicting human nature and common sense,
including flogging, beheading, or hand cuts, against whoever disobeyed
ISIS instructions. Mutli-charges were claimed against those disobeyers,
including theft, forsaking prayers, conspiring with the regime, selling
munition to FSA, among other charges and accusations. Moreover, ISIS
imposed mandatory military recruitment on tribe members. They arrested
many escapees from this military service and sent them to war zones. Such
strategies adopted by ISIS, along with airstrikes carried out by Assad forces
against desert villages, without causing any damage to ISIS bases, in
addition to the attacks administered by Assad militias against Sweida
desert villages, and other disgraceful behaviors shown towards their
people, made most tribe members escape from this place to Daraa,
including those who vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS as supporters. As
a result, many ISIS militants got defected and fled to Daraa. These
incidents took place between the end of 2014 till mid-2015.
Sweida desert and its Bedouin population was not distant from Assad’s
authorities’ regime that infiltrated into all societal parts to split it and make
them look like isolated isles, through security-affiliated agents from
intelligence, Baathists, and informers. Basically, Assad’s authorities made
use of the situations of the Bedouins, being a little minority surrounded by
a larger minority, to allure many of them who were employed to serve
Assad’s authorities agenda throughout the decades of Assad’s family rule.
Assad’s authorities tried to deepen the gap between the Bedouins and the
Druze by the crimes perpetrated against the Bedouins in this district by
Assad-affiliated militias. When some tribe members from Sweida desert
vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS, in late 2014, security apparatusaffiliated figures had been introduced as ISIS commanders, including
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Mufleh Al-Suhaiman, who comes from Al-Saqiya village in Sweida desert.
He studied political sciences at the political sciences institute in Damascus.
He was in charge of a political circle within Al-Baath Party in his region.
When ISIS took Sweida desert; Al-Suhaiman was appointed as the Imam
of Al-Saqiya mosque, to become later the one in charge of reconciliations
in the region when Assad’ forces retook the region. He also presented the
offers given by security apparatuses to the locals in this region, including
either to join or cooperate with the military intelligence agency.
About Assad’s authorities’ infiltrations in the heart of ISIS; a witness said:
“the most prominent figure planted by the regime among ISIS leaders, is
the emir of Hisba/The religious police in Beer Qasab sector as ISIS
members put it. He nickname is Abu Baker Al-Shami, who assumed the
role of Hisba emir as of 2016 till March 2017, when all ISIS militants
withdrew from Beer Qasab and north-eastern Sweida desert to Raqqa and
Deir Ezzor, due to the feverish battles that were taking place at that time.
As for Abu Baker; he fled taking the road passing through Al-Shaqrawiya
village towards Sweida-Damascus road, after he had finished his task.
There were an air force intelligence patrol waiting for him, which means
that he was an officer serving in that branch. He belongs to Al-Naeim clan
in Qunaitira. He wasn’t the only figure who played such roles. Actually,
Airforce intelligence branch managed to plant many agents, including
someone called Abu Omar from Al-Suhaiman tribe. He was the most
important official who worked with smuggling networks that serve ISIS
ends in Beer Qasab between 2015-2016. But out of a sudden, he turned out
to be a member in Air force Intelligence branch in 2017.

Some tribe members vowing the oath of allegiance to Abu Baker Al-Baghdadi in Al-Muftira village in
Sweida Desert
(Source: Organization Identifiers)
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ISIS created positions in the jet hangars26 which were already established
in different places within Sweida desert. These hangars belonged to the
Syrian forces that had been employed in this place before 2011. They
served as positions and headquarters, especially in Beer Al-Qasab and Tal
Dakwa. ISIS also occupied other buildings and turned them into military
headquarters, such as Ashheeb school which was turned into a legal
religious court where ISIS flag was fluttering over there. ISIS spread
observatory positions atop hills and mounts in this region, and this has been
confirmed by cross-testimonies study, including a testimony given by the
journalist Marouf, who said: “Not all headquarters were visible. Most
buildings are underground hangars, especially in Beer Qasab region. These
hangars served as positions for regime forces’ signals battalions before
2011. Important leaders and prominent figures used to live in these
headquarters. Some visible headquarters were spared by regime airstrikes
like religious court headquarters in Ashheeb village, and ISIS observatory
sites in Tal Saad and Qasr village. Both locations are nearly 3 km away
from regime’s observatory sites. ISIS flags had been raised over these two
locations, and ISIS militants were always present on daily basis and their
monitoring sites were quite clear”. He added: “It’s important to refer to the
fact that the aforementioned hangars, as they were previously served as
positions for the regime forces, therefore it’s quite normal that they have
the coordinates of such locations, even when they are deep underground.
Later, in 2015, Russian air force could destroy any kind of these
headquarters”.
This is confirmed by the findings of Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency
Center about “%64 of Syrian regime’ airstrikes ignored ISIS positions, and
%87 of ISIS attacks didn’t target regime forces”. The report states that:
“over %75 of Assad’s offensives are carried out against non-ISIS groups.
Among 982 terrorism combat operations carried out till 21 st November
2014; only %6 of them targeted ISIS”. Matt Henman, the center manager,
said: “ISIS and Assad adopted a smart strategy based on ignoring each
other” he added: “ISIS focuses on turning into the most prominent Islamist
group in the regions that Assad forces withdrew from. Whereas the regime
focuses on destroying the groups that ISIS wants to marginalize27”.
26

They are sites used by ISIS. They consist of underground chambers of hangars provided with services
required for housing. They are camouflaged very well. They used to be the headquarters for Assad’s
forces signals battalions in Sweida desert.
27
Orient net: Numbers showing how ISIS and the regime ignore each other… waiting for a showdown,
11th December 2014.
https://www.orient-news.net/ar/news_show/83382
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According to our witnesses; Assad’s authorities didn’t carry out any real
offensive against ISIS sites in Sweida desert till late 2016. The military
offensive carried by Assad’s authorities in March 2015 targeted two little
villages in the north-eastern parts of Sweida desert (Martaa Al-Faras and
Abu Harat respectively). This offensive destroyed the houses in these
villages, without causing any harm to ISIS.

Ashheeb School used by ISIS as a religious court
(Source: Organization Identifiers)

ISIS de-facto religious court delivering a religious sermon inside a hangar
(Source: Organization Identifiers)

By the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017; armed opposition groups
launched a series of battles against ISIS in the Syrian desert. On 29th
December 2016, some opposition groups, including Martyr Ahmad AlAbdoo Forces and The Army of the Eastern Region Lions” declared a
rehabilitation battle to liberate the Syrian desert. In March 2017, a battle
called: “We have put saddles on steeds to liberate Sweida Eastern desert
and Housh Hammad” was waged in Al-Lajat to the west of Sweida district,
where ISIS had already positioned. However, Assad’s forces, backed by
Iran-supported militias and Russian airstrikes; soon attacked opposition
forces. They seemed annoyed that armed opposition groups’ advance
happened at ISIS expense. Despite Assad forces hadn’t interfered or
hindered ISIS movements or when they established positions before that.
At that time, some armed opposition groups (namely The Army of the
Eastern Region Lions and Ahmad Al-Abdoo Forces) accused Russia of
targeting their military positions in the suburbs of Sweida, and paving the
road for Assad’s forces to advance and attack them. These groups had
issued a statement to show that the regime, being backed by Iranian, Iraqi
and Lebanese militias, has attacked their positions in the eastern suburbs
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of Sweida, under the pretext of fighting ISIS. Opposition groups asserted
that they had already ousted ISIS from that region, since 18th March 2017
in the battle entitled: We have put saddles over steeds. This statement
claimed that Russian jets carried out airstrikes against ISIS positions to
cover regime’s ground advancements in the region. The statement asked
the international community to interfere at once to put an end to the Russian
stance that is supporting and backing the regime. It also asked the groups
participating in Geneva negotiations to reject any proposed truce or
ceasefire, unless it is comprehensive and covers all regions. At the same
time; it warned the groups about the dire consequences of agreeing on a
ceasefire for certain regions, while omitting others, as this will help the
regime to regroup and to amass its forces in a way that would enable the
regime to bite off these regions in the near future.
Meanwhile, the international coalition started to put pressure on opposition
groups working in this region to withdraw from Sweida desert,
simultaneously with the start of consultations, negotiations and discussions
about the ceasefire in de-confliction zone in southern Syria that was agreed
by Russia, US, and Jordan in May 2017, a fact that has been confirmed by
a statement issued by the military leader working for Ahmad Al-Abdoo
Battalions (military faction working in eastern Qalamoun and the Syrian
desert) whose name is Abu Al-Muthanna, who told Arabi 21 website that:
“the disputes started since battling period between the opposition on one
hand, and regime forces and militias on the other hand, when the
international coalition ordered, that is leading the battles there, from AlTanf military base and Jordanian territories, opposition groups to withdraw
from the eastern countryside of Sweida in to let regime forces retake this
region”28
Brutal clashes between Assad forces and allied militias on one hand, and
Ahmad Al-Abdoo Forces, and the Eastern Region Lions’ Army on the
other hand had erupted on 10th August 2017 at different hubs in Sweida
desert. Assad’s forces and other allied militias managed to achieve a big
advance through these battles. This was confirmed by the Syrian
28

Kanjo, Hassan, Pressures on Southern Syria… Negotiations about ‘disputes’ between MOC and
military groups, Arabi 21, 27th October 2017
https://arabi21.com/story/1044727/%D8%B6%D8%BA%D9%88%D8%B7%D8%A8%D8%AC%D9%86%D9%88%D8%A8-%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7%D9%88%D8%AD%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%AB-%D8%B9%D9%86%D8%AE%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%A8%D9%8A%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%88%D9%83%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%81%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%A6%D9%84
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Observatory for Human Rights which declared that the regime forces, at
that time, managed to achieve a big advance in the region, they also
recaptured border sites, and this will end the presence of military groups at
Syrian-Jordanian borders within the administrative borders of Sweida
district29. This incident triggered Tribal Freemen’s Army to wage a
“Dignity Restoration” battle in August 2017, to regain the border positions
and important sites that armed opposition groups had lost in Sweida desert.
The battle managed to make a limited-scale progress. In contrast; the
contact region between Assad’s forces and ISIS had been quiet,
notwithstanding of limited skirmishes that activists claimed that they were
just unserious farce and slapstick, to cover the fact that Assad’s authorities
have given their consent on ISIS presence, to make use easily of it in
confrontations with armed opposition groups, and to blackmail the West.

A statement issued by Eastern Region Lions and Ahmad Al-Abdoo Forces on 10/07/2017
Statement Translation
In the name of God; the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
The regime attempts, being backed by Iranian, Iraqi militias, Palestinian Liberation Army, Lebanese Hezbollah,
and Weam Wahhab’s militias, to attack our positions in the eastern countryside of Sweida and Damascus suburbs
on 10.07.2017, claiming it’s fighting the terrorist organization of ISIS in these regions. We’d like to make it clear
that starting of 18.03.2017 especially in the battle called: We put saddles on steeds, we have expelled ISIS from
these regions. We could confirm that the regime is lying when it uses this pretext. The Russians are providing
coverage for the regime in this battle. Russian warplanes are targeting our sites and headquarters, while Russia
has a seat in Astana and Geneva to negotiate as regime’s guarantor and supporter. We ask all military groups to
take a part in Geneva Negotiations by rejecting any proposed truce, unless it is comprehensive and covers all
regions. We warn all factions against the consequences, which will be dire for sure, if they accepted such a truce
that includes certain places, while excluding others, because this will help the regime regroup its forces at
frontlines and bite off more territories from opposition forces.
We, Eastern Region Lions’ Army, and Martyr Ahmad Al-Abdoo’s Forces, are warning the factions about
participating in giving the regime such an opportunity.
On 16th Shawwal 1438 AH
Corresponding to 10, 07, 2017

29

Syrian Observatory, Regime forces advances again in Sweida desert and recapture a new region,
14th August 2017.
http://www.syriahr.com/?p=235631
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Although we suggest that the most likely scenario is the last one, yet, there
might be another possibility related to militants’ zeal, the conflicts between
field leaders over power and control on war economies they are managing,
and both parties’ desire to show a kind of seriousness and sternness towards
each other, as well as to warn their militants, in each party’s side, about
what they might see as a cooperation and concord are not permanent and
only based on interests. All of these points add to the factors that might
lead to brutal clashes that might not affect each party’s belief that the other
party’s presence serves its own ends, and that’s why this party is favoring
a certain party in particular over other enemy parties. Actually, Assad’s
authorities declared the beginning of a military offensive on 9th June 2018
against ISIS in Sweida countryside that is overlapping with Damascus
Suburbs, in cooperation with other Iran-backed allied militias. This
military offensive was executed at three hubs, the first at Tal Al-Asfar
Front in the north-eastern parts of Sweida, towards Kharbet Al-Ambashi,
to which ISIS militants were moved from Al-Hajar Al-Aswad and
Yarmouk Camp in the south of Damascus in May 2018. The second hub is
located in Al-Qasr-Al-Saqiyeh side, towards Kharbet Al-Ambashi too,
which witnessed clashes with ISIS. The third hub is located at Al-Zalf side
to the east of Sweida, towards Tolool Al-Safa. 30 Assad’s authorities
positioned outposts mostly for the unreliable forces that would not be
regretted for if they were killed, including members from Palestinian
Liberation Army, so that many soldiers in this army were killed and
injured31.
According to our witnesses; Assad’s forces started to withdraw from the
desert in late June 2018, under the pretext that they wanted to fight in
Daraa, and this is confirmed by Sweida 24 News Network, which said that
Assad’s forces withdrew from Al-Hiberiyeh, Kharbet Al-Ambashi, Qaa ElBanat, Beer Al-Kael, and Sooh Al-Majidi that were captured by them in
30

Arabi 21, The Syrian Regime Declares the Start of an Offensive in Sweida Countryside against ISIS,
10th June 2018.
https://arabi21.com/story/1100496/%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%86%D8%B8%D8%A7%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A-%D9%8A%D8%B9%D9%84%D9%86%D8%A8%D8%AF%D8%A1-%D8%B9%D9%85%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%81%D9%8A%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%81-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%88%D9%8A%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%A1%D8%B6%D8%AF-%22%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%B4%22
31

Yousef Fakhir Eddin, Hommam Al-Khateeb, Palestinian Liberation Party in the Syrian War, Syrian
Center for Legal Studies and Researches, November 2018.
https://sl-center.org/?tag=%D8%AC%D9%8A%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D8%AD%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%81%D9%84%D8%B3%D8%B7%D9%8A%D9%86%D9%8A
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the eastern parts of Sweida desert, to move backwards to Al-Ashrafiyeh,
Al-Saqiyeh, and Tal Al-Asfar that they started their offensive against ISIS
positions from during their military operation.
When Assad’s forces withdrew to their positions at the rear lines, they
moved the most of their troops into Daraa to participate in the military
operations taking place in Daraa eastern countryside. While ISIS
concentrated its presence in Al-Hiberiyeh, Al-Ambashi, Al-Hasa, and AlKiraa that are bordering the villages of Sweida eastern countryside.
Following this step; ISIS attacked the eastern villages in Sweida on 25 th
July 2018, as we shall discuss in details in other chapters of this study.
Towards the end of the same month, Assad’s forces and Khalid’s Army
Command agreed on the exit of ISIS militants from the villages of Abdeen,
Al-Shajara, Beet Aara, Koya, and Maraba, which mark the last strongholds
of ISIS within the triangle of Syrian territories bordering the occupied
Golan and Jordan. The agreement states that ISIS will give up all heavy
weapons, but ISIS militants were permitted to take their own personal
weapons. The first batch of ISIS militants went to Al-Kiraa and AlDayatheh in Sweida desert. Assad’s forces moved ISIS militants secretly
in buses and trucks, throughout two days, just to avoid any media fuss
about this incident, after the massacres committed by ISIS in the eastern
villages of Sweida. While the last batch of ISIS militants has been moved
to Al-Yarmouk basin, and to Hoosh Hammad in Al-Lajat in north-western
parts of Sweida. The final batch including Khalid’s Army militants were
evacuated and moved into Hoosh Hammad, upon ISIS militants’ request,
as the regime intended to move all of them into Sweida desert32.

32

Hamdan, Sebastian, ISIS Militants of Al-Yarmouk Basin to be sent to the eastern parts of Sweida
Desert, Al-Modon, 1st August 2018.
https://www.almodon.com/arabworld/2018/8/1/%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B9%D8%B4%D8%AD%D9%88%D8%B6-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%B1%D9%85%D9%88%D9%83%D8%A5%D9%84%D9%89-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%8A%D8%A9%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%88%D9%8A%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%A1%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%82%D9%8A%D8%A9
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IV: Most significant military offensives carried out
by ISIS, and how Assad’s authorities have invested
them
Assad’s authorities adopted a pattern to deal with protests and
demonstrations taking to the streets in Sweida district, starting from the
beginning of the Syrian revolution. They hadn’t directly targeted with
ammunitions protesters’ chests as they did with other protesters in other
district by the start of the revolution. The steps taken at that time are limited
to arrests carried out by security forces, along with suppressing the protests
via Shabiha/death squads, sometimes with limited interference of security
apparatuses in the district. Storming into houses was kept at very minimal
limits, despite of the popular rejection of mandatory recruitment in the
army in Sweida, which was supported and expanded and became deeply
rooted by Dignity Clergymen Movement, when it declared that it will
protect those who are absent without official leaves from military service
and those who escaped from Assad’s army. Despite direct clashes between
Dignity Clergymen Movement and security forces in Sweida district, yet
the security forces, according to the testimonies we have obtained; have
withdrawn from direct confrontation, and employed extremist forces
represented by ISIS and Al-Nusra Front militants, to manage chaos in this
district, as they know these extremists very well and they were quite sure
that they will manipulate the presence and movements of those militants,
to deliver certain messages to the community, including punishments and
messing with its security situation, along with putting pressures on this
community as far as their rhetoric and opinions are concerned. This will be
discussed in details in this chapter, which is based on monitoring events
and how they had been manipulated by Assad’s authorities, if not they had
collaborated sometimes in creating and making such troubles. We shall
also discuss event influence and how this community reacted. Moreover,
we will discuss in this chapter the most significant military operations
carried out by ISIS inside Sweida district, and the political and security
circumstances that preceded or coincided with these operations, and how
they had been manipulated and affected the community. Additionally,
opinions and viewpoints that were formed regarding these operations will
be discussed. We will see, in the light of what we will discuss, how Assad’s
authorities had made use of ISIS presence in Sweida desert to put pressure
on the community, as far as recruitment process, disarming local
movements and intimidating the population are concerned.
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Testimonies confirmed how Assad’s authorities used soft violence,
compared to hitting the revolutionary movement by iron and fire in most
places in Syria. It seems that Assad’s authorities realized the special
characteristics of Sweida, as the majority of the locals there belong to the
monotheist Druze sect, that’s why the authorities considered their already
upheld allegation of protecting the minorities from any forthcoming attack
by terrorists. In fact, Assad’s authorities preferred using other means that
go in line with this theme including terrorists’ presence manipulation.
That’s why they kept a fine line separating them from this district. In other
words, authorities adopted “carrot & stick” strategy pressured by a huge
lack of soldiers in Assad’s army. Witnesses think that as Sweida desert is
overlapping with Damascus desert and Al-Hammad region, as well as it
expands over large swaths reaching Iraqi borders, it is also connected to
Anglo-American military base of Al-Tanf, this will give the control over
ISIS presence and movements in this region a kind of leverage that might
enable Assad’s authorities backed by Iran to bargain over it, along with
reshuffling the cards on the Syrian south, especially after US, Jordan, and
Russia agreed on all arrangements to be taken there, when Iran and Assad’s
authorities are excluded.
1. The battles of “Al-Haqf” (19th May 2019) and “Shaqa” (3rd
July 2015)
a. Security, Political, Military Incidents Preceded or coincided with those
two Battles
We have documented here the most important incidents about how local
community in Sweida defied the authorities, especially when it comes to
mandatory conscription, and the community response to authorities’
attempts to sow the seeds of split and dispute inside it and with the
surrounding communities. For that reason, the community was punished
by being left to face the brutality of ISIS militants who were released for
that purpose, as Assad’s authorities kept always threatening, through some
officials, of ISIS dangers, either implicitly or explicitly.
The period that comes before Al-Haqf and Shaqa battles witnessed many
clashes based on contradictory wishes between the local community and
Assad’s authorities, especially when it comes to mandatory recruitment
and Dignity Clergymen’s arms. As a matter of fact, Dignity Clergymen, on
22nd January 2015, demolished air force security checkpoint installed on
the road leading to Al-Mazraa Village, after many abuses by this
checkpoint soldiers for many locals from this village as they were crossing
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it. Following this incident; Rev. Waheed Al-Balous, the head of Dignity
Clergymen Movement, delivered his famous oration whereby he defied
President Bashar Al- Assad when he said: “Our dignity is more important
than Bashar Al-Assad”. He also threatened Wafeeq Naser, the head of the
military security department in the district.

Picture showing Dignity Clergymen, and Al-Mazraa Locals, demolishing Air Force Security Checkpoint in
Sweida, after many abuses against the passersby
(Source: Internet)

These threats increased when military opposition groups in Daraa declared,
on 21st March 2015, the start of ‘Busra Qadissiya’ battle to liberate the
town of Busra in the south-eastern part of Daraa. At this point, Sweida
locals became so terrified and worried, as these threats coincided with
Assad’s security forces’ propaganda about the terrorists coming from
Daraa who will target Sweida for sure. This propaganda was used to
mobilize, then make use of the locals who would align with Assad’s forces
in that battle, just to be able to get opposition groups involved in targeting
the Druze minority. Reactions shown by locals living in the villages
bordering Busra indicated that Assad’s security media machinary
succeeded in frightening the people. These fears have increased due to the
clumsy behaviors shown by Assad’s authorities in promoting that they are
engaged in clashes within Sweida villages bordering Busra, though these
clashes took place inside Busra and Smad in Daraa territories. Assad’s
troops started shooting in the air inside the villages and towns of Sweida
just to intimidate the locals and motivate them to show foolish reactions.
This happened before the end of the battle, when the FSA members showed
a remarkable behavior in reassuring Sweida locals. Thus, Sweida people,
including Assad’s supporters, realized that this battle wasn’t meant to
target their security and safety, and Daraa military groups are not interested
in conquering Sweida, on the contrary, public opinion in this district
referred to the fact that militants from National Defense Militia and Syrian
National Party were the ones who attacked first, as they were trying to drag
Sweida into strife and war. At that time, a slight shift in Mount locals’
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stance towards Assad’s authorities could be seen for it was the first time an
incident has taken place near them so they can consider it closely without
a mediator. Absolutely, they realized that the militants fighting in Houran
belong to that community, they aren’t foreigners at all as the regime used
to propagate about Daraa militants who the regime claimed they are
nationals of countries other than Syria. Further, Assad’s forces retreated
and didn’t show up at the line of contact in the villages of Sweida district,
which are bordering Busra Al-Sham town, though the supporters in these
villages asked them to come and protect them. However, the men in these
villages got involved in an arbitrary confrontation with FSA. The most
remarkable point at that time is the wisdom shown by the FSA in dealing
with the course of events in this incident. Without such a wisdom which is
meant to end any strife; perhaps hundreds of victims had been killed. In
addition to Assad’s media provocations that targeted the locals in these
villages which happened to be at line of contact, so as clashes were taking
place in Busra; the victims were scattering here and there; Assad’s TV
channels, that are usually watched by the majority of Sweida locals,
broadcasted shows about sports, cuisine, entertainment, etc.. as if they were
broadcasting from somewhere abroad. Actually, when Busra was fully
liberated, pro-Assad Sama TV channel stated that Assad’s “brave military
troops are canvassing and cleansing Busra Al-Sham from the remnant of
armed terrorist groups”. This provoked Sweida locals who felt they are in
the heart of events (It was the first time they had witnessed a battle nearby
between Assad’s army and armed opposition groups). Clearly, they
realized how big the regime media lies were, and how hypocrite these
channels are, and disconnected from what was really happening.
Daraa’s locals and intelligentsia issued a statement that asserted the unity
of the Syrian people and the common national history of Daraa and Sweida.
This statement maintained good neighboring relationships, and threatened
from sectarian strife which the regime is planning to stir up. Moreover, the
statement mentioned that what was happening in Daraa is just a liberation
war against dictatorship and Iranian occupation. It also warned: “We urge
you, as you are smart enough, to make sure that using Sweida locals as fuel
for Iran’s plan is just a desperate attempt to play with this country’s destiny.
But you and we are outside this track, and history bears witness” 33. Many
influencers from Daraa and Sweida signed this statement.
Another statement published by National Forces Assembly in Sweida”
congratulated Daraa people for the victory they achieved, and asserted the
33

To read the whole text of the statement, see Doc No. (2)
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unity between the Mount and the Valley, and the homeland is immortal,
while the dictator is mortal. The statement also revealed regime’s practices
that are meant to sow the seeds of sectarian strife, it also confirmed that
Sweida along with its political powers is “a part and parcel of the texture
of the Syrian People that is protesting to obtain freedom, no matter how
long time will pass, no matter how dearly they will pay”34.
Following the regime’s defeat in Busra, Rev. Waheed Al-Balous headed
on 26th March 2015 to Al-Qraiya village to commemorate the death of the
general commander of the Great Syrian Revolution, Mr. Sultan Al-Atrash.
According to our witnesses; when Rev. Al-Balous got into the shrine of
Sultan Al-Atrash; he saw a group of Shabihas/death squads, raising the
regime’s flag, so he asked them to get it down. However, an argue took
place between them, then they took it down by force. Following this
incident, Rev. Al-Balous delivered a speech about the importance of local
peace and maintenance of good relations with Daraa’s people. He said that
the war should be waged against the sectarian strife, and he mentioned that
the regime’s security apparatuses are responsible of spreading such a strife.
He made it clear that Daraa’s locals didn’t want to attack Sweida during
the recent events. He concluded by calling for a national salvation
conference for Syria35. However, this behavior didn’t appeal to Assad’s
authorities that considered it as a blatant challenge, neglecting how much
these authorities have boasted of protecting the minorities, especially when
Sweida’s locals declined from joining them in the assault against Basr AlHarir in Daraa countryside. Not to mention the tendency that became
dominant among authorities-run militiamen in this district, who started
defecting to join Dignity Clergymen Movement.
On the day that followed this incident which was greatly approved by
Sweida’s people in general; a young man called Safi Rikab, from AlMattouneh village in the north of Sweida, was killed after being abducted
with two other relatives by unknown persons. A few days later; two men
from Heet village in Daraa were killed in mysterious circumstances within
Sweida’s territories, where both Ibrahim Mahmoud Al-Aqraa and
Mohammad Fakheri Al-Naseri were found dead as they were killed and
left on the ground, handcuffed. Then rumors spread about the killer who
34

To read the whole text of the statement, see Doc No. (5)
Video showing Rev. Waheed Al-Balous, Dignity Clergymen Movement leader, before the shrine of
Sultan Al-Atrash in Al-Qaraiya village, on 26th March 2015, on the anniversary of the death of Sultan AlAtrash, the general commander of the Great Syrian Revolution in 1925.
https://www.facebook.com/Suwayda24/videos/354516182093152/
35
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was said to be Musa Haider, nicknamed as Abu Al-Abbas, who belongs to
the Shiite sect in Busra, but he lives in Salkhad near State Security Center
in that town (this was confirmed by media pages at Facebook including:
“Daraa News Network and The Unified Sweida).
At the same time, authorities started to threaten openly from ISIS dangers,
and this happened through Luna Al-Shibel, the information and media
consultant at the presidential palace, who addressed Sweida’s people at that
time. A witness reported a member in the delegation who met Luna telling
what happened during that meeting. He reported that Luna sat nervously in
front of them. She was stirring her shoes hysterically as she was addressing
and threatening them. She said: “Without your complicity; Busra Al-Sham
wouldn’t be captured by the terrorists. We asked you to join the army and
national defense forces, but a few obeyed. That’s why Busra has been
captured by the takfirists”. She added: “Anyways, if you won’t join, ISIS
is not far from you, and ISIS militants can reach you within hours”.
After these events; ISIS carried out its first attack against Sweida district,
so Al-Haqf battle took place on 19th May 2015. We will discuss this attack
in details as we will talk about the course of events that took place during
this battle.
After Al-Haqf battle; Assad’s authorities started removing heavy weapons
from this district, along with discharging the silos there. The activists in
this district and in Dignity Clergymen Movement got worried about this
serious issue, they considered this as a step to pave the way for extremists
and takfirist groups, first and foremost ISIS, to hit and besiege the district.
This would be inflicted as a punishment for Sweida as its people exceeded
the redlines, and rejected to send the locals to join in the bloodshed
targeting the Syrian people.
Based on these issues; Dignity Clergymen Movement took practical steps
to stop removing heavy weapons and grains from the district. A group
affiliated to this movement stopped, on 7th June 2015, a convoy carrying
weapons and missiles at Al-Mazraa village, as it was heading to Bali
military base that’s located between Sweida and Damascus suburbs. This
operation happened a few days after a similar step had been taken by
Dignity Clergymen, who stopped a column of tanks and prevented it from
going out the district, while anti-regime slogans were chanted: “Syria is for
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us not for the Assads”36. This was a translation of what Rev. Al-Balous,
the leader of this movement, had already said about preventing heavy
weapons and grain stocks in the district to go outside. Additionally, this
was a reiteration of what he had said about mandatory military service in
Assad’s forces’ ranks. He suggested this must be voluntary for whoever
wants to join the army. This made Assad’s authorities go madder, as they
lost their intimidating image as well as its overwhelming control over
Sweida district.

Dignity Clergymen Movement members stopping a military column heading to Damascus

As a result of these incidents; the head of the national security office, Ali
Mamlouk, came to Sweida on 22nd June 2015, where he met Cosmic Mind
Clergymen Office members in Sweida. During his visit; escapees and
deserters’ issues had been discussed. Mamlouk confirmed that Sweida
locals should join the army, as terrorist threats had become so imminent.
This aroused a surge of reactions among the political thinkers and
intelligentsia in this district, and even within the circles of the Druze sect
abroad, the most famous ones are the tweets posted at Twitter by MP Walid
Joumblatt, the head of the Lebanese Democratic Meeting Party, in response
to this visit, when he tweeted: “Someone known as Ali Mamlouk has
visited Sweida, i.e. the master of Michael Smaha, and he met the cosmic
mind clergymen to incite them, as it’s his job to incite for murdering and
criminality”.
Joumblatt referred to the fact that: “the most prominent symbols for the
Israeli administration, Ayoub Al-Qira, who is so close to Netanyahu, is
active between the right and the left, where he offers his services, i.e.
Israel’s services to help the Syrian Druze members”. Resentfully, he
tweeted: “What a considered queer convergence between Ali Mamlouk
and Ayoub Al-Qara”, he added that: “the wise men in Al-Arab Mount
36

video showing members of Dignity Clergymen Movement preventing a column of Assad’s forces
carrying heavy weapons from going out of the district, while the slogan: “Syria is for us not for the
Assads” is heard in the background. https://youtu.be/izx95tofKyQ?t=43
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should realize how big the conspiracy that is meant to create disputes
between them and Houran locals along with the Bedouins in Sweida”. He
asserted that: “The Syrian-Israeli joint sectarian strife project is meant to
create disputes between the Arab Druze members on one hand, and Houran
locals and the Sunni sect in general on the other hand”.

Tweets posted by Walid Joumblatt at his Twitter account, following Ali Mamlouk’s visit to Sweida
(Source: Twitter Identifiers)

Following Mamlouk’s visit to Sweida; an operation room given the name
of Homeland Armor has been formed to represent a Druze military group
that would align in fighting with Assad’s authorities. This group is directly
connected to The Fourth Division led by Maher Al-Assad, the president’s
brother. This group had been formed following a meeting held for religious
and military figures to be a preemptive step that would close the door in
the face of any other local initiatives whose activities became really
tangible in Sweida at that time. The first initiative in this list was Dignity
Clergymen Movement. The tasks of forming and commanding this group
were assigned to Brigadier-general Nayef Al-Aqil who served in Assad’s
army before he retired. He is a popular figure inside Sweida since he was
one of the heroes of Tishreen/October War in 1973. Assad’s authorities
wanted to exploit his popularity by getting him involved. The
announcement declaring the formation of this military group was preceded
by a visit paid by political, military, religious, economic and legal figures
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from Sweida to Tehran, headed by Ghasssan Qardab, Nazeh Jarbou, Rev.
Kamil Nasr, Mazyad Gharz Eddin, among other religious, political,
economic figures close to Assad’s authorities. However, Homeland Armor
soon failed, without achieving the goals of Assad’s authorities, including
making the escapees and deserters join the army. On the contrary, as we
have noticed, during this period, many men from Sweida, who refused to
join the army, had joined Dignity Clergymen Movement which promised
that it will protect them.

Southern Frontline Statement Addressing Sweida locals on 11th June 2015

Statement Translation
Date: 11.06.2015
Dear fellow-citizens, Marouf’s sons, in Al-Arab Mount and other Syrian territories
The Joint Command of FSA Southern Frontline vehemently denounces the regime’s vicious attempts to sow the
seeds of strife among different Syrian social spectrums, especially between Daraa and Sweida, these two
neighboring districts, with the aim of flaring up sectarian tensions, particularly after the successive defeats the
regime faced recently at Syrian Southern frontlines.
The southern frontline denounces the shelling administered against civil regions in general, including targeting
Sweida town by mortars which took place today. The southern frontline considers this sinister shelling a part of
the game played by the regime to intimidate Sweida’s locals, and to separate them away from their biosphere in
the Syrian South. The southern frontline asserts that Sweida’s locals are our brothers and people, we didn’t and
will never kill them. We will be together forever with them, hand in hand, to face all dangers threatening Sweida
district, when they ask us to do so.
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The southern frontline also confirms the efforts exerted by its members to confront ISIS danger in Sweida district.
We extend our hands to help our people and siblings in Sweida district and any other Syrian territories to face
together ISIS threats.
Moreover, FSA southern frontline strongly denounces the horrible massacre committed by Al-Nusra Front
inflicted our people in Idlib’s Qalib Louzeh village. The southern frontline considers this massacre as a crime
committed against the co-existence and the future of Syria in general. Therefore, the southern frontline is willing
to play a role in protecting the Druze villages in Idlib district as an additional step, through protecting the Syrian
rich diversity.
The southern frontline will continue its tireless efforts to end kidnapping cases in all territories where its armed
formations are present, especially in Daraa and Sweida. It also confirms its persistent efforts exerted to protect
farmlands in the western villages of Sweida, in order to secure these places during harvet season.
Long live Free Syria
Major Issam Al-Rayyes
The official Spokesperson of the Southern Frontline
Free Syrian Army

Sweida city was targeted by mortar missiles in June 2015, corresponding
to the start of Al-Thula Airport Battle. Missiles hit the neighborhoods of
Al-Dbaissy, Tareq Qanawat, Al-Najma Square in Sweida downtown. As a
result, a citizen whose name is Assaad Saraya, was killed, and his granddaughter Angela Saraya, as well as two other citizens were injured. The
houses of Ali Al-Faqieh and Salah Badran were hit. As usual, security
media machine rushed to claim that the side that launched these missiles is
the armed opposition groups, in response to the Southern Frontline’s
accusations mentioned in the statement published on 11th June 2015,
whereby the southern frontline showed they are not responsible of
launching such missiles. The frontline also confirmed that it denounces this
action. In this statement the southern frontline said: “The southern frontline
denounces the shelling administered against civil regions in general,
including targeting Sweida town by mortars which took place today. The
southern frontline considered this sinister shelling a part of the game
played by the regime to intimidate Sweida’s locals, and to separate them
away from their biosphere in the Syrian South. The southern frontline
asserts that Sweida’s locals are our brothers and people, we didn’t and will
never kill them. We will be together with them, hand in hand, to face all
dangers threatening Sweida district, when they ask us to do so”. The
statement referred to the efforts exerted by FSA to rebuff ISIS threats
against Sweida, and it offers cooperation with Sweida locals.
The official spokesperson of the Southern Frontline, Major Issam AlRayyes, when interviewed by BBC, said: “It never happened before that
any village inhabited by our Druze fellow-citizens was targeted by FSA
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shelling. It was the regime that withdrew forces from Sweida eastern
villages, to allow ISIS to take over and settle in these villages. The southern
frontline is the group that stands up to ISIS, and ISIS militants are killed
by the factions working for the Southern Frontline”. He added: “FSA is the
one that is protecting eastern Sweida, and Southern Frontline doesn’t have
any intent to capture Sweida, or any other secure region”. Al-Rayyes also
confirmed that: “any attack against any military airbase or barracks
including criminals throwing barrel- bombs against the civilians is an
illegal action. Our procedures, at the end, are addressed to Damascus, but
we will never spare any regime’s airbase, from which fighter jets would be
flown to provide an aerial coverage to regime troops, or to throw barrelbombs against the civilians37”.
When security media machine failed to sow strife seeds between Sweida
and Daraa, it started to accuse the Bedouins living in Sweida district of bad
deeds. According to Dignity Clergymen official reported at that time; the
movement was mobilized to sweep the farms located to the east of Sweida
town. The movement followers monitored mortar missiles that hit the
town. This process showed clearly that the missile launch bench is the
headquarters of 44th Regiment, occupied by the special forces, which is
located opposite to Shooting Club, at Qanawat Highway. Another bench in
Al-Damna Land had been monitored, where a group of Bedouins affiliated
to Wafeeq Naser; the head of the military security department at that time,
are living. Later, a local militia affiliated to security apparatuses arrested,
and tortured to death three Bedouins from Al-Mshawrab Neighborhood,
just to set the fire of sectarian strife between the Bedouins and the Druze,
but these attempts were destined with failure. At that time; activists in this
district thought that Assad’s authorities’ attempts to flare up the strife
between the Bedouins and the Druze, by Druze militiamen affiliated to
these authorities, might make many Bedouins tend to vow the oath of
allegiance to and rally around ISIS, then they could carry out military
operations on ISIS behalf inside Sweida, that ISIS combatants had never
thought of or inserted in their strategy and plans. However, these
operations might be carried out under the pressure of ISIS leaders and

37

Al-Modon, Sweida, Al-Thula Airport Battle continues, and the Druze members are chasing military
security head, 11th June 2015
https://www.almodon.com/arabworld/dce433ac-726e-4b33-9451-fc92ead5b83a
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militants having grudges and revenge sentiments towards the Druze. Those
who rejected this plan, were displaced towards Daraa district.
National forces in Sweida district reacted to that by publishing a statement
revealing facts, to clear up everything38.
The Strategy adopted by Assad’s authorities has become quite evident, as
it is manifested by planting the mines of intrastate conflicts in that
community to make it combustible at any time. Actually, Assad’s
authorities manipulated regional and sectarian sensitivities, especially
when it comes to the relationship between the Druze and their neighbors in
Daraa, and the relations between the Druze and the Bedouins, a situation
that contributed, among other factors, to push many of them to join ISIS,
as a result of the practices committed by authorities-connected militias that
have been formed in Sweida. We will discuss this point in a separate
research, to show the situations of the Bedouins within Sweida district. We
will also document the abuses and violations committed against the
Bedouins by ISIS militants and other authorities-connected militias.
Moreover, we will study the strategies adopted by Assad’s authorities to
sow the seeds of strife and to deepen the gaps along with arousing
sensitivities between the Druze and the Bedouins living in Sweida district.
Shaqa Battle took place after these events, specifically on 3rd July 2015.
We will discuss the course of events during this battle in the following part.
b. The Course of Events in Al-Haqf and Shaqa Battles
On 19th May 2015; ISIS militants attacked Al-Haqf village that is located
in the north-eastern countryside of Sweida district. It is just less than 3km
away from ISIS headquarters positioned in Al-Qasr village in Sweida
desert. The battle started when ISIS militants assaulted the village in the
early morning, while people were still sleeping. The attack took place from
three hubs. They blocked the roads leading to the village (Al-Bothaina-AlHaqf road, Al-Khaldiyeh – Al-Haqf road). Some ISIS attackers positioned
in the surrounding territories in an attempt to impose a siege over this
village. However, ISIS militants faced a fierce resistance by the villagers.
Within an hour after the start of the attack; local Druze vanguards streamed
from other villages and towns in Sweida, so they managed to break the
siege imposed on the village. Then they kept chasing ISIS militants till they
reached the outskirts of Al-Qasr village, from which ISIS militants
streamed and scattered into Sweida desert. The villagers, with the help of
To read the whole text of the statement, see Doc. No. (7). 38
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those who hurried to support them from other Mount villages and towns,
managed to rebuff the attack and liberate the village within a few hours.
The result of the attack was 6 killed, including 18-year-old girl, and 11
injured. While 15 ISIS members were killed as well. According to a
witness; the direct cause for this battle is when smugglers from this village,
who are working with other smuggling networks affiliated to security
forces, refused to pay their financial levies from the fuel being smuggled
to ISIS.
It’s worth mentioning here that Al-Haqf battle coincided with attacks
waged by armed opposition groups along with Al-Nusra Front at Al-Thula
airbase in the western countryside of Sweida district, after they captured
the 52nd Brigade in the north-eastern countryside of Daraa district.
On 3rd July 2015; a farmer from Shaqa village, in the north-eastern
countryside of Sweida district, was killed by an explosive landmine planted
by ISIS in that place. This incident took place as the farmer was heading to
his farm in Shaqa village to harvest his crops. When fellow-villagers heard
about that; few men went to the accident scene, where they clashed with
ISIS members who targeted the region by snipers’ shots and mortar
missiles that killed another man and injured another one. A witness
participated in that battle reported that “Assad’s forces were positioned in
Firing Range that is so close to the village, yet they didn’t move a muscle,
nor they interfered in the battle. Rather, they kept watching what was
happening to see what will happen later”. The witness added: “This is not
unique to Assad’s forces. We have many experiences with them. They are
the ones who shot us when we involved in Dama Battle against Al-Nusra
Front which killed 14 men, most of them were lost their lives when security
apparatuses betrayed us”.
Later; hurried militant-like fellow-villagers from other Mount villages and
towns came to that battlefield, headed by Dignity Clergymen Leader, Rev.
Waheed Al-Balous, who was the subject of a failed assassination attempt,
which he directly talked about by the end of Shaqa battle, when he said:
“We’ve understood that you have taken a decision to kill us. However, we
should make you learn that our souls, as well as yours, are in the hands of
God, The Almighty, the Omnicompetent”. He was referring to majorgeneral Ali Mamlouk, the head of national security department, and
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brigadier-general Wafeeq Naser, the head of military security department
in Sweida, as well as Bashar Al-Assad personally39.
c. Al-Haqf and Shaqa Battles Consequences
Assad’s authorities mobilized a huge mass of people to confront the attack
waged by armed opposition groups against Al-Thula airbase, after Al-Haqf
battle, because they managed to terrorize Sweida’s locals and make them
worried about the so-called agreement between the extremists who claimed
they were planning to capture Sweida (Al-Nusra Front from the west, and
ISIS from the east). Thus, National Defense militias, led by Rasheed
Salloum, and Mount Armor Militia led then by major-general Nayef AlAqel, and Homeland Protectors Militia led by Rev. Nazeh Jarbou, who is
Rev. Yousef Jarbou’s nephew, joined that battle. These militiamen
deployed in the military airbase vicinity. Further, Syrian National Social
Party headed to the airbase to support the Syrian army troops.
Adversely, we noticed that the numbers of defectors and evaders of
military service increased after Shaqa and Haqf battles. This is related to
the fact that Sweida locals lost trust in Assad’s authorities and their ability
to protect their district from ISIS and/or Al-Nusra Front attacks. That’s
why they started thinking of self-protection, reflected by the increased
popularity of Dignity Clergymen Movement at that time. Although those
men didn’t participate in Al-Thula Airbase Battle, rather they only stayed
in the outskirts of the village to prevent any attack, in case other military
groups attacking the airbase at that time might think of attacking this
village and conquering Sweida. Following these two battles; some
members from the Iran-backed militias founded by Assad’s authorities had
disengaged themselves, along with their arms, then joined Dignity
Clergymen Movement, after disobeying the orders given by the militia
commanders.
2. Black Wednesday Invasion (Date: 25th July 2018)
a. Events Preceded the Battle
By the start of 2018; Assad’s authorities put more pressure on local
community in Sweida as far as military recruitment and evasion of
mandatory conscription are concerned. Actually, Assad’s authorities were
obsessed with this from the very first day of protests, just to make Syrians
39

A footage showing Rev. Waheed Al-Balous talking about the failed assassination attempt that
targeted him during Shaqa battle, and he pinpointed to the sides that threatened and attempted to
assassin him. https://www.facebook.com/1590981857813389/videos/1683219641922943/
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confront and challenge each other, by making minorities engage in a war
against the Syrians. During January 2018; The Fourth Division Command
launched an initiative to settle the situations of the escapees and deserters
from military service in Sweida. The fourth division representative for that
purpose was Yaaroub Zaher Eddin, who was appointed on 9th January 2018
to be in charge of the Fourth Division security office in Sweida. In other
words, this was a kind of manipulation by Assad’s authorities of the
popularity of this man’s father, colonel Issam Zaher Eddin, who was
introduced by the regime as a martyr who was killed in confrontation with
ISIS terrorists. According to our witnesses; this manipulation turned into a
fiasco, as no more than 1700 men have registered themselves in that
formation. Most of them registered their names just to settle their situations
or to get a salary of 40,000 SYP, or to hold weapons for free. After that,
many abstained from joining the infamous Fourth Division troops, as they
declined to go outside the boundaries of their district.
This pushed the head of military intelligence department in Damascus,
Major-general Muhammad Muhalla to visit Sweida on 26th February 2018.
He met Rev. Yousef Jarbou in the Sect House known as Ein Al-Zaman
Holy Lodge. They discussed the deteriorating security situations in the
district. But Mr. Muhalla attributed this to the lack of cooperation shown
by the locals towards the competent authorities. He asserted that Sweida
locals should align with security apparatuses and join the military service
to control the security situations and stand out to crimes, and/or terrorist
groups’ attacks against the district. He connected joining military service
with unsettled situations witnessed in Sweida. This account was already
adopted by Assad’s authorities’ security media machinery, and their media
networks which kept repeating and focusing on this point. According to
our witnesses, Rev. Jarbou praised the recent steps taken by the security
apparatuses to control security situations in Sweida. He also empashized
what Muhalla had said, as far as pushing Sweida men to join military
service and cooperate with security forces as a solution to settle down the
chaos and extremist forces’ attacks against the district. A few months
earlier; the official religious institution (Cosmic Mind Sheikhdom) had
already asked the army to deploy in Sweida to control security situations,
in an official visit paid by Cosmic Mind Sheikhs to Damascus, where they
met the former defense minister, Fahed Jassim Al-Freij, in October 2017.
With the beginning of March 2018, joint security patrols, supported by
Assad’s authorities’ militiamen (Al-Baath Battalions, National Defense,
Whirlwind Eagles) spread along key and subsidiary roads leading to
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Sweida town, and in Sweida’s squares, gates, and along Damascus-Sweida
highway. The very presence of these patrols was provocative to district
locals, as such practices were subsided since 2015, due to the increasing
overwhelming influence of Dignity Clergymen Movement. The majority
of district locals felt uneasy and they mistrusted this security plot,
especially when many became convinced that security apparatuses were
responsible of this chaos, corruption and crimes witnessed by Sweida
people. They realized that the aim of any security movements or
deployment in the district is to catch their men and force them to join
mandatory military service. Mistrust increased and turned into reactions
shown by local community against this deployment of security forces. For
example, unknown persons shot a patrol at Kanaker crossroad in Sweida
town. Citizens damaged security vehicles downtown, when a security
member in that patrol harassed a passerby, in an attempt to blackmail him.
Although security apparatuses in the district claimed that the mission of
these patrols is limited to security control, and criminals and crimes
combat, although they tried to bleach their image, starting with moving the
infamous head of military security department; Wafeeq Naser, from
Sweida into Hama, and appointing brigadier-general Louay Ali, to succeed
him in this position, in addition to arresting many members of military
security department for corruption, illicit trading, being in contact with
terrorists, this means that they victimized the fame of low-ranking security
members to vindicate Wafeeq Naser, the corrupt security shark, yet such
spats overwhelmed the incidents in Sweida district.
These events coincided with ISIS resurgence news which prevailed the
incidents in Sweida. This happened when ISIS militants abducted two
citizens from the eastern countryside of Sweida. Though ISIS withdrew
from that region, yet it came back at that time, to threaten the locals with
terrorism. All these events coincided with rumors sowed by security forces
about ISIS that will carry out terrorist attacks in this district. At that time,
Sweida activists considered these warnings as a threat and pressure put on
local community to conform to the authorities’ wishes. If this community
continued its mutiny, this means it is going ahead so punishment would
become a must to make it submissive.
Arranging for Tiger Assault against Daraa district and its eastern
countryside in June 2018; Sweida was targeted, for three successive days,
with mortar missiles. Actually, overcrowded neighborhoods were hit,
including Al-Qalaa, Al-Nahda, Al-Khazanat, among many others. The
result was dozens of victims and casualties. Assad’s authorities rushed, as
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usual, via its media machinery, social media platforms, and security forces
whose mission is to spread rumors, to accuse armed opposition groups,
described as “terrorist groups” and hold them accountable for these attacks
against Sweida. Depending on our witnesses’ confirmations; the missiles
were launched from territories affiliated to Sweida, i.e. the missiles source
is a military outpost of Assad’s forces located to the west of Sweida. Mortar
missiles range cannot reach Sweida town if they were launched from
northern countryside of Daraa. These pretexts made Sweida activists make
fun, and mock these missiles by describing them as cross-continental
missiles. They held security apparatuses and their agents in the district
accountable for that, and they emphasized that Assad’s authorities are
always trying, simultaneously when any battle in Daraa is waged, to do
anything that might threaten them and make their security situation at
stake, just to intimidate and terrorize them, and to get them mobilized and
manipulated to help authorities in their military campaign against Daraa.
Or at least, to make them lose any sympathy towards Daraa, in an attempt
to flare up any sectarian strife, if possible.
This shelling was preceded by sending huge military columns affiliated to
Assad’s forces, coming from Damascus, to the western and north-western
countryside of Sweida, and finally to get into Sweida town. This movement
was meant to pave the way for a battle to be waged against Daraa district.
These military columns get into the villages of Dama, Lbeen, Jreen, AlDour, Dweira, Al-Tayra, and Harran. Some of them headed towards AlMazraa village, which is the key stronghold of Dignity Men Movement.
However, they were intercepted there by a group of Dignity Men who
prevented these forces to pass and take position in the outskirts of that
village. Absolutely, the military column avoided any clash with this group
and changed its way, to go back to Al-Thula military airbase. Yet, no
military clashes took place. According to activists working in this district;
this challenge of Assad’s authorities might bring about punishment for the
whole district, and this explains why the missiles that we talked about
earlier, had been launched, as a message of punishment and threatening at
the same time.
Dignity Men Movement clearly declared its stance, prior to Daraa battle,
which was represented by being neutral towards the conflict taking place
in Syria. This movement emphasized that it will not participate in the
bloodshed, but it will uphold its fixed principles set out by the leader Rev.
Abu Fahid, Waheed Al-Balous, who kept saying this slogan: “Any Syrian’s
blood is prohibited for any Syrian”.
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A statement issued by Dignity Men Movement Media office on 20th June 2018
(Source: Dignity Men Terminator Facebook account)
Statement Translation
Explanation by media wing of Dignity Men Movement regarding the latest developments in the south of Syria
Dignity Men Movement emphasizes that it still adheres to positive neutral stance considering any internal conflicts that might
fare up between fellow-citizens in one country. We are not a party when it comes to bloodshed. Rather, we still uphold our evernon-changing principles set out by our leader, Martyr Rev. Abu Fahid, Waheed Al-Balous, and the slogan that he kept saying:
“Any Syrian’s blood is prohibited for any Syrian”
Moreover, we prohibit any assault, from us and against us. We warn any party from any attempt to damage the reputation of The
Lofty Mount of Arabs, or any assault against its people. We are still away from any internal conflicts in this country. We wish
that all warring parties stop killing, and to resort to reconciliation which is the best solution, to save the country and the people
from the woes of war and devastation.
We refuse to hold some parties in Sweida as responsible of what is happening in Daraa, as Sweida is not the only frontline that
military operations are launched from. There are scores of frontlines within Daraa district.
To our neighbors in Houran, we wish the black tempest will soon disappear away from our country skies, so that peace and
stability could overwhelm everywhere in this beloved country. Syria is our mother; we will never allow any part of it to be cut off
issued by Media Wing Administration
Dignity Men Terminator

Following these events; the villages in the western party of Sweida
countryside (including Dama, Al-Dour, Al-Dweira, Al-Tayra, Harran,
Jreen, Lbeen, Al-Mjeimer) witnessed a surge of displacement to other
neighboring villages and towards Sweida town, in fear of any further
hostilities or shelling. According to our witnesses; security forces closed
the crossings into Sama Al-Hneidat village, to prevent anyone from getting
into or out of it. They also targeted Abu Mouein, Jamal Hneidi, who is one
of the prominent figures in Sweida with shooting, and they stole his tractor
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which he used for agricultural activities, to force him to leave the village,
as a punishment inflicted on him for his good relations with the locals in
other neighboring villages in Daraa, as he kept helping the displaced
coming from these villages.
On the other hand, citizens from Daraa district, along with militants from
FSA groups working there, sent reassuring messages to Sweida’s locals.
However, this step didn’t reassure nor stop displacement wave from these
villages. These messages included a statement issued by individual
citizens, and by para-military groups affiliated to the Southern Front, which
stated that:
“Starting from our seeking of the unity of destiny in the unified Syria for
all fellow-citizens, we, in Houran, whether we are militants or civilians,
ask our people in Sweida not to be the bait used by the regime or any other
sectarian militias to achieve their ends of capturing territories and
separating families who are always the difficult aim that couldn’t be
targeted by occupation forces throughout long years of peaceful coexistence”. This statement emphasized: ‘we renew our loyalty to the Syrian
territories, from the south to the north, to create the civilized state which
respects individuals’ rights and freedoms, along with establishing justice.
We would like to make you pay your attention to that fact that when
Houran freemen rebuff any assaults by Iran and its militias, this comes as
response to defend the revolution”. The statement asked Sweida’s people
to: “make sure that their sons are not used as a fuel to Iran’s project that is
playing with the country’s destiny. We are quite sure that Al-Arab Mount
people are so careful when it comes to protecting their sons and their
history that is brightened by heroic deeds”.
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A statement by civilians and FSA members in The Southern Front on 19 th June 2018
Statement Translation
The Free Syrian Army
The Southern Frontline
In the name of God, the Most Gracious, The Most Merciful
Statement by FSA groups and the civilians in the Southern Frontline
To the locals of the lofty Al-Arab Mount, to the good people of Maroufs with whom we are connected by the birth of rebellions
against the occupation, so that the valley hugged the mount with a bounty of sacrifices and loyalties shown to martyrs’ blood
throughout a long common history. Starting from our seeking of the unity of destiny in the unified Syria for all fellow-citizens,
we, in Houran, whether we are militants or civilians, ask our people in Sweida not to be the bait used by the regime or any other
sectarian militias to achieve their ends of capturing territories and separating families who are always the difficult aim that
couldn’t be targeted by occupation forces throughout long years of peaceful co-existence. Our fellow-citizens there confronted
any ideology aiming to arouse the detested sectarianism or having our country divided or occupied. As we want to protect your
sons from being engaged in a losing battle, in which only the Syrians are manipulated to serve as a fuel for this war, we’d like to
assert, away from any external or foreign interventions or agendas, that we renew our loyalty to the Syrian territories, from the
south to the north, to create the civilized state which respects individuals’ rights and freedoms, along with establishing justice.
We would like to make you pay your attention to that fact that when Houran freemen rebuff any assaults by Iran and its militias,
this comes as response to defend the revolution and its goals, away from any external interference. We promise you that, as long
as we are keen to protect you, we shall stay steady in the frontlines. We are also ready to die, and to shed the last drop of our
blood to protect people’s lives and dignities. It’s high time to stop this bloodshed. Yet, as protectively smart as you are; we ask
you to make sure that your sons are not used as a fuel to Iran’s project that is a desperate attempt to play with the country’s
destiny. You and we are beyond this context, and this history is the best witness. We are quite sure that Al-Arab Mount people
are so careful when it comes to protecting your sons and your history that is brightened by heroic deeds. This letter comes as an
assertion to the fact that you and we, both belong to the Syrian texture that will never allow any hatred to be aroused among any
fellow-citizens just to achieve the goals of cross-border militias and agendas that kept flaring up the strife. Please don’t be a
dagger used by the regime against your brothers in Houran
God is the ultimate aim out of this act
Date: 19.06.2018

These incidents were directly followed by frequent visits paid by
Russian officers to Sweida district. These visits concentrated on
two points: first: Sweida’s men refusal to join Assad’s army,
second: disarming all factions and militias which were not
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controlled by Assad’s authorities, or those that were not fighting
as rear forces aligned with Assad’s forces. By the end of every
meeting; Russian officers emphasized that religious and public
leaders should play a key role regarding these two points, and this
will be achieved by putting pressures on the locals to convince
their men to join the army, along with forcing local factions and
militiamen to join Syrian armed forces, otherwise, they would be
disarmed. After a meeting held under the request of Russia-held
Hmemiem military base in Syria, attended by two Druze
clergymen, i.e. Yousef Jarbou, Hammoud Al-Hinnawi, as well as
other figures including Jihad Al-Atrash, Saba Isber, the bishop of
Houran, Al-Arab Mount Greek Orthodox Parish, Najdo Al-Ali,
the director of Islamic endowments in Sweida, Rev. Saud AlNimer, as the representative of the tribes living in that district,
news leaked about what happened in that meeting confirmed that
the Russians described local factions working in the district as
terrorist groups, this aroused resentful reactions inside and
outside Sweida, manifested by activists’ response. The most
important reaction was the statement issued by Dignity
Clergyman Forces group, which is a local group including
members who had previously joined Dignity Clergymen
Movement, but they defected when the leader of this movement,
Rev. Waheed Al-Balous was assassinated. The first appearance
of this group happened when they proclaimed themselves as a
group when they assassined Ahmad Jaafar (nicknamed: Abu
Yassin), in March 2018, who is a Shiite drug dealer from Busra
Al-Sham, who was closely connected to Hezbollah militia. Later,
activists in Sweida accused Dignity Clergymen Forces group of
committing several abductions. The statement mentioned that:
“The latest Russian speech about terrorist organizations working
in Al-Arab Mount is seen as a very serious escalation. How could
terrorism sponsors and creators, and an occupying country, to
designate those who held weapons to defend their country and
people, as terrorists?!” The militants in that faction declared that
they are: “highly ready to react against any provocation shown by
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any side whatsoever”. Further, they considered: “any assault
against any person from the mount as a war declaration, this war
that suits us very well”. They continued in this statement by
saying: “We warn whoever thinking of causing any damage to
our dignity or weapons against our response, because our
weapons represent our dignity. They are part and parcel of our
bodies. Therefore, we’ll never bargain over any principle we paid
our blood to uphold”. The statement was concluded as follows:
“as our clergyman, Martyr Rev. Waheed Al-Balous, Abu Fahid
had put it: ‘any assault committed by us or against us is
prohibited. Faith is to God, while homeland is for all. Syria is our
mother, all Mount people are dignified because they refused all
sectarian projects’ Building on this view, we can conclude that
Russian speech is an assault against all Mount people without
exception”.

A statement by Dignity Clergyman Forces issued on 23 rd June 2018
(Source: Dignity Clergyman Forces Facebook Account)
Statement Translation
#statement by Dignity Clergyman Forces
Considering the Russian Speech about Terrorism in Al-Arab Mount
We, Dignity Clergyman Forces, consider the latest Russian speech about terrorist organizations working in Al-Arab Mount as a
very serious escalation. How could terrorism sponsors and creators, and an occupying country, to designate those who held
weapons to defend their country and people, as terrorists?!
As a response, we declare we are highly ready to react against any provocation shown by any side whatsoever. We also consider
any assault against any person from the mount as a war declaration, this war that suits us very well. We warn whoever thinking
of causing any damage to our dignity or weapons about our response, because our weapons represent our dignity. They are part
and parcel of our bodies. Therefore, we’ll never bargain over any principle we paid our blood to uphold.
As our clergyman, Martyr Rev. Waheed Al-Balous, Abu Fahid had put it: ‘any assault committed by us or against us is
prohibited. Faith is to God, while homeland is for all. Syria is our mother, all Mount people are dignified because they refused
all sectarian projects’ Building on this view, we can conclude that Russian speech is an assault against all Mount people without
exception.
Here’s Al-Arab Mount, the mount of dignity which broke the French and will defeat any occupation trying to profane our holy
lands
#whoever_agrees_with_us_could_follow_us
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After Syrian army forces’s against Daraa district; the unprecedented socalled sacking activities became popular in Sweida district, so that sacked
goods stores and peddlers spread everywhere, especially those selling
second-hand home furniture. Such practices spread in Sweida downtown,
at Al-Mihwari Street, opposite to Al-Hisba bazaar, and around Al-Thula
square, as well as along the road leading to Al-Raha village. This
phenomenon was widely denounced by Sweida locals. Many campaigns
have been organized to boycott such goods and those trading with them. A
patrol affiliated to Al-Nimer/Tiger’s Troops was hit while they were
crossing the road of Qanawat downtown. A car was set on fire as it was
loaded with sacked furniture when it was riding through downtown.

A public offer for selling sacked furniture in Sweida Town
(Source: FB account of: Don’t Sack anything! We can see everything!)

Such denouncement was quite clear at the level of religious, social, legal,
and local activities. Religious bodies started religiously prohibiting sacking
activities. Whereas statements by families from Al-Arab Mount and its
villages became recurrent to emphasize that this phenomenon is bizarre and
irrelevant in Maarouf’s original community. Ayman Sheeb Eddin, a
lawyer, filed a case against sackers, when he addressed a note to the
attorney general in Sweida district to inform him about sacking crimes,
against which he must react, as quickly as possible to deter these criminal
practices. This was an unprecedented reaction in Syria against this
phenomenon.
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A picture showing what is written in a note fixed at the doorstep of a certain house in Sweida district, reflecting the social
boycott of sackers
(Source: Internet)

Note Translation
Before ringing the bell, Think for just a moment!
If you are one of those who are trading or purchasing sacked goods, this means that you are a persona non grata in this home
Please leave at once!

A copy of the note sent by Lawyer Ayman Sheeb Eddin to the attorney-general in Sweida District
(Source: FB Account of Lawyer Ayman Sheeb Eddin)

Note Translation
Addressee: Mr. Attorney general in Sweida
Presented by: Ayman Yousef Sheeb Eddin, Lawyer, from Sweida Bar Association
Subject: notification about a crime
-

-

Recently, a dangerous phenomenon threatening social and national security has spread everywhere in Sweida, it is
widely known as Sacking, which is derived from to sack that means to steal the furniture of a house, whereby a group
will, while everybody is witnessing and seeing, storm into the empty houses of the civilians who fled due to a variety
of different reasons. Most of these houses are in the villages and towns affiliated to Daraa that is so close to the
administrative borders of Sweida district. The owners of these homes have been displaced because of war atrocities
taking place in their regions. These groups would steal/sack all furniture items in these houses, including fridges,
washing machines, electrical converters, air conditioners, food rations, livestock, carpets, mattresses, children’s toys,
etc… They would load their cars with these items, then they would come to Sweida district, taking the public roads
secured by security and police forces who are assigned at security checkpoints that are dotting everywhere in Sweida
district and outskirts. Afterwards, they would head to a certain store to sell in public the stolen goods in low prices,
disregarding any laws or traditions. This might lead to the outbreak of public crimes, and to make bullying mentality
overwhelm over the law. Consequently, this will damage the social and moral system that is well established in the
conscience of this community, that must be protected and defended by the established laws.
Building on this point; as the said actions represent crimes that are stated and should be punished for according to
the Syrian penal law (Theft at the time of unrest and war, discharging stolen money, strife) according to articles No.
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-

220, 298, 627 of public penal law, and whereas these crimes are committed in public, and admitted by the
perpetrators, and there are thousands of witnesses from Sweida district;
As these crimes stand as violations of national social public order
Depending on article No. 26 of criminal procedural law that forced me to inform the attorney general once I witness
any violation of the public security and/or any threat to anyone’s life or money;
Therefore, I’d like to inform you about these incidents, and you have the absolute powers to take the appropriate
procedure, and to order law enforcement agencies in the district that they are legally assigned, depending on article
No. 6 of criminal procedural laws to investigate and collect evidence about these crimes, along with arresting the
perpetrators and prosecuting them at competent courts to be punished for what they have done
With all due respect
Information provider: Ayman Sheeb Eddin
Sweida on 09,07,2018

Sacking phenomenon combat was not limited to social, legal, and religious
activities since this phenomenon has been also combated by the locals. The
confrontation between local community and social activities in Sweida
district on one hand, and this phenomenon on the other hand, fared up the
feuds between this community and Assad’s authorities-affiliated militias
that depend on sacking as a supply line for their members, especially after
Iranian aids have decreased.
Meanwhile, Assad’s authorities moved ISIS members from the south of
Damascus to Sweida desert, particularly on 21st May 2018, according to
the deal signed by both parties regarding moving hundreds of ISIS
members to the Syrian desert. According to our witnesses, the convoy that
moved from the south of Damascus was divided into two batches, the first
batch headed towards the north, including women, children and the
wounded, while the other batch was moved secretly into Sweida desert,
including 800-1000 members. Sweida 24 News Network posted at that
time a footage40 claiming it shows the convoy loaded with ISIS members,
closely guarded by regime forces. The convoy comprises 40 trucks from
different sizes. Actually, two batches of this convoy entered the district
taking two different roads. The first batch took the road of Damascus
suburbs which leads into Beer Al-Qasab region, passing through Al-Asfar
and Al-Saqiya that are held by regime forces. Eventually, they pulled up at
Al-Ora and Al-Ashrafiya villages to the north -east of Sweida. Whereas the
second batch came from Damascus to Sweida taking the highway road,
passing through Al-Soura Al-Kabira village, bordering Khilikhleh Military
base, crossing Ashehib hills, then to Al-Asfar, Al-Ashrafieyeh, then AlOra. This convoy was closely guarded by the Syrian army. it included 40
40

Footage posted by Sweida 24 Network showing trucks full of ISIS members as they were passing
through Sweida villages, in 22nd May 2018.
https://youtu.be/i_f4mJWT0GU?t=4
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trailer trucks with various vehicles of different sizes. Ultimately, the
estimated number of ISIS members who left the south of Damascus region
is about 800-1000 fighters.

Picture showing the convoy leaving the south of Damascus and heading to wards the desert on 22nd May 2015
(Source: Internet)

A truck taking ISIS militants from the south of Damascus passing through Sweida villages
(Source: Sweida 24 News Network)

According to our witnesses from Al-Yarmouk Camp; the majority of ISIS
members active in the south of Damascus, who vowed the oath allegiance
to ISIS, included criminals and the scums of Golan Eagles and Allah
Soldiers groups, who joined ISIS with their light and medium arms. As
stealing sources for such members have been depleted when other
opposition groups prevented them from getting into Al-Yarmouk Camp;
which represents the biggest booty for them, when their prominent leaders,
such as Bayan Mizel, joined Assad’s authorities back, to rule a huge swarth
in the south of Damascus, including Sbenieh neighborhood, Assad’s
authorities evacuated ISIS members from Yalda and Babila, under the
pretext of launching a reconciliation process. They were moved into AlHajar Al-Aswad, and Al-Yarmouk Camp, so that Assad’s authorities could
make use of ISIS presence there in order to perish them, and that what
happened eventually. The most well-known ISIS leaders in the south of
Damascus are Abdullah Tayara, nicknamed as Abu Sayyah Farrameh, and
Hussam Al-Halabi, nicknamed Abu Mujahed. Our witnesses insisted on
claiming that those leaders were following the orders they received from
security apparatuses. To prove this view, the witnesses have given
evidence about this claim including the following facts: Al-Qadam
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checkpoint was always open for those leaders, they can take their injured
out to be treated in Al-Mahaini Hospital in Al-Zahira neighborhood
bordering Al-Yarmouk Camp. They usually received rations via this
checkpoint, at the time when the region was besieged and starved to death.
Further, a person called Abu Salem Al-Iraqi, an emir/prince appointed by
ISIS over the southern region; had entered that place when it was next to
impossible for a mosquito to pass into the southern region, without seeking
Assad’s authorities’ consent, as a witness had put it. Witnesses asked us to
consider the fact that ISIS members managed to expand in that place,
although ISIS was besieged by other Islamic groups in Al-Hajar Al-Aswad,
after they failed to eradicate ISIS under the pretext of Islamic brotherhood.
Thus, ISIS depended on their leaks into the heart of these groups, including
Aknaf Beit Al-Maqdes, and Islamic Association, via the funds which ISIS
spent on the militants of these groups, whereas the rest were suffering from
siege, and lack of finance. According to a witness, this expansion by ISIS
was backed by a security apparatus. It cannot be achieved only by ISIS
leaders due to their limited capabilities in the southern region. Most
remarkably is that this expansion happened before the eyes of all fighters
working in that region, who seemed unable to do anything whatsoever to
prevent such an expansion.
Back to Sweida Desert; Assad’s forces were drawn from Kharbet AlHibbariya, Kharbet Al-Ambashi, and Sooh Al-Majeidi, and other villages
in the eastern part of Sweida desert in late June 2018, after they made a
battle scene against ISIS fighters early in that month. So that Assad’s forces
withdrew, leaving the eastern villages of Sweida district void of any
defenders so that it could be easily attacked by ISIS.
According to a witness, the regime started disarming the militias in AlMiqren Al-Sharqi villages, ten days prior to the massacre. This was applied
also on Homeland Defenders militia that used to coordinate with and be
affiliated to the military security department, starting from the date it was
formed in 2013. Later, they changed into coordinating with State Security
department, as of 2017. This militia was led by Sheikh Nazeh Jarbou, the
nephew of the clergyman Yousef Jarbou. The same witness added: “some
militiamen who were aroused by their sectarian roots as Druze had joined
the battle which took place on 25th July, but they were punished by being
disarmed as they joined the battle without receiving any orders”.
On 10th June 2018, Rev. Yousef Jarbou met ISIS leaders secretly in Um
Rawaq village, after the release of Maan Saray Eddin, who belongs to the
same village, and was set free on 09, 06, 2018, after being kidnapped for
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three months by ISIS members in Al-Dayatha region on 1st March 2018.
According to the testimonies we obtained; it was reported that Jarbou was
threatened by ISIS members who said they would attack Sweida. Strangely
enough, Jarbou had not told anybody about what happened in Um Rawaq
village, nor did he warn any locals in the mount about ISIS attack threats.
A testimony from the inner circle of Rev. Yousef Jarbou stated that: “the
Sheikh met them after the kidnapped was released, without any prior
knowledge that he will meet anyone of them, and how many are they.
About a month prior to the attack, the meeting was held and they asked
him to proclaim that he embraced Islam along with his companions, and
upon clearance agreement signed with the regime; the Syrian army would
be prevented from using this district territories for any military operation
in Sweida desert, among other conditions.. etc… Then a dispute aroused
between them and the Sheikh who got angry with them, so he left the
meeting. He didn’t have any slightest idea that he would meet them, nor
did he know anything about their number. They asked to meet him in a safe
place. Upon a request addressed by Saray Eddins, a meeting was held in
Um Rawaq, after their son was released. ISIS members promised they will
release two men from Tarba village, who were kidnapped on the same day
with Maan. The Shiekh was unarmed when he met them accompanied by
his son and his nephew. ISIS members who attended that meeting were not
Syrians. They were Iraqis and Tunisians. Building on this meeting, the
Sheikh informed the authorities and national defense about ISIS members
who were getting ready to do something bad, as they implicitly threatened
him during that meeting. The army official apologized that Syrian troops
could not protect that place, as they are already busy protecting and
launching other military campaigns at that time, so he asked national
defense and other paramilitary militias to assume that responsibility.
Therefore, national defense leadership deployed troops and reinforcements
in the eastern countryside, which were supported by the Sheikh financially
and logistically”.
About this incident, a source from Saray Eddins told us: “when they
released Maan for nothing, they asked our family to call for a meeting so
that ISIS members could discuss issues with any Druze clergyman, they
didn’t define in particular whom they wanted to meet. The clergymen in
our family contacted Rev. Yousef and informed him about Maan’s release,
and that the kidnappers wanted to meet him in our guest hall, as they had
many points to discuss with him. Two Toyota cars coming from the east
arrived the village. Masked ISIS members got out from those cars wearing
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explosive belts. They stayed outside the guest hall. Some of them got into
the hall, then Rev. Yousef arrived in a car. There were one or two persons
inside his car, but they didn’t leave the car. The meeting was held in the
guest hall, the armed men were waiting outside while the rest were sitting
inside, they made all up to 12-14 members. They asked the Rev. Yousef to
proclaim Islam, and to observe the daily prayers, among other things I
know nothing about. He kept telling them that we are an offshoot of Islam.
However, they started shouting. I heard them shouting as I was outside,
and they were still inside. Later, the Sheikh left, and they followed him
directly, heading towards the east”.
However, a witness said that this meeting was a mutually -agreed- upon
step. It was attended by a few. Nobody knows, up till now, what really
happened inside the guest hall of Saray Eddins, for most of those who
reported what happened were outside. The witness added: “Yousef Jarbou
is a dubious character, he was affiliated to different parties, and received
money from all. He turned Ein Al-Zaman Holy Lodge into a security
department, and Ein Al-Zaman into a foundation. He granted huge powers
to security apparatuses. He is the one who grants Clergyman Cards to those
who wants to cross the Lebanese borders. He signs in green-colored pen,
despite he is not the premier cosmic- mind clergyman. Sheikh Yousef is
not trustworthy, and he has already conspired against the mount. Why
didn’t he announce that he will meet ISIS members? Why did he hide the
threats, if any, from the locals of the mount? Why didn’t he call for a
meeting in Ein Al-Zaman then report to people what happened just to warn
them? I think there is a big conspiracy against the mount, the accomplices
are many intelligence agents that Yousef is coordinating with. The meeting
was agreed upon and coordinated, but nobody knows what happened inside
that guest hall. It’s unreasonable that ISIS members would meet a cosmic
mind clergyman just to threaten him, when they can send him a threatening
message without seeing him?”
b. Battle Course
The importance of narrating what happened in the invasion that took place
on 25th July 2018 is based on the fact that it was narrated by those who
fought as militants in this battle, or those who witnessed the attack as they
are locals living in the attacked region, so they witnessed the atrocities and
horrors that happened on that day, and narrated in details what happened
during the massacre. It was dawn time, on 25th July 2018, when ISIS
severely attacked the eastern and north-eastern countryside bordering
Sweida desert. Ambiguous vehicles moved ISIS militants from their
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positions in Al-Safa Hills, Al-Raghila, and Al-Kiraa to distant locations,
about 4 km away from the villages. After that, they headed on foot to avoid
getting their vehicles’ lights monitored by shift outposts, observatories
and/or patrols that are set up as a self-protection measure taken by the
villagers to protect their own villages from ISIS frequent attacks, after
government forces abstained from protecting them. Later on, ISIS
members attacked the eastern and north-eastern countryside villages when
it turned dark, and there was a power cut. They got deployed among nearby
houses there. A witness from Douma in the north-eastern countryside of
the district said: “ISIS members spent their night, from Tuesday evening
till the dawn of Wednesday, when the massacre was committed, among
and the nearby houses. They made use of the power cut that overwhelmed
this village and other surrounding villages at that time. They also made use
of the distances between the houses, so that these villages look like lifeless
ruins at night, especially under power cut. We have found boxes of canned
foods, and Indomie packets, along with other foodstuffs and beverages. We
also found refuse showing that ISIS members consumed their rations and
spent hours in their tentative positions until the time of attack came.
However, we were surprised to know that the power cut covered the whole
region and it was implemented from a location in Khaliat Nimra, which is
affiliated to Shahba town. This power cut was beyond rationing time that
was imposed on that region during this period. It wasn’t caused by any
power failure or default, but it was meant intentionally to facilitate ISIS
members infiltration into these villages, to get positioned while their
militants would get ready at all sides to announce the attack at the same
time”.

Picture showing ISIS members deploying in the villages of Eastern Sweida early in the morning
(Source: The Epic of Al-Maqrin Al-Sharqi Documentary)

ISIS members’ attacks happened at the same time. In Sweida town, a
suicidal attack took place before Al-Hisba market in the city center. It was
followed by other three explosions at different times, after ISIS members
wearing explosive belts were pursued, so they bombed themselves at AlMihwari road in the city center, and in Al-Khazanat neighborhood when
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they were surrounded so they realized that they cannot escape from the
townspeople who pursued them after the first explosion. ISIS jihadists
started bombing and shooting people randomly, as the targeted location
was in the downtown which is a vegetable market. At dawn, early in the
morning, vegetable trucks would come to that place to deliver vegetables
shares to stores in the town and other villages. According to our witnesses,
those members didn’t come from desert, rather, they were just dormant
cells living in the same town. It was impossible for them to come with those
members who attacked Al-Miqren Al-Sharqi, or to launch an attack at the
same zero hour of the attack, if there is about 45- km distance separating
between the desert and Sweida town. Whereas the villages of Al-Miqren
Al-Sharqi are bordering the desert. However, queer enough, security forces
in the town had not move a muscle, nor they interfered in the events that
were taking place close to them, but simply fortified their departments and
security detachments41. A narrative started spreading about ISIS members
who infiltrated from the desert, although security members were fully
aware that those members were already in the town, that’s why this
narrative is shrouded with doubts and suspicions as it tried, in a way, to
hide the truth.

A picture showing the results of a suicidal attack by an ISIS member near Al-Hisba Bazaar, in the midst of Sweida town
(Source: Internet)

Furthermore, ISIS members carried out an attack from three hubs almost
at the same time, against north-eastern and eastern villages in Sweida town,
the first hub includes the villages of Al-Shibki, Al-Shrihi, Rami, Ghaithat
Hamayel, Tarba, Al-Kseeb in the eastern countryside of Sweida district.
The second hub includes the villages of Douma, Al-Sowaimira, AlMattouneh in the north-eastern countryside of Sweida district. The third
hub includes the lookouts of local military groups including fighters from
villagers in Tal Al-Hash, Tal Baseer, and Al-Dayatha. A witness from that
region told us: “ISIS members’ barbarism pushed them to attack houses
41

We were in Sweida Town when ISIS jihadists came up. We saw civilians rushing to rebuff ISIS attack.
Most civilians were unarmed or holding sticks, rifles, while others were holding individual’s weapons
(pistols, machine guns). We have not witnessed any interference by security forces deployed in Sweida
town, although events took place close to their positions. Instead, they simply increased their
reinforcements. All those killed in these showdowns with ISIS jihadists were from Sweida town.
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whose owners were still asleep. Bedouins were also manipulated by ISIS,
as they know the geography of these villages very well, and know
everything related to their people, so that those members knocked at the
doors as if they were guests or escapees who fled away from a dangerous
risk, but when the house dwellers opened the doors, they were shocked to
see persons who are totally strangers to them. Those strangers slaughtered
the townspeople with knives or rifle bayonets without shooting. However,
when some villagers started resisting them with weapons they had already
kept in their houses, “the rest of townspeople woke up upon hearing the
noise caused by shooting”. The amount of damages and losses was the
largest, as far as destruction and the number of the victims from the villages
of Shibki, Shrihi, Rami, Douma, whereas ISIS members couldn’t storm
into Tarba and Al-Kseeb villages due to the fierce resistance by the
villagers in these two villages. Therefore, ISIS could only capture Tarba
hill that is overlooking at the landscape there.

Civilians’ bodies scattered in front of their houses in Rami village in the early morning
(Source: Al-Miquren Al-Sharqi Epic documentary)

The massacre details leaked into Sweida district within a very short time,
so that the rushing groups42 started flocking to reach the eastern villages.
Thousands of supporters in the campaigns launched by these groups
coming from different villages and towns in the mount arrived the
battlefield in a record time, holding their weapons (Russian or hunting
rifles). Some rushed unarmed, except those holding axes, hatchets, or big

42

Rushing Groups: a tribal term refers to the rushing call to support the same clan members, to render
relief to any grief-stricken, or to support the downtrodden. This term is still abode by and dedicated in
the collective consciousness of Sweida people, despite that their community looks like civil, non- tribal,
community. However, the very presence of this term, alongside other terms, habits, traditions and
behaviors taken from tribal communities make researchers more inclined to classify Sweida community
as a familial patriarchal quasi-tribal community.
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sticks. Others dashed into the spot to provide first aid to the injured or to
evacuate the bodies of the victims.

Rushing Groups militants with villagers confronting ISIS attack against the eastern villages
(Source: The Epic of Al-Maqrin Al-Sharqi Documentary)

When the militants heard about the attack, as they were getting ready to
confront it; a group leader reported that: “ISIS attacks happened through
many hubs, not to mention the explosions that happened in Sweida town at
the same time, which were coincided with rumors about ISIS dormant cells
in the town that would appear one by one. Other rumors claimed that the
mount region is targeted as a whole, and other assaults at other hubs would
be carried out. Such fake news confused the militants, considering their
deployment in the locations that were attacked, and other locations that
might be attacked by ISIS.
The same witness who reported what happened in that battle told us: “the
most confusing problem popped up when inexperienced persons, in terms
of military sciences or tactics, who joined the battle, didn’t follow any
instructions nor did they stick to them. They were triggered by their
enthusiasm to join this operation that was meant to confront the assault.
This created a kind of chaos in the battlefield. We were advancing, but we
feared to be targeted by friendly fire from behind, more than we feared
from enemy’s fire that we were fully aware of its sources, as much as we
know how to deal with it. Most fighters were Mount townspeople, save two
groups, one came from Jaramana town, while the other came from Hadar
town. We hadn’t witnessed any participation from the part of army or
security forces in the district, except a very limited number of soldiers from
the attacked villages who rushed to support their brothers without being
ordered by their commanders. By the end of the battle, Syrian regime
warplanes launched a series of airstrikes just to justify why the regime did
not engage in that battle. These raids were ineffective, in terms of settling
down the battle. On the contrary, they helped prevent us from pursuing the
remnants of ISIS members who fled to the desert to escape being targeted
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by us. However, we didn’t trust regime forces that disappointed us several
times in many battles. Actually, airstrikes were so close to us, as if they
served as a warning to prevent us from advancing, they came in favor of
ISIS escapees. Although, in such a case, army forces could use helicopter’
guns to chase and extricate the remnants of terrorists, but MiG warplanes’
airstrikes reversed the results that were claimed by the authority to settle
the battle and terminate the terrorists”. Another witness who fought in the
frontlines in this battle told us: “We were shocked by the amount of
shooting that targeted us from behind. First, we thought it was a mistake
caused by the lack of coordination in the battle, and lack of experience
shown by many citizens, that’s why we started shouting: “Keep away! We
are here!” a short while later, we realized that this was done deliberately
not by mistake. There were traitors among us who were affiliated to
intelligence departments, they deliberately tried to assassin some figures.
This category includes the group run by Sadeq Al-Abdullah who is
affiliated to airforce security department. Later, we learned that this group
was positioned above, in Al-Miqren Al-Sharqi village. A lot of shooting
that targeted us was coming from this group members”.
The same witness added: “some corpses of ISIS members were
immediately dragged away from the battlefield by Sweida townspeople’s
groups affiliated to security apparatuses, while other corpses were left in
the spot. We did not know why, at that time, it was impossible to prevent
them or even to inquire about the reasons. Everybody got confused at that
time”.

MiG Jet throwing loads of explosives in front of rushing group militants at the outskirts of the desert, following the
liberation of the villages, just to prevent them from chasing ISIS escapees
(Source: The Epic of Al-Maqrin Al-Sharqi Documentary)

Clashes continued till 1:30 PM. Skirmishes and sweeping operations lasted
till 4:00 PM on Wednesday, 25th July. Rushing group militants managed
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during these operations to liberate the villages attacked by ISIS, and they
chased ISIS remnants later in the desert. After that, many maximumsecurity patrols had been organized at contact points in the desert and other
villages and towns in the Mount.
c. Battle Consequences
We have documented 254 victims43 from Sweida district townspeople, in
addition to two victims from the displaced who fled to this district, and five
victims from rushing group militants who came from Jaramana and Hadar
in Damascus suburbs, so that all victims can be classified according to the
following categories:
63 victims from Shibki village
42 victims from Al-Shrihi village
22 victims died due to explosions and ISIS jihadists chasing operations in
Sweida town
21 victims from Douma village
22 victims from Rami village
9 victims from Al-Mattouneh village
6 victims from Al-Dayatha village
5 victims from Tarba village
5 victims from Ghaithat Hamayel village
4 victims from Al-Sowaimera village
We also documented the death of 51 victims from local rushing group
militants who came from all villages and towns in Sweida. The injured who
were dragged away from the attacked locations were over 100.
Furthermore, 29 were kidnapped, including 9 women, 18 children and a
man. Two kidnapped victims were executed, a woman died while she was
kidnapped, and two children were killed before the release of the
kidnapped because of clashes that took place at a certain time during
abduction period.
d. First Reactions towards the Massacre

43

To read more about these documented numbers, see the chapter entitled: samples of
documentations and testimonies, wherein we have documented the names of all victims and where
they died, along with their addresses.
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Following the massacre; local committee had been formed at once to guard
all villages and towns in the district. The committee members were
deployed at crossroads, squares, and bordering regions, holding their light
weapons, sticks, hunting rifles, axes, sharp objects such as knives, hatchets,
etc… The locals started holding intensive meetings to raise funds for the
afflicted villages in the eastern countryside, and to get them fortified and
monitored by thermal imaging cameras, night vision goggles, and heavy,
medium, as well as light weapons. This battle and the ensuing period was
distinguished by the solidarity shown by all district people towards each
other, regardless of their political and/or social affiliations, as the
opponents and supporters of Assad’s authorities stood side by side during
the battle, as the existential threat represented by ISIS got them unified to
defend their safety and lives, so that they got united instinctively to oppose
the threat coming from the east. Sweida district witnessed a situation of
cautious prospecting after the massacre, that led to market lockdown.
Streets looked empty, except for ambulances, and armed members and
locals who were deployed at crossroads and squares, amidst increasing
fears from recurrent ISIS attacks surge against other villages in the district,
but through other hubs. A warning about similar attacks had been sent to
the villages of Milh, Al-Howaiya, Al-Harissa, Arman and other villages in
the south-eastern countryside.
Contrary to Assad’s authorities’ desire as far as district locals prior to the
massacre are concerned, we have already discussed how Assad’s
authorities asked those locals to give up their weapons, and called the
escapees from military service and the deserters to join the military, so that
Sweida district witnessed a reinforcement of the military capabilities,
especially of those militias that do not obey the authorities’ orders,
although some of these militias didn’t cut for good the fine line connecting
them with the authorities, whether at the level of individuals or groups.
Weapon market flourished in the district at that time, as weapon prices
soared, e.g. Russian rifle price reached 300.000 SYP, as its price prior to
the battle was only 75.000 SYP. We have also studied the increase of
deserters, escapees, and abstainees from military service, as joining
military service would serve Assad’s authorities’ ends in their opinions.
Moreover, we have tracked the voice of those who refused to go outside
the district to join the army and do their military service as their voices
became louder. They wanted to focus on staying in the district to protect
and defend it from any threat.
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The Bedouin tribes in Sweida desert denounced in a statement 44 the
massacre that took place on 25th July, whereby they said: “We strongly
denounce the massacre committed by extremist groups known as ISIS and
other US-made terrorist groups comprising thousands of mercenaries who
messed with all Syrian districts, where they killed and displaced thousands
of children and women”. This statement referred to social media accounts
that were promoting for sectarian strife, in a warning against them as they
sought to propagate for sectarianism between the Bedouins and the Druze.
Furthermore, the statement reminded that thousands of Bedouins in Syria
were killed in ISIS attacks, that’s why the statement emphasized that it is
necessary to take a stance “against such a strife and be aware of it. We must
remind you that ISIS had killed thousands of civilians including children,
women and elderly people from tribal groups. The largest massacre
happened when one of our clans was targeted, which is Al-Sheetaat clan,
whereby over one thousand victims from this clan were killed”.45
As for the Druze responses abroad, the former Lebanese MP, Walid
Joumblatt, who is the Democratic Meeting Party Leader, said in a series of
successive tweets posted at Twitter, a few hours after the massacre: “the
question to be asked here is how did such ISIS groups come so hastily to
Sweida and the surrounding area to commit such crimes, before dignity
people rushed to defend their land and fellow-citizens? Hasn’t the brave
ruling regime claimed that following Ghouta battle, ISIS threats don’t exist
anymore, unless this was meant to take revenge on Dignity Clergymen?!”

A Tweet posted by Walid Joumblatt at Twitter on 25 th July 2018

44

Source: Sweida Bedouin Tribes News Network Facebook Account
https://www.facebook.com/%D8%B4%D8%A8%D9%83%D8%A9%D8%A3%D8%AE%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B1-%D8%B9%D8%B4%D8%A7%D8%A6%D8%B1%D8%A8%D8%AF%D9%88-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%88%D9%8A%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%A11676937619200833/
45

To read the whole text of this statement, see Doc No. (6)
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(Source: Twitter Identifiers)

Progressive Party leader wondered, in another tweet that: “what’s the crime
committed by Dignity Clergymen, save that they refused to encourage their
people to join the army that is fighting their own Syrian fellow-citizens?”
At the same time, Joumblatt was astonished of the enthusiastic stance
expressed by Sheikh Mouafaq Tareef, the spiritual leader of the Druze sect
in Israel, when he defended Syrian Druze members, and “he completely
disregarded Judaism act passed by Knesset in the near past”. “Anyways,
there’s no difference between Assad’s Baath and Netanyahu’s Zionism” he
added.

Tweet by Walid Joumblatt posted at Twitter on 25th July 2018
(Source: Twitter Identifiers)

e. Different views we monitored concerning the massacre inside the
district
According to a field survey, following the invasion that took place on 25 th
July 2018; we have monitored view tendencies of Sweida district people
regarding the massacre, through meetings, interviews, and daily contact
with people to track their views and responses and how their opinions
developed. The security circumstances didn’t allow us to make a poll, so
that opinions can be divided into two categories:
- Attack is a natural behavior to be expected from a terrorist
organization, however….
This view was quite common for Assad’s authority’s supporters in Sweida
district, as this category thinks that ISIS already existed in the desert, as of
2014. Many assaults by ISIS members against Sweida district happened
from that time on. According to this category, what happened on 25th July
2018 can be added to this framework. However, the participants from this
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category wondered why ISIS members have been transported from the
south of Damascus, into Sweida district that was still stable. According to
them, the “State” as they put it, has declared that Sweida district is liberated
from terrorism earlier before the recent attack. They also wondered why
there was a power cut imposed on some eastern villages prior to the attack,
a cut that has nothing to do with rationing time of electricity. We have not
seen anyone from this category clearly accusing the authority of
coordinating with ISIS or manipulating ISIS presence in Sweida district.
Rather, they simply claimed that there were corrupt figures in the State,
whom are called ISIS insiders as they put it. The participants from this
category kept absolving the head of the authority and the military.
Moreover, they claimed that ISIS might infiltrate into the state via those
corrupts. In this way, they were justifying what happened when they
claimed that the State is at warfare from seven years on, and many
countries are trying to target the state just to overthrow it.
- What happened was a message as well as a punishment at the
same time
The participants in this category think that the last ISIS attack was a
message sent by the regime and its allies to Sweida people to say that:
safety and security in this district cannot be preserved unless when you
give up the local factions’ weapons, along with surrendering the men who
abstained from joining Assad’s military. This view is based on the fact that
there is a relationship developed between the regime and ISIS members
who positioned themselves in Sweida desert, in terms of coordination and
smuggling deals divided between them. It is also founded on the fact that
Assad’s authorities moved ISIS members from the south of Damascus into
Sweida desert, in order to make them mess up with the district, in an
attempt to punish the people who declined Assad’s demands, especially
those related to military service and mandatory conscription. Therefore,
Assad’s authorities coordinated the battle with ISIS members, when they
withdrew their soldiers and left the villages close to ISIS positions without
guards. Then, Assad’s authorities disarmed the regime-connected local
factions in the eastern villages. These moves didn’t end when Assad’s
authorities imposed a power cut on the eastern villages targeted by ISIS
attack. They didn’t join the battle, so that the Druze fighters were left to
face their fate alone. This category participant adopted a thought claiming
that when the regime fails to achieve its ends by barrel bombs that targeted
most Syrian districts, those barrels that destroyed everything, these very
ends shall be achieved via ISIS members who can move freely in Sweida
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district. This is related to considerations relevant to minority protection
principle, and other international and regional considerations. This was just
the beginning of the process aiming to tame Sweida people who must go
back into Assad’s obedience school. This can be achieved by redeployment
of security checkpoints, restoring authorities’ dignity, along with
deploying other military units in the district under the pretext of protection
of the district and the combat of terrorism that is threatening the district
safety. Following these measures; Assad’s authorities could achieve their
main goal that is defeating the opposition and Dignity Men Movement, as
well as being able to force whoever wanted as reserve to join Assad’s
military.
- The attack was meant to wear out local factions
The participants in this category think that the recent attack by ISIS against
Sweida district took place in coordination with security forces in the
district. It was meant to depreciate and wear out the local armed factions,
so that they would be forced to accept reconciliation and they might be
manipulated later in the war against the Syrian people, like what happened
in Daraa district, when some armed opposition forces ended up as
paramilitary groups supporting Assad’s army, including Ahmad AlOwdeh’s forces from Busra Al-Sham town that joined the 5th Corps. This
means that such an attack would make local factions in Sweida in direct
confrontation with ISIS members, as they adopted the principle of
defending territories, people and faith, this would lead them to fight a war
of attrition, unheeding to Assad’s authorities’ abuses in their district.
Instead, these factions will ask the authorities to help them deter ISIS
battles. So it was a golden opportunity for Assad’s authorities that would
enable them summon the men living in this district to join the army, not to
mention their ability to control these factions that would obey their orders
later. This opinion is based on the repeated attempts by security forces to
get local factions involved, including Dignity Clergymen Movement, in
battles against terrorist forces (i.e. Al-Nusra and ISIS fighters).
- The attack is part of other international and regional
arrangements related to the southern region
This category thinks that the recent ISIS attack against Sweida district took
place depending on coordination between Russia, Israel and Syrian
intelligence departments, because the godfather of southern Syria is Israel
that cannot be disregarded or overlooked in any arrangement or plan
prepared for the southern area. The participants from this category think
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that what happens on Syrian soil in general reflects just a new era of
trusteeships, as Syrian northern is under the Turkish trusteeship, the coastal
area is under the Russian trusteeship, the north-eastern region is under US
trusteeship, whereas the southern area issue is still pending. There was a
prevailing conviction among those participants that if ISIS could storm into
Sweida district to occupy parts of it; then Israel would interfere to declare
that it is defending the Druze at the Israeli borders, as the Druze sect is
divided between Palestine, and the occupied Golan territories. Some Druze
members are serving in the Israeli army, holding senior ranks as
commanders in the Israeli military.
- The attack was meant to shuffle the cards of southern Syria
The participants from this category think that what happened on 25th July
2018 was planned by Iran to shuffle the cards of southern Syria, especially
after Iran was excluded from de-conflict zone deal in southern Syrian that
was reached by Russia, US, and Jordan in May 2017. This agreement
acknowledged that Iran will be sent away from Jordanian and Israeli
borders, that’s what pushed Iran to address a heavy blow to this agreement
of de-confliction, and to reshuffle the cards of the south which would
enable Iran to reengage in the Syrian affairs as a key player, after it became
a secondary actor, because many Russian-Turkish agreements were signed
in the north, and the eastern and north-eastern regions are under US-UK
control, while the coastal area is controlled by Russia. Iran’s dream of
creating a Shiite Crescent that would connect Baghdad, Damascus and
Lebanon had dwindled and faded away when the Americans created AlTanf military base. The supporters of this view tried to confirm that by
reviewing how Iran-funded militias in Sweida cooperated with ISIS,
especially in terms of smuggling fuel, weapons, and illicit drugs.
Additionally, they claimed that the movement of ISIS members into
Sweida desert was primarily pushed by Iran, to create troubles for US in
the first place, as Sweida desert is connected to US-UK Al-Tanf military
base. This would get US embarrassed as it has already declared that ISIS
was defeated, so what will happen if ISIS members appeared near US
base?! According to this category; there are many signs showing there is a
relationship between ISIS and Iran. A witness reported that: “when the
battle ended (he means 25th July invasion), some guys started checking the
tool kits of ISIS dead members, so they found medicines made in Iran, the
contents of these medicines were unsealed and poured into little bottles
prepared for juice. An attendant who accompanied us could recognize such
medicines, as he is a nurse serving in the military wing, he immediately
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declared that these medicines are made in Iran. We also found Iran-made
ammunitions in the providers of the dead ISIS members. They brought with
them high-tech communication devices known as The Blind. Some Druze
members who served for the National Defense declared that such devices
are made in Iran, and they got training about how they are used when they
went to Iran for that purpose. We also observed that the individual weapon
brought by ISIS members belong to 56 and Al-Ghodran type that are used
by Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps. The guys who went to search for the
kidnapped in the desert found in ISIS headquarters food rations, medical
equipment, first aid kit all of them are made in Iran”.
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V. The Mechanism of the Relationship between
ISIS and Assad’s Authorities
Depending on the points we have discussed earlier; we can see clearly how
Assad’s authorities manipulated ISIS presence in Sweida district, and how
there were cross-interest relationships between them most of the time. In
this section, we will discuss the most prominent aspects of such
manipulation implemented by Assad’s authorities which exploited ISIS
presence. However, we should distinguish between the manipulation of
ISIS presence that is confirmed in all cases, and coordinated manipulation
about which we have many confirmed evidence. Whereas logical thinking
might generalize coordination when it is repeatedly confirmed to cover all
aspects of this relationship, if the conditions of this coordination were
repeated in the same manner, but law requires, first of all, to distinguish
between what is confirmed by evidence, and what might be confirmed
depending on legal logic later. Anyhow, this point is extremely important
for further researches, as classification help obtain detailed necessary
information and data that are vital for any analysis. For that purpose, we
shall discuss such manipulation in general, then we will study the
confirmed coordinated manipulation between both parties.
A. Spreading terror to stop protest surge in the district
The regime media machine in the district, which is supervised by security
apparatuses, tried to affirm that chaos is the only alternative that could
replace the regime, and the protests are leading to such chaotic situation.
This machine spread rumors about the existence of terrorist dormant cells
that would become active and will exploit such a climate of protests. When
any societal movement in Sweida district emerges, the security media
machine will repeat what it had already spread, and it will make troubles
just to suggest that danger become imminent and chaos will erupt for sure.
In May 2016, when the campaign of “You Have Damaged Us” started, the
regime prevented thousands of displaced coming from eastern region in
Syria to cross from Sweida to Damascus. They had already come to Sweida
via Al-Shiab area in the eastern countryside of Sweida that is connected to
the Syrian desert. Consequently, the displaced slept on the floor of public
roads and squares in a scene displaying a real crisis. Meanwhile, security
media machine started spreading rumors about the displaced who, it
claimed, fled from ISIS-held territories, so there are many terrorist cells
among them, and their aim is to execut terrorist operations in this district.
This caused a kind of terror in a community that had been already prepared
for such a terrorism, as this feeling is based on the idea that this community
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will be targeted by terrorist forces, since the majority of this community
belongs to a religious minority obsessed with a historical sentiment of
injustice they had already suffered from. At the same time, Assad’s
authorities-affiliated militias waged battles against ISIS in the eastern
countryside of Sweida district, these battles are described by activists as
blank battles. According to our witnesses, any movement in the community
of Sweida district is coincided with rumors spread by security media
machine about ISIS’ intent to attack or carry out terrorist operations in
Sweida district, as ISIS members have already established their outposts in
Sweida desert. Meanwhile, many unjustified cases of the regime’s military
aircrafts breaking the sound barrier above Sweida town had been
registered. This was meant to intimidate the protesters and to suggest that
the threat is imminent, so that the community would become frightened
enough so that the townspeople would never participate in the protests.
About this technique, a witness said: “ISIS used to carry out attacks,
planting mines in the roads, or targeting Sweida with mortar missiles when
any popular protest took to the streets in that district. When popular
abstention from joining the mandatory military service increased in 2015,
ISIS carried out a series of attacks which targeted Al-Haqf villages and
other outposts for the local factions in Shaqa, Al-Jneineh and Bark villages.
When Rev. Sheikh Waheed Al-Balous, the founder of Dignity Men
Movement, was assassinated with his companions on 4, 9, 2015, clashes
erupted in the town between Al-Balous supporters and security forces, as
the regime is the first and foremost suspect in this operation. However, out
of the blue, ISIS members, who were already positioned in Saad Hill in
northeastern Sweida, started shooting with their medium guns at local
factions’ outposts set up in Aliya and Maaz hills in that night. They also
targeted two outposts for the regime forces in Al-Bouthaina hills as well as
a shooting field, with their mortar missiles and guns”.
Once demanding protests renewed in Sweida during January 2020, when
the campaign of “We Want to Live” was launched, regime’s security media
machine started promoting for ISIS resurgence in Sweida desert, so that
the militias started contriving blank clashes at desert borders, they also
claimed that they monitored suspect moves in the vicinity of the eastern
countryside of this district that is connected to the desert. Moreover, they
contrived events to intimidate the community. In mid-January, two men
were killed when a landmine exploded in a farm road to the east of Douma
village in northeastern countryside of Sweida, the first man is called
Wajeeh Naser Eddin from Al-Jneineh village, and the other is Fadel Allah
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Mkheibar from Douma village. According to the villagers, the landmine
was implanted recently as this road is crossed by many farmers every day
when they go to and back from their farms. This means that the landmine
is not probably left by ISIS, as ISIS members attacked this village on 25 th
July 2018, but it was implanted for security reasons aiming to intimidate
this restless community and its protesters.
This confirms what has been mentioned in a report published by Russia’s
Pravda newspaper, which reported that Assad’s authorities create nonexistent battles with ISIS, it was also quoted: “Syria’s regime is trying to
promote for these battles to cover the corruption of regime officials”.
Basically, the newspaper published this report by Oleg Blokhin, the
Russian military correspondent accompanying Russian forces in Syria.
Blokhin added: “Regime’s news about battles taking place in the vicinity
of Hayan and Al-Shahaer fields are just fake news”46, in a clear evidence
about the technique adopted for creating fake unreal battles by Assad’s
authorities with ISIS, to be manipulated and exploited in order to serve the
regime’s political interests.
B. Making use of ISIS attacks to blackmail this district
Assad’s authority’s demands from Sweida district, in terms of joining army
and disarming local factions, are always coincided with ISIS attack against
this district, or negotiations held for these issues following such an attack,
just to collect gains, and manipulate the events in a way that serves the
regime’s interests. We have seen this with Al-Haqf and Shaqa battles that
we discussed in details earlier, when Assad’s authorities manipulated AlHaqf battle to mobilize Sweida’s townspeople and push them to join the
battle of Al-Thula airbase so that they would align with Assad’s forces
against armed opposition groups as Assad forces started assaulting them
from Daraa district. Absolutely, both battles were manipulated to get gains
in terms of joining the army, as Sweida men abstained from joining Assad’s
military, an issue that made Assad’s authorities wary and restless, so they
kept adopting all kinds of maneuvers to solve this problem. Likewise, the
head of national security office, Ali Mamlouk, focused on this issue when
he visited Sweida in June 2015, following Shaqa battle. His visit was like
an implicit message sent to the local community in Sweida to warn them
about: “safety and security, protection from ISIS terrorism would be
46

Syria TV. Russia accuses the regime of telling lies and fabricating fake battles with ISIS in the desert,
Upload Date: 19th April 2020
https://www.facebook.com/syrtelevision/videos/1993109967488866/?t=49
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secured, but your men should be first recruited for mandatory military
service”.
The bluntest bargains ever over this issue, was the one launched by Assad’s
authorities and discussed with the local community after the massacre that
took place on 25th July 2018, particularly when ISIS abducted 30 women
and children from Al-Shibki village in the eastern countryside of Sweida
district. In October 2018, when Sweida community was busy thinking of a
way to ransom the women kidnapped by ISIS, Maher Assad, the Syrian
president’s brother, offered his privileged help, as Brigadier General
Bassam Al-Erbeed (an officer from Sweida) had put it, as he was
conveying this offer to Sweida townspeople, just to attract the attention of
Sweida men who abstained from joining Assad’s military. The offer stated
that: “It is an honored offer by our master in the 4th Corps, Mr. Maher,
specially granted to Mount people… Depending on the desire shown by
the officers from Sweida who are serving in the 4th Corps, tank unit”. “This
honored offer states that anyone who should join the Syrian army as a
conscript only from Sweida district will join the 1st Corps command located
at Sweida highway”. This was filmed in a video showing Brigadier General
Bassam Al-Erbeed talking on the behalf of Maher Assad, as this officer
was appointed as the head of Maher’s delegation47.
Concerning how Assad’s authorities manipulated the issue of the
kidnapped women; a witnessed said: “the major key for this issue was in
the regime’s hand, as the regime was capable of releasing the kidnapped
starting from the first days. But this issue was used as a pressure point
against Sweida townspeople, therefore, the regime continued
procrastinating. You should know that the first footage posted by ISIS
about the kidnapped on 27th July 2018 was filmed in a cave in Sweida
desert, where the kidnapped were locked up until early August 2018. Once
Mohannad Abu Ammar was executed, ISIS members withdrew with the
kidnapped from this cave located at the east of Araja village in northeastern
Sweida, just about 7 km away from the regime’s outposts. The regime
could deploy a military column, if the regime operatives wanted, to release
the kidnapped. In mid-August 2018, local factions swept the region, and
reached the same cave, that I witnessed it was swept by them, where we
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footage showing Brigadier general Bassam Al-Erbeed as he was conveying the so-called honored
offer granted by Maher Assad to Sweida townspeople who declined to join Assad’s military.
https://youtu.be/2Yk_vBHwxnQ?t=9
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have found women wears and food leftovers. It was the same cave that was
displayed in that video”.
Manipulating the issue of the women kidnapped by ISIS was so blatant,
when the Syrian president, Bashar Assad, received the released kidnapped
women with their families in his presidential palace (in a visit that some
family members of the female kidnapped were forced to pay under security
threats, according to the witness who told us about this narrative). Assad
received them as his wife was not present in the reception ceremony.
During this meeting, he looked nervous and restless as he was addressing
them. He started hitting his knees with the palms of his hands many times
as he was talking with them. This looks like a threatening gesture48.
According to what displayed in the video, we can see Assad saying: “The
army and the armed forces are the ones who deserve our thanks… without
their help, the kidnapped cannot be released”. He confessed that he had
already withdrawn his forces from the eastern countryside of Sweida
district, under the pretext that the army withdrew to be deployed in another
region. This is what can be understood when he said: “When the attack
happened, some wondered where is the army deployed in the eastern
region? Had all men joined the army, then armed forces would be deployed
in all places. Therefore, I honestly would like to tell you… that whoever
evaded military service, this means that he evaded homeland service, and
whoever evaded homeland service is responsible of what happened to any
kidnapped or martyr”. The Syrian president added: “Nobody is only
defending his own village or district, we are all defending or not defending
Syria”, “we should review and teach this lesson to many men who didn’t
understand this lesson, and left their homeland when it badly needed
them”.
C. Exhausting Dignity Men Movement
Assad’s authorities manipulated ISIS presence to exhaust any attempt to
create local self-protection in Sweida district, including the attempts
manifested by Dignity Men Movement. This is applied on the abduction
operation that took place on 20th July 2016, when ISIS members stormed
into two houses in Ghaithet Hamayel village in the eastern countryside of
Sweida district, when Sameer Hamayel and his wife along with their four
kids were kidnapped, and the widow of Shafee Hamayel as well as her two
48

Speech delivered by the Syrian president, Bashar Assad, before the persons kidnapped by ISIS and
their families on 13th November 2018
https://youtu.be/heeWqhVPnGM?t=270
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sons were also abducted. According to witnesses, the abductors contacted
with the villagers, and introduced themselves as ISIS members, and asked
for the release of four women seized by security forces in Sweida, three of
them belong to the Bedouins who vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS,
whereas the fourth is Libyan, who worked as an attendant to Colonel
Mouammar Al-Ghaddafi. Actually, she was an officer, but she lived in
Sweida, and she coordinated security issues with Wafeeq Naser, the head
of military security department in Sweida. We learned, but we are not quite
sure of such information, that this Libyan woman was in the military
security department in Sweida, and she was not kidnapped.
A witnessed said: “This was a fabricated accident; it was fabricated by the
security forces so that Dignity Men Movement would be involved in a
confrontation with ISIS beyond Sweida territories. This might push them
to get engaged in a battle in the heart of the desert, which is absolutely
against their interests”. Activists in Sweida described such an incident as a
security operation, as they were fully aware of the relationship developed
between Assad’s authorities and militias on one hand, and ISIS members
on the other hand. Anyone can so easily detect how much they cooperated
and coordinated issues and incidents with each other. Moreover, Assad’s
authorities sought to fare up a sectarian strife between the Bedouins and
the Druze according to the plan secretly arranged to get the Syrian
population divided and fragmented.
Assad’s authorities-connected militias got unified prior to this operation,
as they had formed a military commission including over 20 military
factions. Meanwhile, Dignity Men refused to be a member in this military
commission. However, after the said incident, Dignity Men had only two
options: either to join this military commission and get dissolved into it
through direct dependency on security forces, including military security
department, or to join the battle alone with the aim of releasing the persons
kidnapped by ISIS, as they have already vowed to protect and defend
territories, people and faith. According to witnesses, Dignity Men would
be the losers for sure, because the region held by ISIS extends 50 km deep
in Sweida desert. This means that to wage a battle there, you should have
rear supply lines as well as makeshift field hospitals, along with other
military and logistic things that cannot be provided to Dignity Men if they
decided to join such a battle without any support, particularly after their
bitter experience in Dama and Shaqa battles, when security members and
other security forces-affiliated militias started shooting them from the
back. However, some activists thought that Assad’s authorities aren’t
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omnipotent to fabricate all these fake incidents, rather they are just
manipulating them to get Dignity Men engaged in a losing battle,
especially after the successive embarrassments caused by Dignity Men at
different occasions prior to these events, including the siege they had
imposed on the central prison during June in the same year, and releasing
a detainee called Yazan Abu Fakher, and taking a part in kidnapping the
members serving at airforce intelligence checkpoint at Sweida-Al-Thula
road, to support the friends and family members of the detainee Rami
Qutaish who was arrested by a security checkpoint in Damascus, to force
security forces to release this guy. Moreover, Dignity Men also clashed
with security forces at Al-Koom checkpoint, at the southern entrance of
Sweida town, leaving no casualties, but checkpoint forces were forced to
apologize to Sayyah Al-Erbeed with whom they had already made a
trouble.
There were many attempts by Assad’s authorities to get Dignity Men
Movement engaged in battles against ISIS and Al-Nusra Front, just to
exhaust their power and wear out their influence.
A witness remembering an attempt in this field, so he told us: “when the
uprising started in Syria; Rev. Sheikh Yousef Jarbou called for an
emergency meeting at Ein Al-Zaman, he said that Al-Nusra Front is
mobilizing forces to attack Sweida. This turned out to be untrue, as his
information were groundless. We learned later that the source of this
propaganda is air force security department, and colonel Jamal Ghanim
who was national defense commander in Sweida. The purpose of this
propaganda is to reveal clergymen’s weapons manifested by creating a
hidden foe”. The witness added: “Again, Yousef Jarbou called for a
meeting in the house of Abu Saleh, Akram Sharaf Eddin, he proposed in
that meeting that we should mobilize 1500 clergymen to liberate the shrine
of Rev. Abdullah in Al-Sheikh Mount, as it was captured by Al-Nusra
Front. A clergyman who attended that meeting asked Jarbou: “Have you
coordinated this operation with Arna and Hadar people?”, Jarbou
answered: “Yeah”. Another clergyman said: “how can we liberate that
shrine when the military aircrafts and tanks can easily retake it?” But later
we realized that it was a security plot, as they wanted to send the clergymen
beyond Sweida territories just to be targeted outside their district, just to
satisfy security departments’ ends”.
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D. Exhausting Armed Opposition Groups
ISIS attacks against armed opposition groups always coincided with
military operations between these groups and Assad’s forces, or vice versa,
starting with the first emergence of ISIS in Sweida desert, and the battles
that took place between armed opposition groups in the eastern Ghouta, to
the battles that were waged in Daraa district. Assad’s authorities always
made ISIS presence a problem for Assad’s opponents as well as a pretext
to exhaust them and wear out their power. For that reason, Assad’s
authorities turned a blind eye to ISIS members, and opened outlets for this
organization to confront armed opposition groups. But this was not enough
for Assad’s authorities, therefore, they supported ISIS members in their
battle with armed opposition groups, and this was confirmed by Islam
Army Commander, Zahran Alloush, when he posted a tweet at his Twitter
account during the battles between Islam Army and ISIS in Beer Al-Qasab
region. Alloush said: “The regime is supporting ISIS in Beer Al-Qasab by
carrying out 50 airstrikes when Islam Army was about to eradicate ISIS
members. This means that ISIS is just another face representing the
regime”49.
Moreover, this also happened during February 2017, in the battle of “Better
to die than to live humiliated” waged by operation room called: the
compact structure, against Assad’s forces positioned in Al-Manshiya
quarter in Daraa district. ISIS cells in Sahim Al-Golan, Tseel, Odwan, Tal
Al-Jomou villages started a rear attack, in the basin of Al-Yarmouk river
from the western countryside of Daraa against opposition headquarters, so
they got confused and this made them withdraw in case they might be
trapped in ISIS ambushes, as ISIS members had been deployed along
supply roads. This attack launched by ISIS served as a stab in the back of
the opposition groups. Meanwhile, ISIS declared the capture of Tal AlJomou village. Later, rumors spread about ISIS capturing other villages
and sites, just to make chaos, confusion and fear prevail among the locals
and their fighters. Then, opposition forces procured military
reinforcements, prior to waging a reverse attack to recapture the territories
held by ISIS. Therefore, Assad’s military aircrafts carried out three
airstrikes in the vicinity of Tal Al-Jabyeh in the western countryside of
Daraa, to target opposition forces, in an attempt to block their advance to
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Al-Dahouk, Fadi, ISIS in Beer Al-Qasab… a checkpoint to protect the Capital, Almodon, 9th December
2014
https://www.almodon.com/arabworld/ac9d79b1-aaba-4d74-8ec2-f51b5178249e
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recapture the territories already held by ISIS50. Concerning this attack;
Moubarak Abu Oweiss, a military commander and leader in the operation
room of Al-Furkan Brigades that is affiliated to the Southern Front,
declared in an interview with Al-Quds Al-Arabi: “We’re working on
understanding the attack that surprised us simultaneously when opposition
groups were busy fighting in the battles of Al- Manshiya in Daraa. ISIS
dormant cells helped the attack and capture operations as they leaked into
the sites of guarding groups and killed the guards in their outposts as what
happened in the military outpost of Tal Al-Jumou and Jeleen village, when
severe clashes erupted in Heet village as ISIS members were trying to
impose greater control over that village, this left 20 dead but a tank was
taken from ISIS members”.
He added: “the attack at that region revealed how high the coordination
between ISIS and Assad’s regime is, since Khalid bin Al-Waleed Army,
that vowed the oath of allegiance tp ISIS, moved to ease the burdens over
Assad’s military that was defeated in Daraa and Al-Manshiya quarter. In
return, Syrian military warplanes carried out airstrikes against advanced
positions for Syrian armed opposition fighters. Meanwhile, regime
aircrafts turned a blind eye towards ISIS sites in Al-Yarmouk basin that
haven never witnessed any airstrike by the regime, since Syrian armed
opposition groups got engaged in the fighting against them”51.
During May 2018, after ISIS members had been moved, with their light
weapons, from the south of Damascus into Sweida desert; opposition
groups arrested two members and claimed they are connected to ISIS. The
Southern Frontline posted a footage about their claims saying: “following
a security operation, Freedom Martyrs Unit, Sham Freemen Islamist
Movement, Migrants & Supporters Brigade managed to arrest two
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Al-Hourani, Mohannad, Daraa: Daesh surprising opposition in a battle against the regime, Almodon,
February, 2017.
https://www.almodon.com/arabworld/2017/2/20/%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%B9%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%B4-%D9%8A%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%BA%D8%AA%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B6%D8%A9-%D9%81%D9%8A%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%B1%D9%83%D8%AA%D9%87%D8%A7-%D8%B6%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%86%D8%B8%D8%A7%D9%85
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Alquds Alarabi, “Khalid bin Al-Waleed Army which vowed allegiance with ISIS captures four villages
and a strategic hill in Daraa countryside”, February 2017.
https://www.alquds.co.uk/%EF%BB%BF%D8%AC%D9%8A%D8%B4%D8%AE%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AF-%D8%A8%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%88%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%8A%D8%B9%D9%84%D8%AA%D9%86%D8%B8%D9%8A%D9%85/
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members affiliated to ISIS in Al-Hirak town, from those who were
evacuated from Al-Hajar Al-Aswad into the liberated territories in the
eastern countryside of Daraa”.
On 28th May 2018, Al-Omari Brigades Association published a footage
documenting the arrest of 19 ISIS members who leaked from the
countryside of Sweida district into the territories held by opposition groups
in Daraa52. The association claimed in a statement that: “following pursuit
operations carried out by the faction positioned in a contact region with
Assad’s forces, this group managed to monitor the attempt of leaking for
19 ISIS members who were evacuated from Al-Hajar Al-Aswad and AlYarmouk Camp into the Syrian desert under a settlement agreement signed
with Assad’s forces. A team from the 102nd brigade that is affiliated to AlOmari Brigades Association, positioned in the vicinity of Jbeeb village that
is bordering the western countryside of Sweida, managed to arrest this
group as they were trying to reach the territories held by ISIS in the western
countryside of Daraa”.
The association called on all FSA groups to: “be alerted and ready to
confront any upcoming moves or any attempt to sneak out by ISIS
members coming from the Syrian desert into rebel-held territories in Daraa
countryside, then into Al-Yarmouk basin”.
Sweida district activists claimed that Assad’s authorities and other
affiliated militias, especially national defense militia, as well as other
connected security checkpoints in Sweida, were facilitating the passage of
ISIS members from Sweida desert into Daraa countryside, to be
manipulated within Assad’s authorities’ war going on there, and to help
exhaust armed opposition groups, as well as to support Khalid bin AlWaleed Army which vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS and provided
with other new reinforcements. Assad-connected militias, through their
smuggling networks, moved ISIS members from Tarba, Al-Kseeb, AlMshannef villages in the eastern countryside of Sweida, i.e. the region
bordering the territories held by ISIS in Sweida desert, into Dhaher AlJabal area that’s located to the east of Sweida town. Later, ISIS members
were moved from Sweida, through Walgha village, then Al-Mazraa, Sama
Al-Hneidat villages, to eastern Mleha in the eastern countryside of Daraa
52

a footage showing how a group of ISIS members were arrested as they were trying to leak into Daraa
countryside. Upload Date: 28, 05, 2018 (Last Seen on 02, 04, 2020)
https://youtu.be/99bShRzcFIE?t=4
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district. The smugglers took different roads via Kanaker village, passing
through Al-Aslaha village, to reach at last Um Walad in the eastern
countryside of Daraa district. This means that ISIS members passed
through over three security checkpoints, two of them were run by airforce
security department.
-

Manipulation through coordination

As we have already mentioned in the beginning of Chapter V about The
Mechanism of the Relationship between ISIS and Assad’s Authorities, we
will discuss the manipulation that is done via confirmed coordination. We
are quite sure that time will guarantee the supply of all evidence and proofs
about all cases, whether via the confessions by both parties’ commanders
in trials that would be certainly held for them, or when the documents are
revealed and disclosed, or when more witnesses related to such a
coordination between both parties will appear.
a. Assad’s authorities serve as the supply lifeline for ISIS
When protests in Syria erupted in March 2011; Assad’s authorities created
a category made of death squads/Shabiha comprising those thugs with
criminal record, the unemployed socially marginalized persons, and turned
them loose to do whatever they wanted with the intelligentsia who led the
revolutionary movement in Sweida district. Those persons soon got
organized, under the consultations and support of Iran, to turn into militias
similar to Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps, as paramilitary forces, but
beyond the structure of the military. Furthermore, Air force and military
intelligence departments contracted with many civilians who worked as
civilian contractors serving the interests of such security departments.
These militias got intrinsically and physically affiliated to security forces
and departments spreading in Sweida district. They were used as a tool to
help implement their political and/or security plans. They were completely
and fully authorized to bully the local civil community in Sweida district.
To guarantee the loyalty of these militias towards security forces, and to
make use of war economy, especially after Iran’s support decreased, those
militias were let loose to do whatever they wanted in terms of corruption,
smuggling, trafficking, abduction, and crimes. The security departments
then started sharing loots with militiamen, after corruption practices were
generally monopolized, for decades ago, by security and/or political senior
officials. This way, such militias become capable of self-funding through
operations including kidnapping, trafficking, murdering, robbing, and
killing. They have ended up as mafias run by security apparatuses, despite
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of the brawls and bullying that might pop up sometimes, reflected by those
mafia’ behaviors towards security forces when they divide the shares of the
loots. However, security forces would contain these groups, and make
them obey their orders via settlements, compromises, or increasing their
shares and/or authorities, depending on political security conditions in the
district, in order to manipulate them one more time. Such economics have
become a source of livelihood for security officers and agents, who get a
monthly salary ranging between 40-100 US dollars at best.
In this milieu, an organized trafficking network has been formed to be
supported by security forces which coordinate with the network
members to share with them the loots and money they get from these
operations. This network comprises Druze members, Bedouins, and
some individuals from Daraa, all of them are affiliated to security
apparatuses or militias. Bedouins from Sweida and Al-Lajat in Daraa
play the central role in these networks, as they can move between the
two districts and deal with all parties (including ISIS, Al-Nusra Front,
the regime and other affiliated security forces, the militias, the locals in
both districts, armed opposition groups). Such networks serve as lifeline
supporting ISIS with sustenance and expansion means through the
following items:
- Economic Exchange
To get the needed supply, ISIS depended heavily on oil trade that is
extracted from northeastern Syria, and from Al-Anbar in Iraq. When ISIS
influence recessed in northeastern Syria due to US-backed SDF operations,
and the decrease of ISIS control in Iraq; both Daraa and Sweida become
the lungs that ISIS managed to breathe through during hard times. In early
2015, Sweida officials adopted the plan of coupon system to distribute
subsidies of fuel among citizen. This process was supervised by the mayor,
Atef Al-Naddaf, and his office manager, Waseem Joumblatt, as well as a
female employee working in the mayor’s office, whose name is Amwaj
Shalgheen. This process was marked by many corrupt practices, till it
became the recent breaking news at that time that everybody talked about
and discussed in Sweida, as 15.000 coupons had been counterfeited. It was
claimed that the attorney general in the district, Assaad Al-Sayyaf, took a
part in this corrupt process, through the petrol station owned by him,
known as Al-Sayyaf Station, since this station facilitated exchanging fuel
coupons and selling the fuel to serve the interests of that network. When
this case became more circulated among the locals, the officials offered
Waseem Joumblatt as a scapegoat and accused him of being corrupt, to be
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sent to jail as a result. However, he was set free a few days later since they
didn’t want to make this case turn into a public opinion case so that
everything about their horrible corruption would be disclosed.
Between 2016-2017 Daesh Fuel (known as the Anbarian Fuel) swept Daraa
and Sweida, to the extent that it started to be distributed by tanks run by
Baath Party secretaries and security-connected quarter chiefs all over
Sweida district. Such tanks believed to be government tanks, as a reference
to that they were distributing regular fuel allocated to the civilians by the
government who apply via their family card, and later via the newly
introduced smart cards. Although regular fuel was so much available in the
black market, yet the competent institutions only distributed between 100150 liter in this beastly cold region, where a citizen and his family might
consume for heating at least over 600 liters of fuel. Therefore, civilian
vehicles offering fuel for sale swept the squares and the sidewalks along
key roads in the town, and along Damascus-Sweida road. In villages such
vehicles took positions before shops. Daesh fuel was sometimes sold in
civilian houses. Actually, Daesh fuel didn’t only sweep Sweida, but also
Daraa and Damascus, as tanks used to cross many regime’s checkpoints
inside Sweida district and along Damascus-Sweida road, a fact implying
that smuggling this kind of fuel is allowed and welcomed under a decision
taken by high-ranking senior security authorities. Smuggling fuel was not
an act committed by individuals counted as corrupt people who belong to
a large category in Syria. Basically, there are five key crossings to transport
Daesh fuel into Daraa district, all of them are held by security departments,
that share their dividends between them. These crossings include: AlQrayya-Busra crossing which is run by Wafeeq Naser and Jamel AlBalaas, Kanaker-Al-Aslaha crossing run by Nabil Al-Shaashaa, who is
affiliated to political security department, Sama-Al-Mazraa crossing
controlled by Rasheed Salloum and Moutaz Abu Saad, i.e. National
Defense militia, military security department, and state security
department, Tarba-Nimra-Shahba-Majadel-Areeqa-Dama-Jadal crossing
which is run by brigadier-general Muhammad Maarouf, the head of state
security department, through the gang of Wissam Al-Taweel in Shahba
town. An activist from the district who followed up smuggling process said
that there is a big cooperation and coordination between ISIS and regimeconnected militiamen. This activist confirmed that there is a detachment
affiliated to military security department in the desert, and the soldiers of
this detachment are responsible of collecting levies from smugglers, and it
was run by Imad Ismael and Bader Soliman (nicknamed: Abu Habeeb)
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who was murdered later in Al-Qalaa quarter in Sweida town. The same
source told us a story narrated by a smuggler to his acquaintances, who told
him that smuggler was so surprised to see an officer, the smuggler has
already served under this officer’s command as he joined air force
intelligence, among ISIS members who were distributing fuel among
smugglers. However, we could not make sure whether this piece of
information is true from a different source.

A Peddler offering fuel for sale in Damascus suburb
(Source: Internet)

Although Daesh fuel was of low quality, since it was not made for heating,
as it contains a lot of particles, and toxic gases that would be emitted when
it is ignited, not to mention dermal and respiratory diseases that it might
cause for whoever consumes it, yet Sweida and Daraa locals rushed to buy
huge quantities of this fuel to be used as a source for heating, because when
the regular fuel liter was sold in 350 SYP in the black market, Daesh Fuel
was sold in almost %50 lower price.

A picture showing the primitive way applied to refine the oil by ISIS members
(Source: Internet)

- Military Supply
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Gradually, ISIS started losing supply roads, until it only held the last key
supply road in Sweida desert, connecting Daraa and Sweida. Although
Assad’s authorities, which claimed that they are combating terrorism in
Syria under Russian and Iranian management; realized this point, yet they
did not cut this lifeline, despite they can sever it very easily. Additionally,
Assad’s authorities participated in activating this lifeline via regimeconnected militias and security forces in Sweida. Most arms supply used
to come from Daraa district through smuggling and trafficking network we
have already talked about, particularly through the brigades and units
affiliated to Assad’s regime which were captured by military groups. But
before being captured, their commanders signed deals for arms sale with
opposition groups, according to testimonies we managed to obtain from
locals.
According to a witness, dozens of trucks used to shuttle everyday between
Daraa and Sweida. The cars getting out of Daraa would be loaded with
weapons, ammunitions, military equipment, explosive devices, and
landmines. While the cars getting into Daraa would be loaded with fuel,
medicines and foodstuffs. The most common trafficking roads taken by
these trucks were those passing through the villages of Al-Lajat in Daraa
district (especially the villages of Jadal, Al-Shayyah, and Al-Shumara),
into ISIS positions in Sweida desert, this time they would take the road
starting from the villages of Jadal and Al-Shayyah in Al-Lajat into the
villages of western Sweida including Dama, Harran, and Labbein, to move
into the village of Areeqa, then to Majadel, Um Al-Zaitoun, until the truck
would get into Shahba town, to head later towards the east through Nimra
village, passing through Um Dabeeb village, to reach at last Tarba village
that is bordering Sweida desert. This means that those trucks would pass
through several checkpoints run by security forces and other paramilitary
groups affiliated to them. Eventually, these trucks would reach the
territories held by ISIS in the desert.
Evidence confirming the events that took place in Sweida district related
to arms trafficking are so many, and this emphasizes that Assad’s
authorities are involved in leading and managing the operations of these
networks. The most significant event showing this is when a truck loaded
with tomatoes tipped over in Tishreen Square in Sweida city center. It
turned out that this truck was loaded with weapons and ammunitions which
were hidden below tomatoes crates as the truck was coming from Daraa
countryside and heading towards ISIS positions in the desert. To discuss
this point in details, on 22nd July 2015, a truck loaded with tomato crates
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overturned when it was chased by members from local factions in Sweida
district, because they suspected why this truck had not been inspected by
security department-connected checkpoints in the district. Once the truck
arrived Tishreen Square, in the center of Sweida city, the members who
were chasing the truck starting shooting it, so the truck driver lost control
over the vehicle which was overturned in the middle of that square. They
discovered that it was loaded with 120 Concourse missiles (antitank
weapon), 50 Russia-made machine guns, 50 mortar missiles, dozens of
ammunition boxes, in addition to handguns and grenades.

Picture showing tomatoes- loaded truck overturned in Tishreen Square in Sweida city center
(Source: Internet)

At that time, it was astonishing that Assad’s authorities passed in-absentia
death sentences against ten citizens who belong to local factions in Sweida
but got involved in tomatoes-loaded truck accident. Other names got
involved in this list, although those persons were not in the spot when that
accident happened, this was meant just to get rid of them. These death
sentences were passed by the first martial court in Damascus. The suspects
had been charged with a long list of variety of accusations including
holding military weapons and ammunitions prepared for trading,
assassination attempt, violent resistance shown towards a government
official. This sentence was passed to include militants working for local
factions in Sweida, including clergymen. Other names were enlisted
although those persons were not in the site when the accident happened,
just to get them involved and to get rid of them at the end.
On 27th May 2016 Al-Afeena villagers managed, in cooperation with local
faction fighters, to arrest Raafat Al-Salama, a security officer working in
the southern sector of the national defense, as well as other members from
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the same militia, as they were trying to smuggle weapons and explosives,
including a considerable 800-kg quantity of TNT, along with 14.5mlm-gun
ammunitions, and several missiles. This load was transported from Daraa
district via Ora village at the borders, through Al-Afeena village, heading
towards ISIS positions in Sweida desert. Afterwards, Al-Afeena villagers
handed over the smugglers and their loads to security apparatus which
remitted them into national defense militia center in Sweida city that was
presided by Rasheed Salloum, who released them a few hours later,
without blaming or holding them accountable or punished, although they
were caught in the act. This caused an increased denouncement and
resentment among local political circles in the district. However, security
media machine attributed this act to irregular militants, who were described
as “warmongers that should be punished for their bad deeds, and this
incident should be enlisted as an individual infringement that must not be
overgeneralized to stigmatize all militiamen”, despite there is a commander
from that militia among those who got caught.

Raafat Al-Salama, a security officer in the southern region from National Defense Militia

During April 2016, local factions from Shaqa village in the north-eastern
countryside of Sweida caught members affiliated to air force intelligence
in Shahba city. They were holding individual weapons, ammunitions,
missiles and shells. They were trying to transport this load to ISIS
positions, via Nimra-Tarba road that reaches the desert. Then those
members handed over the smugglers with their loads to military
intelligence department to be set free a short while later.
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A picture showing the weapons confiscated in Shaqa village
(Source: Sweida 24 News Network)

This incident didn’t end just like this, rather it went beyond that dimension,
till it turned into revenge acts carried out by a group affiliated to air force
security, led by Firas Al-Aridi and Daniel Al-Taweel from Shahba town,
against certain members of the team which caught those members. During
June 2016, Firas Al-Aridi with his comrades who are all connected to air
force intelligence tried to catch Sheikh Hasan Mahasin, from Shaqa village,
when this man went to Al-Haram office to receive a money transfer. Air
force intelligence members besieged the office and started shooting in the
air. They also attacked another sheikh from Shaqa village who happened
to accompany Sheikh Hasan. They caught Sheikh Hasan’s car as he was
trying to escape. However, a man from Al-Sihnawi family in Shahba
intervened and saved Sheikh Hasan when he allowed him to hide in his
house. Firas Al-Aridi claimed that he should receive 22.000.000 SYP to
give back the car and to allow Sheikh Hasan to get out from Shahba town.
It is worth mentioning here that Sheikh Mahasin was one of those who
caught Firas Al-Aridi and his comrades at the checkpoint of Shaqa village
and confiscated the loads of weapons and ammunitions they were trying to
smuggle. At that time, some activists claimed that Sheikh Mahasin is also
involved in weapon trafficking operations, but we could not make sure
whether this piece of information is true or not.
During October 2016, a truck got stopped near Shahba town, as it was
loaded with Grad rockets to be transported from the western countryside
of Sweida into ISIS positions in Sweida desert. Later, it was revealed that
the truck is owned by an air force intelligence member from Shahba, whose
name is Shadi Al-Khateeb, who is considered the most notorious weapon
smugglers among those who are dealing with Daesh, according to what
local news networks reported at that time.
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Confiscated Weapons
(Source: Sweida 24 News Network)

About weapon smuggling operations; a witness reported: “when ISIS
captured the territories, towards the end of 2014, they prohibited cigarette
smuggling operations, while they monopolized weapon and ammunition
purchase through Bedouin smugglers, following imposing certain
conditions related to smuggling and profits. Actually, they were permitted
to head towards contact points with regime forces, which used to sell them
huge amounts of ammunitions and weapons every day, via several outlets
in the eastern and north-eastern countryside of Sweida, the most important
points are Shaqa-Tal Saad road, and the roads connecting between Bark,
Araja, Douma, Tarba villages and Sweida district. Moreover, ISIS
members depended on Bedouin smugglers to smuggle the primitively
extracted fuel from ISIS-held territories in northern Syria into Sweida
district. Therefore, Daesh fuel invaded the district at that time.
Consequently, regime-connected smuggling networks were formed in the
south-eastern countryside of Sweida. The most important fuel smuggling
outlets into this region was through Al-Qastal in Sweida desert that is
bordering Al-Harisa and Melh villages”.
b. Turning a blind eye towards ISIS expansion in Sweida desert
As early as the start of ISIS emergence in Sweida desert, towards the end
of 2014 till early 2017, it was a convenient time for ISIS to expand and
organize itself. According to activists working in the same region; and the
statement issued by military opposition groups at that time, especially
those groups working in eastern Ghouta; ISIS had never been targeted by
Assad’s forces’ airstrikes, nor hit by the Russian allies who got involved in
the Syrian war towards the end of 2015. Instead, all military offensives and
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airstrikes focused on opposition groups fighting ISIS in Sweida desert.
Although, at that time, Assad’s authorities were capable to eradicate ISIS
members in that region, especially when you know, dear readers, that the
the number of ISIS members was very limited at that time, and their
capabilities were really modest in terms of organization, arming and
expansion. That’s why ISIS groups started organizing and regrouping
themselves in that region, under such convenient conditions, and they
started nominating their leaders, creating headquarters and fortifications in
that place.
According to a witness: “the regime was capable to capture ISIS-held
territories in northeastern Sweida between 2014-2017. However, regime
media machine promoted that it is so difficult to attack this region as it is
so complicated geographically speaking, not to mention the huge numbers
of ISIS fighters active there, although their number didn’t exceed 500
fighters at most at that time. Moreover, ISIS headquarters were just a few
kilometers away from Khilikhleh military airbase, including Tal Ashheeb
school that ISIS turned into a religious court complex and ISIS flag was
flying atop that building. However, the regime simply targeted that place
with limited missiles launched by artillery and warplanes. When ISIS
forced to withdraw during March 2017 from that region, to be replaced by
armed opposition groups, including Al-Sharqiya Lions Army, Tribal
Freemen Army, Ahmad Al-Abdou’s Forces, they stayed in Beer Al-Qasab
and the villages of Tal Asfar in northeastern Sweida just 0for 3 months,
because Assad’s forces launched wide-scale offensives against armed
opposition groups in that region. Assad’s forces managed to recapture this
region from opposition groups by early July 2017, whereas they hadn’t
even attempted to carry out any attack against ISIS combatants between
2014-2017”.
As we have already discussed in this study; the most important figures and
commanders working for ISIS used to take positions in jet hangars that
could be easily targeted by Assad’s forces if they wanted, because the
coordinates of such locations are already known by Assad’s forces, as these
sites served as headquarters for Assad’s troops, yet they turned a blind eye
towards ISIS members’ practices only to introduce them as a trouble that
would upset Assad’s forces’ opponents in that region.
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VI. Samples for Documentations and Testimonies
1. Samples of Documentation
a. Civil victims Documentation

Photos for all victims who were killed in ISIS massacre that took place in Sweida dis trict on 25th July 2018

- Civilian victims who were killed by military offensive launched
by ISIS
No.
Victim Name
1 Thamer Ziyad Al-Salman
2 Rebaa
Salman
AlSamman
3 Maryana
Ihsan
AlSamman
4
Fareez Amer
5
Farzan Abu Hassoun

Al-Bouthaina
Shaqa

6 Anwar Muhammad Nasif
7
Anees Zaak Al-Najim
8 Jaad Karim Moutha Nasif
9
Jalal Ali Al-Hussein
10
Khuder Mouneim Harb
11
Rajeh Farhan Nasif
12 Rislan Watheq Jammoul

Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma

7, 4, 2015
Clergyman
3, 7, 2015 Killed by a
mortar missile
shelling
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

13
14
15
16
17
18

Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Rayan Sayel Mkhybar
Ziyad Yousef Al-Hussein
Zayd Salim Dheeb
Zayd Ziyad Nasif
Samer Yousef Harb
Shadi Najim Al-Najim

Location
Al-Haqf
Al-Haqf

Date
7, 4, 2015
7, 4, 2015

Notes

Al-Haqf

7, 4, 2015

18-year-old girl
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19
Sayel Jayed Mkhybar
20 Kamal Muhammad AlNajim
21
Midhat Salama Nasif
22
Moutha Salim Hamza
23
Mnawar Anwar Nasif
24
Nasif Hamada Nasif
25
Wathiq Shibli Jammoul
26 Waheeb Nazeeh Mkhybar
27 Osama Nazeeh Mkalled
28
Ifranjieh Saado Mkalled
29
Akram Saado Mkalled
30
Daniel Naser Mkalled
31
Rashid Shaker Mkalled
32
Raafat Shafeeq Mkalled
33
Rama Shaker Mkalled
34
Rawad Saber Mkalled
35 Sajee
Fadel
Allah
Mkalled
36
Tariq Yousef Mkalled
37
Talei Yousef Mkalled
38
Faris Mersel Mkalled
39 Fidaa Jaad Allah Mkalled
40 Farhan Rashrash Mkalled
41
Fandi Shafeeq Mkalled
42 Mouein
Abdulkarim
Mkalled
43
Nawras Fouad Mkalled
44 Hashim
Muhammad
Mkalled
45 Hashim
Mansour
Mkalled
46
Ayman Mkalled
47
Jaber Qasim Hamayel
48
Saber Qasim Hamayel
49
Alaa Moufid Hamayel
50 Mohsen Fawaz Hamayel
51
Mouein Fawzi Hamayel
52
Iqbal Hamad Nawfal
53
Hamid Salim Al-Halabi
54
Odai Tarabeh
55 Friyal Ragheb Al-Halabi
56
Hiba Affash Al-Halabi
57
Hanaa Affash Al-Halabi
58
Hilweh Nimer Atout
59
Muhammad Ali Dandal
60
Nidal Mamdouh Amer
61
Jaber Qasim Hamayel
62
Saber Qasim Hamayel
63
Alaa Moufid Hamayel
64 Mohsen Fawaz Hamayel
65
Mouein Fawzi Hamayel
66
Iqbal Hamad Nawfal

Douma
Douma

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma
Douma
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami
Rami

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Rami
Rami

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Rami

25, 7, 2018

Rami
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Souimira
Al-Souimira
Al-Souimira
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Ghaitha
Al-Mattouneh

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
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67
Hamid Salim Al-Halabi
68
Odai Tarabeh
69 Friyal Ragheb Al-Halabi
70
Hiba Affash Al-Halabi
71
Hanaa Affash Al-Halabi
72 Daughter of Friyal AlHalabi
73 Daughter of Friyal AlHalabi
74
Hilweh Nimer Atout

75

Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh
Al-Mattouneh

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Mattouneh

25, 7, 2018

Al-Souimira

Muhammad Ali Dandal

Al-Souimira

76
Nidal Mamdouh Amer
77 Sameeh Hussein Abu
Zaidan
78 Ramiz Salim Abu Zaidan
79 Mazen Sayyah Al-Matni
80 Mkarram Shbeeb Salam
81 Akram Shihadeh AlKhateeb
82 Ahed Rajaa Al-Ghoutani
83
Kamel Dheeb Salam
84 Bassam
Majed
AlGhoutani
85
Suheil Salim Salam
86 Mubarak
Shibli
AlKhateeb
87
Ibtisam Fawzat Mkalled
88 Adham Mhanna Abu
Ammar
89
Osama Zaidan Al-Jibaei
90
Almasa Thleej Al-Jibaei
91
Ameen Ata Al-Jibaei
92 Aya Thamer Abu Ammar
93 Ayman Salman Abu
Ammar
94 Barzan
Saaed
Abu
Ammar
95 Nabeeh
Sami
Abu
Ammar
96
Tawfeeq Jidei Al-Jibaei
97 Thaer Jad Al-Mawla Abu
Ammar

Al-Souimira
Al-Dayatha

25, 7, 2018 Displaced from
Deer
Salman
village
who
resorted
to
Sweida District
25, 7, 2018 Displaced from
Deer
Salman
village
in
Damascus
suburbs
who
resorted
to
Sweida District
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Dayatha
Al-Dayatha
Al-Dayatha
Al-Dayatha

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Tarba
Tarba
Tarba

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Tarba
Tarba

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
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98 Jad Al-Mawla Thaer Abu
Ammar
99
Jihad Ali Abu Ammar
100
Hasan Ali Al-Jibaei
101 Khalid Thuleej Al-Jibaei
102
Khalid Hasan Al-Jibaei
103
Raya Saaed Al-Jibaei
104 Ruba Thaer Abu Ammar
105
Rawan Saaed Al-Jibaei
106
Ridan Salim Al-Jibaei
107 Ridan Mansour Al-Jibaei
108
Zahieh Fawaz Al-Jibaei

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

109 Sumayya

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018 She was 60 years
old. She died as
she
was
kidnapped
by
ISIS on 9th
August 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

Hasan

AlShaer
Sanaa Ezz Eddin Abu
Ammar
Shawqi Jad Al-Mawla AlJibaei
Salha Hani Al-Jibaei
Duha Hneidi Al-Jibaei
Adel Faisal Abu Ammar
Ali Hani Abu Ammar
Ghouson Hasan Abu
Ammar
Fadel Ata Allah Abu
Ammar
Fayez Bahaa Eddin AlJibaei
Fayez Ata Al-Jibaei
Farhan Assad Al-Jibaei
Kamal
Assaad
Abu
Ammar
Lutfi Fahid Al-Jibaei
Mamoun Ali Abu Ammar
Moshreif Tawfeeq AlJibaei
Maan Jad Al-Karim AlJibaei
Montaha Faheed AlJibaei
Mansour Mhawish AlJibaei
Minhal Nawfal Abu
Ammar
Mohannad Nawfal Abu
Ammar
Nazim Ezz Eddin AlJibaei
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131
Naseeb Fawaz Al-Jibaei
132 Naser Eddin Muhammad
Al-Jibaei
133
Nawal Moteib Al-Jibaei
134 Hilal Nasif Abu Ammar
135 Hana Faisal Abu Ammar
136
Hindi Faheed Al-Jibaei
137 Ward Al-Sham Hindi
Mkalled
138 Yasser Mhanna Abu
Ammar
139 Qusai
Jawdat
Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

140

Al-Shibki

Raafat

Nashaat Abu
Ammar

141 Mohannad Zoukan Abu
Ammar

142 Tharwat

Fadel
Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki

143

Marwa Issam Al-Abaza

Al-Shibki

144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159

Yousef Zaidan Al-Jibaei
Yahya Qasim Al-Jibaei
Iqbal Nawaf Saab
Ayman Salama Salam
Aysar Ayman Saab
Bassam Fawzi Saab
Bashar Mouneim Saab
Mahran Radi Saab
Moheeb Nidal Saab
Zahi Jad Allah Saab
Basheer Fandi Salam
Bahjat Ata Allah Saab
Tamima Hammoud Saab
Jamal Lutfi Saab
Hussam Majed Salam
Hala Walid Saab

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
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8, 11, 2018 10-year-old boy
shot
upon
releasing
the
kidnapped on 8th
November 2018
8, 11, 2018 7-year-old boy
shot
upon
releasing
the
kidnapped
on
8th November
2018
2, 8, 2018
22-year-old
university
student executed
by ISIS on 2nd
August
2018
after
being
kidnapped
3, 10, 2018 25-year-old girl
kidnapped and
executed by ISIS
on 3rd October
2018
Unknown 30-year-old girl
execution date kidnapped and
executed by ISIS
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
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160
Rabei Rislan Saab
161
Mouein Mazeed Saab
162 Maqbwla
Abdulhamid
Hamayel
163
Mansour Ahmad Saab
164
Maha Fawzi Saab
165
Raad Bassam Saab
166 Zad
El-Kheir
Jaber
Salam
167
Saleh Hani Saab
168
Sayyah Hani Saab
169
Etab Mansour Olba
170
Adnan Qasim Sarhan
171
Naji Matrouk Salam
172
Hayla Walid Saab
173
174
Noor Ajwad Saab
175
Hisham Mansour Saab
176
Wasif Saleh Saab
177
Wajdi Shaker Salam
178
Walid Anees Saab
179
Maqbwla Haseeb Saab
180
Assim Zahi Saab
181
Farah Ahmad Saab
182
Lutif Ahmad Saab
183 Muhammad
Qasim
Sarhan

Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi
Al-Shireehi

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

- Victims killed by mines planted by ISIS or mortar missiles
targeted the territories of Sweida district
No.
1

Victim Name
Wajeeh
Naser
Eddin

Location
Douma

Date
15, 1, 2020

2

Fadel

Allah
Mkheibar

Douma

15, 1, 2020

3

Adel

Abu
Hassoun

Shaqa

3, 7, 2015

4

Ammar

Rifaat
Salam

Tarba

19, 8, 2018
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Notes
He is originally
from Al-Jneeneh
village, he was
passing through a
dirt road riding a
motorbike when
the
explosion
happened
He is originally
from
Douma
village, he was
passing through a
dirt road riding a
motorbike when
the
explosion
happened
During
wheat
harvest season in
his farm in Shaqa
village
While he was
sweeping
Al-
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5

Hatim

Fouad
Salam

Tarba

19, 8, 2018

6

Ammar

Jayed
Salam

Tarba

19, 8, 2018

7

Moutaz Salam

Tarba

19, 8, 2018

8

Anas Noor Eddin
Al-Matni

Tarba

19, 8, 2018

9

Sameer

Al-Bouthaina

11, 12, 2017

Al-Bouthaina

11, 12, 2017

10

Hasan
Dleikan
Raef Abdullah AlDimashqi

Hosein region to
the east of Tarba
village
While he was
sweeping
AlHosein region to
the east of Tarba
village
While he was
sweeping
AlHosein region to
the east of Tarba
village
While he was
sweeping
AlHosein region to
the east of Tarba
village
While he was
sweeping
AlHosein region to
the east of Tarba
village. He is
originally
from
Al-Kseeb village
As he was tending
his sheep
As he was tending
his sheep

- Victims killed by ISIS Jihadists’ bombings or assaults against
Sweida Town on 25, 7, 2018
No.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Victim Name
Yamen Abu Assi

Location
Sweida

Date
25, 7, 2018

Yahya
Badran
Majeed
Saaed
Bashnaq
Maher
Gharz
Eddin
Maher Zein Eddin
Imad Al-Salman
Khalid
Abu
Shaqra
Shaher
Hussein
Obaid
Nawras Al-Hajali

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida
Sweida
Sweida

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Iyad Al-Shaar
Hindi Yousef Abu
Saaed
Mhanna
AlNamat

Sweida
Sweida

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

From

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

From

Wael
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Notes
He caught the
suicide bomber, so
the latter bombed
himself with him
From
AlMashqooq village
From
Al-Rafqa
village

From
AlMashqooq village
From
AlMashqooq village
Amtan
village
Al-Afeena
village
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13

Yousef Ayoub

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

14

Faisal Shalhoob

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

15

Muhammad AlBadeesh
Yousef
AlAqbani
Iyad Al-Aqbani

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

20

Ibrahim Jad Allah
Al-Mansour
Jamal
Hasan
Zaitoun
Imad Saleh

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

21

Mahmoud

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

Sweida

25, 7, 2018

16
17
18
19

22

Talib
Ibrahim
Qusai Rustom

From

Qanawat
village
From
Qanawat
village
From
Rassass
village
From Al-Mazraa
village
From Al-Mazraa
village
From Al-Mazraa
village
Recruiter killed in
bombings
From
Harfa
village
Recruiter killed in
bombings
Recruiter killed in
bombings

b. Martyrs from local self-protection Rushing Group fighters
during battles with ISIS since it was emerged in Sweida Desert
No.

Location
Al-Haqf

Date
19, 5, 2015

Notes
From Shahba town

Al-Haqf

19, 5, 2015

Abu
Hassoun

Shaqa

3, 7, 2015

Al-Mattouna

25, 7, 2018

5

Affash
Haidar
Walid Ismael Zein

Al-Mattouna

25, 7, 2018

6

Maher

Fawzat
Aziz
Louay Massoud

Rami

25, 7, 2018

Rami

25, 7, 2018

Nazim
Salim
Fakher Eddin AlShaarani
Eyhab Reedan AlSahnawi
Saeed
Mazeed
Khaddaj
Bassam Jad Allah
Al-Abaza
Saleh Noor Eddin
Abu Zaidan
Abbas Hamad AlShaer
Ibrahim
AlGhadban
Khalid Massoud

Rami

25, 7, 2018

Clergyman from
Al-Buthaina
village
He was killed in a
clash by ISIS
mortar missiles
From Um AlZaitoun village
From Um Ora
village
From
AlMashqouq village
From
Al-Door
village
From
Al-Door
village

Rami

25, 7, 2018

From Shahba town

Rami

25, 7, 2018

From Shahba town

Rami

25, 7, 2018

Rami

25, 7, 2018

Rami

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

From
Nimra
village, Shahba
From Al-Ojailat
village
From
Boussan
village
From
Al-Raha
village
From
Al-Raha
village

1
2

Victim Name
Kareem Ahmad
Salloum
Abu Jawad Fareez
Amer

3

Farzan

4

Kamel

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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16

Wael Al-Jighami

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

17

Hamad Al-Jibaei

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

19

Talal
Haidar
Hazzaa Al-Jibaei

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

20

Yahya Al-Awaj

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

21

Bahaa Al-Shaar

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

26
27

Sharaf
Eddin
Hamad
Abu
Fakher
Yaroub
Abu
Fakher
Khaldoon
AlErbeed
Talal Al-Nassar
Raed Al-Qintar

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

28

Samer

Mansour
Arz Eddin
Nabeel Saymouaa

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Fawaz Al-Atrash
Jamal Eid
Shadi
Abu
Moughdeb
Julein Al-Hussein
Kinan Al-Hussein
Amer Olba
Naja Abu Shahin
Walid Saab
Yamen Khudeer
Rafaat Al-Rashid

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

40

Rakan Hadifa

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

41

Samer Al-Abaza

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

42

Adnan Abdeulhai
Anbu Fakher

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

43

Kinan

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

44

Nidal
Kiwan
Mamoun Al-Zaour

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

45

Saqer Al-Khateeb

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

18

22
23
24
25

29
30
31
32

Bashar

Salman
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From

Al-Raha
village
From Al-Mjeemer
village
Sweida
From Al-Mjeemer
village
From
Al-Raha
village
From
Al-Kafer
village
From Al-Mazraa
village
From Reemet AlLahef village
From Reemet AlLahef village
From Oteel village
From Oteel village
From
Kanaker
village
From
Salkhad
town
From
Arman
village
From Anz village
From Melh village
From
Tleleen
village
From Taara village
From Taara village
Sweida
Sweida
Sweida
Sweida Town
From Qalat AlJandal in AlSheikh Mount
From Al-Qrayya
village, but he was
living in Jaramana,
Damascus
Suburbs
From
Tamra
village, but he was
living in Jaramana
town
From
Jaramana
town in Damascus
Suburbs
A recruit from
Mimas village
From
Jaramana
town in Damascus
Suburbs
From Shahba town
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46

Mazeed Dallal

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

47

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

48

Walid Muhammad
Ali
Ata Allah Shujaa

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

49

Khalid Al-Matni

Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018

50
51
52
53

Rimah Kamal
Samer Nassar
Adnan Ghizlan
Adnan Al-Hamid

Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki
Al-Shibki

25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018
25, 7, 2018

54

Adham
Assaad
Al-Khateeb
Rabei Mursel AlZaher Azzam
Osama Shafei Abu
Ammar

Al-Shirihi

25, 7, 2018

From
Nimra
village, Shahba
From
Saana
village
From Al-Rasheeda
village
From
Al-Kseeb
village
From Sala village
From Sala village
From Sala village
From Al=Jineeneh
village
From Sweida town

Al-Shirihi

25, 7, 2018

From

Al-Shirihi

25, 7, 2018

From

55
56

Areeqa
village
Al-Shibki
village

C. Abduction Crimes Documentation
No.

Victim Name

Abduction
Location
Al-Shibki village

Date

Notes

1

Rasmiyeh Adeeb
Abu Ammar

25, 7, 2018

Suad Adeeb Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

3

Fadia Badi Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

4

Raeda Saber Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

5

Najwa
Sayyah
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

6

Tharwat
Fadel
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

7

Friyal Ezz Eddin
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

8

Abeer

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

50
–year-old
woman, released
on 8th November
2018
45
–year-old
woman, released
on 8th November
2018
40
–year-old
woman, released
on 8th November
2018
50
–year-old
woman, released
on 8th November
2018
35
–year-old
woman, released
on 8th November
2018
25 –year-old girl,
kidnapped
and
executed by ISIS
on 3rd October
2018
50
–year-old
woman, released
on 8th November
2018
33-year-old
woman, she was
pregnant in her
sixth month when
she
was

2

Mashaal
Shalgheen
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9

Marwa Issam AlAbaza

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

Mohannad
Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

11

Zahya Fawaz AlJibaei

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

12

Lamis
Hikmat
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

13

Mirna
Hikmat
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

14

Aktham Hikmat
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

15

Shahed
Jawdat
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

16

Rajwan
Saeed
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

17

Mashael
Saeed
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

18

Mania Saeed Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

19

Mariam
Saeed
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

20

Mary Saeed Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

21

Yaroub Nashaat
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

22

Lana Nashaat Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

23

Asmaa
Nabeel
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

10
Zouqan
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kidnapped.
Her
stillborn baby died
during kidnapping
period by ISIS.
She was released
on 8th November
2018
30-year-old
woman. She was
kidnapped, then
executed
22-year-old
university student
kidnapped
and
executed by ISIS
on 2nd August
2018
60-year-old
woman died when
she was kidnapped
by ISIS on 9th
August 2018
4-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
10-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
8-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
8-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
11-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
15-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
13-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
12-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
10-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
10-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
12-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
8-year-old child
released on 8th
November 2018
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24

Amwaj Mahmoud
Al-Jibaei

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

25

Ghaidaa
Mahmoud
AlJibaei

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

26

Yaroub Mahmoud
Al-Jibaei

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

27

Molham
Mahmoud
AlJibaei

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

28

Rafaat
Nashaat
Abu Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

29

Qusai Jawdat Abu
Ammar

Al-Shibki village

25, 7, 2018

30

Sameer

Al-Ghaitha
village
Al-Ghaitha
village

20, 7, 2016
20, 7, 2016

Released a few
days later

Al-Ghaitha
village

20, 7, 2016

Released a few
days later

Al-Ghaitha
village

20, 7, 2016

Released a few
days later

31

32

32

Muteb
Hamayel
The
wife
of
Sameer
Muteb
Hamayel
(we
couldn’t get her
name)
The daughter of
Sameer
Muteb
Hamayel
(we
couldn’t get her
name)
The daughter of
Sameer
Muteb
Hamayel
(we
couldn’t get her
name)
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2-year-old child
kidnapped
with
her mother and
siblings, she was
among the first
group that was
released on 20th
October 2018
10-year-old child
kidnapped
with
her mother and
siblings, she was
among the first
group that was
released on 20th
October 2018
8-year-old child
kidnapped
with
her mother and
siblings, she was
among the first
group that was
released on 20th
October 2018
9-year-old child
kidnapped with his
mother
and
siblings, he was
among the first
group that was
released on 20th
October 2018
7-year-old child
shot when the
kidnapped were
released on 8th
November 2018
10-year-old child
shot when the
kidnapped were
released on 8th
November 2018
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34

35

36

37
38
39

The widower of
Shafei
Madi
Hamayel
(we
couldn’t get her
name)
The son of Shafei
Hamayel
(We
couldn’t get his
name)
The son of Shafei
Hamayel
(We
couldn’t get his
name)
Maan
Saray
Eddin
Bassam Majed AlGhoutani
Suheil
Salim
Salam

Al-Ghaitha
village

20, 7, 2016

Released a few
days later

Al-Ghaitha
village

20, 7, 2016

No information

Al-Ghaitha
village

20, 7, 2016

No information

Um Rawaq village

1, 3, 2018

Tarba village

1, 3, 2018

Released on 9, 6,
2018
Unknown fate

Tarba village

1, 3, 2018

Unknown fate

2. Documenting ISIS Fighters in the Invasion that took place on
25th July 2018
1- Habeeb Saaed Aqel-Damascus, Midan
12345678910111213141516171819202122-

Ahmad Hikmat Issa
Khalid Yahya Oqla
Ahmad Muhammad Adnan Al-Hajji
Mustafa Muhammad Al-Absi- Al-Yarmouk Camp
Ahmad Raad Khabouri
Diyaa Abu Rifaa
Iyad Riyad Al-Jadda
Bahaa Al-Salafi
Ahmad Abu Halaweh
Abu Omar Hliwa
Abu Firas Al-Turkmani
Abu Walid Al-Turkmani
Abu Zeed Al-Hourani
Abu Jandal
Abu Muhammad Al-Falastini
Abu Hood Al-Amni
Abu Omar Mansour
Abu Muhammad Jaddah
Abu Osaied Hasba
Abu Omar Amaliyat
Abu Zubair Qaraein
Abu Ali Hajjira
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Abu Qaoud
Abu Radi
Abu Janna
Abu Baker Qaraein
Abu Al-Laith Ghandi
Abu Muhammad Al-Laibi
Abu Qasin Qashi
Abu Al-Abbas Hajeira
Abu Abdulrahman Diyabieh
Abu Omar Shahin
Abu Nafei
Abu Omar Ali
Abu Hafes Al-Amni
Abu Alaa Al-Maqdesi
Abu Qutaiba Al-Ghourani
Abu Hasan Al-Shiei
Abu Hasan Hamid
Abu Haitham Al-Salafi
Abu Halab Al-Salafi
Abu Jihad Al-Filastini
Abu Osama Al-Moghrabi
Abu Al-Ansar
Abu Maria Qanas
Abu Sami
Abu Hussam Hisbeh
Al-Jolani
Abu Musaab Yalla
Abu Khalil Turkmani
Abu Imad Tadamoun
Abu Osaid Taha
Abu Fadi Kojak
Abu Dujana Hamwi
Abu Musaab Karim
Abu Anwar Al-Bash
Abu Jawad Al-Ielami
Abu Qutaiba Nanshaco
Abu Muhammad Subhi
Anu Nawras
Abu Nader Yalda
Abu Hussein Sabriyeh
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Abu Dujana Sabriyeh
Abu Suheib Al-Sabei
Abu Baker Al-Sheikh Samou
Abu Ali Al-Midani Tayba
Abu Qawoud Haddou
Abu Hasan Safadi
Aby Rayan
Abu Thaer Al-Ostaz
Abu Ali Al-Idelbi
Abu Odai Al-Falastini
Abu Obaida Lawrance
Abu Obaida Al-Sahli
Abu Al-Safsafi
Abu Moawiya Al-Turkmani
Abu Yazan Bouaida Mahkama
Abu Muhammad Ataba
Abu Hussam Sbeineh
Abu Kamel
Abu Bilal Al-Kannas
Abu Horaira Al-Russi
Abu Mosaab Qaraeen
Abu Muhammad Al-Homsi
Abu Obada Tadamoun
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2. Samples of Testimonies
(Here are testimonies without proofreading or editing)
Testimony (A)
An interview with Rayan Maarouf, a Syrian journalist, resident in
Sweida district. He monitored and witnessed what happened in Sweida
district. He is the scriptwriter of the film entitled Al-Miqren Al-Sharqi
Epic, narrating what happened in the invasion that took place on 25th
July 2018. This journalist is the editor-in-chief of Sweida 24 News
Netwrok in Sweida. It’s worth mentioning that this interview was
carried out via written questions, that were answered in writing, as it
is so difficult to meet the witness physically speaking, due to security
restrictions in the district, just to keep him safe away from any threats
by security forces.
Question1: Towards the end of 2014, ISIS emerged in Sweida desert.
Where did this organization come from? What span did this
organization make? Who vowed the oath of allegiance to this
organization, who were the most prominent ISIS leaders at that time?
Answer1: In 2013, when regime forces firmly besieged Eastern Ghouta
bordering Beer Qasab from the south; many opposition groups left Ghouta
to Beer Qasab. They settled in the desert region. The most well-known
groups who left Ghouta include: ‘Faithful Youth Brigade, Sham Rebels
Brigade, as well as other groups affiliated to Islam Army, with limited
presence of Al-Nusra Front members. Those combatants left to Beer Qasab
just to open a crossing leading into Eastern Ghouta, in order to break the
siege imposed on that region. These opposition groups, including Faithful
Youth Brigade which vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS later, followed
training courses in US military bases founded in Jordan. They received
weapons and equipment sent by US. In April 2014, the afore-mentioned
groups lauched a military operation against regime forces, known as
“Desert Storms”, aimed to break the siege imposed on Eastern Ghouta and
Qalamoun. However, the battle halted out of a sudden in mid-May 2014,
without achieving any desired results. Disputes started to arouse between
Islam Army and Faithful Youth Brigade. They traded accusations related
to cowardace in the battlefield. At the surface, it seems that the main
dispute is about how to distribute the loots captured by the end of a battle
which took place close to Al-Dmeer military base. However, Islam Army
was really trying to control that region, along with curbing any other group,
as it had already done in Eastern Ghouta. This made Faithful Youth
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Brigade to search for allies against Islam Army. This brigade was led by a
defected lieutenant Colonel called Walid Abu Al-Kheer, nicknamed Abu
Al-Moutasem, in addition to Ahmad Al-Moukahhel. Both are Syrians from
Damascus suburbs. Those two leaders developed closer ties with Al-Nusra
Front in Al-Bukamal town in northern Syria, following disputes with Islam
Army. In June, they went to Al-Bukamal several times, as they were close
friends with a commander in Al-Nusra Front, nicknamed Abu Al-Laith
who vowed the oath allegiance to ISIS that captured Al-Bukamal control
from Al-Nusra Front and other opposition groups in July 2014. Their
relationship with Abu Al-Laith was still persistent when he sent them
reinforcements in early December 2014, comprising 300 ISIS fighters led
by Abu Rajaa Al-Tunisi, a Tunisian nationale. At this point, Abu AlMoutassem and Al-Moukahhel, as well as their followers from Faithful
Youth Brigade, officially declared their oath of allegiance to Abu Baker
Al-Baghdadi. They held ISIS flags, and appointed Abu Rajaa Al-Tunisis
as an Emir/Prince on Beer Qasab sector, whereas Abu Al-Moutassem and
Al-Moukahhel assumed military positions. Later on, they declared war
against Islam Army and other opposition groups in the region. Meanwhile
opposition groups withdrew from Daraa, while some of their fighters and
leaders vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS. Several confrontations took
place between ISIS and Islam Army in Beer Qasab and Tal Dakwa, to be
concluded in May 2015 when ISIS captured the whole region, and
eradicated any presence for Islam Army or any other opposition group
there. This time, the territories held by ISIS included Beer Qasab, Tal
Dakwa, many villages in north-eastern Sweida countryside, known as AlAsfar region villages, including Al-Asfar, Asheheb, Al-Miftira, Rajim AlDawleh, Al-Qaser, Al-Saqiya, Shinwan, Kharbet Saad, and Al-Ashrafiyeh.
All of them were inhabituated by Bedouins.
As for the tribes living in this region, not all of them vowed the oath to
allegiance to ISIS. But hundreds of Bedouins and headmen vowed that
oath, to be known later as The Supporters. Dozens of tribal members
engaged as fighters in ISIS, some of them promoted to be group
commanders, including Hatim Al-Siheman, Saber Al-Dakkak, Ahmad AlMitleq, Muhammad Al-Baseer, Nayel Al-Baseer. Because of ISIS
oppression against tribes, and the declaration of mandatory recruitment
program, as well as when their villages got hit by regime forces’ airstikes,
many tribes, even those who vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS to serve
as supporters, fled to Daraa district. Moreover, many ISIS fighters defected
and fled to Daraa in mid 2015.
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Question2: In 2015 smuggling from and to desert via regimeconnected militias started, to flourish during the following years, so
what do you know about this process? Who is the main responsible
side in these smuggling operations? Which roads did smugglers take?
What is the relationship between smuggling operations and regimeconnected militias?
Answer2: In Beer Qasab and the villages of Al-Asfar region in northeastern Sweida, smuggling operations become active starting from 2012,
as it is a strategic region connecting Daraa and Sweida districts with
Damascus suburbs, Homs, and Deir Ezzor deserts. At that time, smuggling
operations were limited to smuggling tobaccos coming from Iraqi
territories. Military intelligence department in Sweida monopolized,
through Shahba military detachment, tobacco smuggling operations in this
region. Then weapons and ammunitions smuggling operations became
active between 2013-2014 from Sweida district, via local militias affiliated
to military intelligence, which transported weapons and ammunitions from
military barracks and sold them to Bedouin smugglers who, in turn, sold
them to opposition groups. However, when ISIS captured the region
towards the end of 2014, ISIS prohibited tobacco smuggling operations,
and monopolized weapons and ammunitions sale from Bedouin smugglers,
after setting out certain conditions for smuggling and profits. Actually,
ISIS granted them permits to contact regime forces to sell them, on a daily
basis, huge quantities of ammunitions and weapons, via several outlets in
eastern, and north-eastern countryside of Sweida, the most important
outlets are: Saqa-Tal Saad, and the roads leading to the villages of Bark,
Araja, Douma, Tarba, into Sweida desert. ISIS relied on Bedouin
smugglers to smuggle the fuel primitively extracted from ISIS-held
territories in north Syria into Sweida district. ISIS fuel invaded Sweida
district during that period. Many smuggling networks emerged, most of
them were connected to regime militias in south-eastern Sweida
countryside. The most important outlet for smuggling fuels was the road
passing via Al-Qastal region in Sweida desert bordering the villages of AlHarisa and Melh. However, smuggling was not limited to pro-regime
militias, as local groups in Sweida, when they were formed, depeneded
heavily on smuggling as a funding source to purchase weapons.
Furthermore, in 2015, opposition groups in Daraa started selling weapons
and ammunitions to smugglers in western Sweida countryside, they
transported these items into Bedouin smugglers in eastern Sweida
countryside. Eventually, these items would reach ISIS. So I’d like to affirm
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that all parties involved in the conflict happening in southern Syria made
use of smuggling operations. However, these operations relied on two
major polars: ISIS on one hand, and the regime on the other hand.
Question3: we have monitored the concurrence between any
community movement and the threatening with ISIS dangers by the
regime and regime media machine. This is what we have noticed with
Al-Haqf, Shaqa, and eastern countryside battles, in addition to the
concurrence between Daraa battles and ISIS moves in Sweida. To the
best of your knowledge, do you think there is a security coordination
between the regime and ISIS, what kind of coordination, if any, was
it? Is there any evidence about this?
Answer3: I cannot confirm that ISIS in Sweida desert was receiving direct
orders from the Syrian regime, or there was a direct coordination between
them. However, all indicators that I learned confirm that the regime
sneaked into ISIS in this region, and reached senior members within ISIS
structure. This means that the regime planted spys among ISIS
commanders, who were probably receiving orders by the regime, to attack
villages, or local opposition groups in north-eastern Sweida, if needed. In
fact, ISIS was attacking, implanting explosive devices or landmines in the
roads, or targeting with mortar missiles the district at the same time when
any popular movement took to the streets in this district. When popular
refusal of mandatory conscription for military service grew in 2015, ISIS
carried out several attacks targeting Al-Haqf villages and other outposts for
local opposition groups in Shaqa, Al-Jneineh, Bark villages. Even on the
very day of Dignity Men Movement founder’s assassination, Sheikh
Waheed Al-Balous, with other companions, on 4th September 2015, clashes
took place in the town between Al-Balous followers and supporters on one
hand, and security department members on the other hand, as the regime is
the first and foremost one to be blamed for his death. Surprisingly, ISIS
members were positioned in Tal Saad, to the north east of Sweida, so that
they opened fire from their medium weapons against local factions in Tal
Alia and Tal Maaz in that night. They also targeted two other outposts for
regime forces in Al-Bouthaina hills as well as targeting a shooting field
with their mortar missiles and guns. Concerning how the regime sneaked
into ISIS, I can tell you that the most prominent figure implanted by the
regime into the commander rank was Hisba Emir, or religious police
commander, at Beer Qasab sector. This man is known by the name given
to him by the regime which is: Abu Bakir Al-Shami, who was appointed
as Hisba Emir from 2016 till March 2017, when all ISIS members
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withdrew from Beer Qasab and north-eastern Sweida countryside, towards
Raqqa and Deir Ezzor, as battles got fiercer there. Whereas Abu Bakir left
through Al-Shaqrawia village towards Damascus-Sweida road, as he had
finished his role, where there were an air force intelligence patrol waiting
for him to arrive. It turned out that he was an officer serving in that
department. He was a member in Al-Naeim tribe in Qunaitira district. He
was not the only member that has been implanted as a spy within ISIS
ranks. We should acknowledge that airforce intelligence deparment had
managed to implant many agents, including someone known as Abu Omar
from Al-Siheman tribe. This man was the most prominent figure who run
smuggling networks to serve ISIS interests in Beer Qasab between 20152016. It had turned out suddenly in 2017 that he was a member in air force
intelligence.
Question4: Were ISIS outposts known and visible by the regime if they
wanted to target it during 2015-2017?
Answer4: Not all outposts were visible. Many of them were just
underground hangars, especially in Beer Qasab. These hangars served as
outposts for regime’s signals battalions before 2011. Actually, most
prominent important commanders and figures used to be present in these
outposts. There were some outposts in the desert which the regime avoided
to target, such as the religious court in Ashihib village, and the observatory
outpouts in Tal Saad, and Al-Qasr villages which were only 3 km away
from regime’s observatories. ISIS flags were raised in both locations, and
ISIS members were always present, and their observatories were clearly
visible.
It’s worth mentioning that the said hangars, as they were used as outposts
for regime forces in the past, so the regime had already obtained their
coordinates, even if they were deep dug underground, as Russian
warplanes could target such outposts.
The regime was able to recapture ISIS-held territories in north-eastern
Sweida, between 2014-2017, but regime media machine was promoting at
that time that this region is really very complicated in terms of geography,
and the number of ISIS members fighting there was really huge, although
there were only 500 ISIS fighters at best. ISIS outposts were only a few
kilometers away from Khilikhleh military base. Such outposts include Tal
Ashihib school which was used by ISIS as a religious court. Anyways, the
regime simply targeted the region with limited number of artillery missiles
and warplanes’ airstrikes. However, when ISIS withdrew from the region
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in March 2017, to be replaced by armed opposition groups including AlSharqiyeh Lions Army, Tribe Freemen Army, Ahmad Al-Abdou’s Forces,
they only stayed for just 3 months in Beer Qasab and the villages of Tal
Asfar in north-eastern Sweida, as regime forces started wide-scale attackes
against opposition groups in this region. They managed to recapture the
region from opposition groups’ control by the start of July 2017, whereas
the regime didn’t even attempt to carry out any attack against ISIS between
2014-2017. When the regime managed to drive armed opposition groups
away from Sweida desert and north-eastern countryside, ISIS cells’
activities of resurgence reappeared towards the end of 2017, in Al-Safa
hills and other rocky regions in Sweida desert. It was the same time when
the regime officially declared, via its media, that Sweida is one of the first
completely liberated governorates in the country. A few months later, the
Syrian regime moved hundreds of ISIS fighters from Al-Yarmouk Camp,
to the south of Damascus, to make them join ISIS cells which were present
in Sweida desert, during May 2018.
Question5: How did ISIS fighters treat the locals when they captured
the desert? Are they responsible of displacing the tribal locals?
Answer5: as for the tribes living in that region, ISIS adopted carrot-andstick strategy with them. ISIS exploited the marginalized status given to
the Bedouins, as the regime’s government didn’t seem interested in them
at all. During the early months of ISIS reign, ISIS operatives imposed
Zakat/religious alms on the rich, then they distributed amounts reached
50.000 SYP to each poor family, just to appease, by this strategy, the locals.
So that hundreds rushed to vow the oath of allegiance to ISIS, including
full tribe members. This led to a split among leaders and distinguished
figures there, as some supported such a vow, while others opposed it. Those
who vowed the oath of allegiance to ISIS belong to Al-Dakkak, Al-Baseer,
and Al-Sibti families. Dozens of them got engaged as fighters in ISIS army,
due to material and immaterial privilieges offered for them. Coversely,
ISIS adopted intimidation and oppression strategy to frighten the tribes.
Towards the end of December 2014, ISIS combatants attacked Al-Qaser
village which was flourishing at that times, as it was turned into a
smuggling crossing in that region. ISIS fighters broke and closed any shops
offering tobacco or hubble-bubble for sale, then they arrested many
villagers, and set fire to a huge quanitity of tobacco in the village square.
Moreover, they bombed an abandoned religious shrine adored by Druze
sect in Al-Qaser village. They distributed leaflets warning people against
further punishment if they breached the Islamic jurisprudence/Sharia. ISIS
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atrocities increased in 2015, especially after attacking Al-Haqf village, as
ISIS imposed mandatory recruitment to reinforce its army on whoever
capable of holding a weapon, this aroused the fears of the Bedouins who
are known that they don’t adopt any extremist religious ideologies. Locals
started to flee to Daraa and other remote places away from ISIS power and
control, so that they reached somewhere close to the Syrian-Jordanian
borders, starting from early 2015. In June 2015 the villages inhabited by
Bedouins in that region seemed almost 90% vacant and evacuated, as
displacement surge increased when ISIS attacked Al-Haqf in north-eastern
Sweida in May 2015. After this attack, villages inhabited by Bedouins were
intensively targeted by the Syrian military, not to mention ISIS oppression
against the locals in that region.
Question 6: In your opinion, is there any capitalizing in ISIS presence
by Assad’s authorities? If that happened, where do you see its aspects
and effects?
Answer 6: Capitalizing took place during leakings, i.e. the agents
implanted by regime secret police among ISIS leaders, so that regime
capitalizing in ISIS is reflected in those commanders. As I have already
discussed, ISIS was active in the outskirts of the district in concurrence
with any popular movement or tension between Sweida locals and the
regime, the latter really managed, through such manipulation, to stir up the
permanent obsessed fears of the Mount people, this was demonstrated in
any tension arising between them and the regime, that might incur some
skirmishes with, or movements by ISIS.
Question 7: On 27th July 2018, Assad’s authorities disarmed the local
paramilitary groups, what do you know about this incident?
Answer 7: Actually, as for the disarming that took place prior to the battle
that happened on 25th July, this action was limited to two factions, which
are Al-Baath Battalions, and Homeland Defenders, particularly in AlShibki and Al-Shirihi villages that received the fiercest attacks, compared
to other villages. Of course, disarming these two factions was executed
according to orders by the central command in Damascus, under the pretext
that security situations were getting better at that time.
Question 8: Some witnesses told us that power cut was applied on
Khliat Nimra at time other than power rationing time, while others
told us that suicide bombers got out from a security department early
in the morning, what do you know about this?
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Answer 8: a power cut was applied on 25th July at night on certain villages
that were attacked. This happened at a time other than power rationing
time. But this was not a general power cut applied on the whole district or
all villages under attack. With the start of the attack against Al-Shibki and
Shrihi villages; ISIS militants targeted an electricity converter in that
region, this caused a power failure in the two villages and other adjacent
villages. I cannot confirm that the regime has directed coordinated things
with ISIS so that they could manage and execute that attack. But the steps
taken by the regime clearly show that the regime was trying to facilitate
things for ISIS to capture as many villages as it could.
Question 9: In the cases of the kidnapped females, some witnesses
referred to a kind of coordination in the release deal, do you have any
information about this point?
Answer 9: the case of the kidnapped persons was a good bargain in which
many sides got involved in an attempt to get more gains, as all Druze
population was extremely concerned about this case, even international
community expressed certain concerns about that, as it engaged in
negotiations with many parties, including regional parties from the Druze
in the district, and Iran’s Revolutionary Guards Corps, the Russians, and
compromise teams in Daraa. However, the major key in this case was the
regime which was capable of releasing the kidnapped from the first days.
However, this case served as a pressure point against Sweida locals, for
that reason, the regime kept procrastinating. For your information, the first
footage posted by ISIS about the kidnapped on 27th July was shot in a cave
in Sweida desert. The kidnapped were locked up in that cave till early
August, then, when Mohannad Abu Ammar was executed, ISIS fighters
declared their withdrawal with the kidnapped from that cave, which was
located to the east of Araja village in north-eastern Sweida, about 7 km
away, which means that the regime had only to send a military column to
release the kidnapped very easily, if it really wanted.
In mid-August 2018, local factions swept the region, and reached the same
cave, that I bear witness it was swept by them, where we have found
womenwears and food leftovers. It was the same cave that was displayed
in that video.
Question 10: In a testimony given by a witness from Douma village,
the witness said: “We found empty cans and Bokein water empty
bottles in a spot close to the houses, this refers to the fact that ISIS
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members spent long hours among these houses, what do you think
about this point?
Answer10: Yeah, that’s true. On the same day of the battle, in a site to the
north of the road leading to Rami and Ghaithat Hamayel villages, I saw
canned foods, Indomie packets, dates boxes, mineral water bottles.
According to testimonies given by regime forces in Al-Zalf region, and
other members from loyal militias in Abar Al-Dayatha; auto headlights
were detected at 8:00 PM on 24th July. These vehicles arrived different
locations in Sweida desert, then they withdrew. Clearly, ISIS militants
were deployed in positions 5-7km away to the east of the villages that were
attacked. ISIS militants started sneaking on foot towards Sweida villages
at around 9:00 PM. Then they halted at different positions at the outskirts
of the villages, prior to the start of the attack. This explains why food
leftovers were found in the outskirts of these villages.
Question 11: In our book; we are going to quote your testimony as you
have put it, in a chapter dedicated for these testimonies. I’ll quote you
also in the body of my book, are you going to give me your consent
about this action?
Answer 11: Sure, you’re authorized to do whatever you want, my dear!
Testimony (B): Given by a field commander in the battle that took
place on 25th July
ISIS attacks were launched from different hubs, in addition to the
explosions that happened in Sweida town at the same time, which were
coincided with rumors about ISIS dormant cells in the town that would
appear one by one. Other rumors claimed that the mount region would be
targeted as a whole, and other assaults at other hubs would be carried out.
Such fake news perplexed the militants, in terms of their deployment in the
locations attacked, and other locations that might be attacked by ISIS.
The most confusing problem propped up when inexperienced persons, in
terms of military sciences or tactics joined the battle but did not follow any
instructions nor did they stick to them. They were triggered by their
enthusiasm to join this operation that is meant to deter the assault. This
created a kind of chaos in the battlefield. We were advancing, but we feared
to be targeted by friendly fire from behind, more than we felt frightened
from enemy’s fire that we were fully aware of the sources of this fire, as
much as we know how to deal with it. The majority of fighters were Mount
townspeople, save two groups, one came from Jaramana town, while the
other came from Hadar town. We had not witnessed any participation from
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the part of military or security forces in the district, except a very limited
number of soldiers from the attacked villages who rushed to support their
brothers without being ordered by their commanders. By the end of the
battle, Syrian regime warplanes launched a series of raids just to justify
why the regime had not engaged in that battle. These airstrikes were
ineffective, as far as settling the battle was concerned. On the contrary, they
helped prevent us from pursuing the remnants of ISIS members who fled
to the desert to escape from us. However, we didn’t trust regime forces that
disappointed us several times in many battles. Actually, airstrikes were so
close to us, as if they served as a warning to prevent us from advancing,
they came in favor of ISIS escapees. Although, in such a case, army forces
could use helicopter’ guns to chase and extricate the remnants of terrorists,
but MiG warplanes’ airstrikes reversed the results that was claimed by the
authority they were meant to end the battle and terminate the terrorists.
Testimony (C) A narrative supplied by someone from the inner circle
of the cosmic mind clergyman of the monthesit Druze sect, Rev. Yousef
Jarbou, about meeting ISIS leaders in Um Rawaq village, upon
releasing Maan Saray Eddin from Um Rawaq village, who was
released on 9th June 2018, after being abducted on 1st March 2018 and
kept for three months by ISIS members who locked him up in AlDayatha region.
Narrative Text
The Sheikh met them after the kidnapped was released, without any prior
knowledge that he will meet anyone of them, and how many are they.
About a month prior to the attack, the meeting was held and they asked
him to proclaim that he embraced Islam along with his companions, and
upon clearance agreement signed with the regime; the Syrian army would
be prevented from using this district territories for any military operation
in Sweida desert, among other conditions.. etc… Then a dispute aroused
between them and the Sheikh who got angry with them, so he left the
meeting. He didn’t have any slightest idea that he would meet them, nor
did he know anything about their number. They asked to meet him in a safe
place. Upon a request addressed by Saray Eddins, a meeting was held in
Um Rawaq, after their son was released. ISIS members promised they will
release two men from Tarba village, who were kidnapped on the same day
with Maan. The Shiekh was unarmed when he met them accompanied by
his son and his nephew. ISIS members who attended that meeting were not
Syrians. They were Iraqis and Tunisians. Building on this meeting, the
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Sheikh informed the authorities and national defense about ISIS members
who were getting ready to do something bad, as they implicitly threatened
him during that meeting. The army official apologized that Syrian troops
could not protect that place, as they are already busy protecting and
launching other military campaigns at that time, so he asked national
defense and other paramilitary militias to assume that responsibility.
Therefore, national defense leadership deployed troops and reinforcements
in the eastern countryside, which were supported by the Sheikh financially
and logistically
Testimony (D): A narrative given by a source from Saray Eddin
family, about the same incident discussed in the previous testimony
Narrative Text
When they released Maan for nothing, they asked our family to call for a
meeting so that ISIS members could discuss issues with any Druze
clergyman, they didn’t define in particular whom they wanted to meet. The
clergymen in our family contacted Rev. Yousef and informed him about
Maan’s release, and that the kidnappers wanted to meet him in our guest
hall, as they had many points to discuss with him. Two Toyota cars coming
from the east arrived the village. Masked ISIS members got out from those
cars wearing explosive belts. They stayed outside the guest hall. Some of
them got into the hall, then Rev. Yousef arrived in a car. There were one
or two persons inside his car, but they did not leave the car. The meeting
was held in the guest hall, the armed men were waiting outside while the
rest were sitting inside, they made all up to 12-14 members. They asked
the Rev. Yousef to proclaim Islam, and to observe the daily prayers, among
other things I know nothing about. He kept telling them that we are an
offshoot of Islam. However, they started shouting. I heard them shouting
as I was outside, and they were still inside. Later, the Sheikh left, and they
followed him directly, heading towards the east.
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VII. Conclusion
Evidently, reaching the ultimate truth about the relationship between
Assad’s authorities and ISIS needs a long time to be attained, in addition
to seeking testimonies given by both parties, with relevant documents
revealed. Currently, the only possible effort is meant to pursue how
Asssad’s authorities capitalized in ISIS, whether through manipulating
ISIS presence, or through coordination with ISIS, which is the approach
that we have adopted in this study, to conclude that our hypothesis is true.
Tracking the practical implementation of Assad’s authorities’ approach in
this regard, and studying ISIS expansion strategy, we can conclude that
ISIS attack against Sweida district, where the Druze majority insists on
military neutrality, and many of Sweida men refuse to be recruited for
military service in Assad’s army, especially when ISIS started deteriorating
during its decline stage, with the lack of any opportunity to succeed in
attacking that district, nor to stay there if ISIS militants were allowed to
expand on a limited scale, just to serve Assad’s authorities’ strategy based
on manipulating terrorism, but this cannot go in line with ISIS mentality
which adopts military ideology focusing on taking hold of territories
including Sunni majority, and attacking US forces and other allies.
Actually, ISIS does not care for any religious minority, unless they create
a hurdle in its way to achieve these two ends. Yet ISIS massacred and
enslaved the Yizidis when its militants attacked Yizidi regions in Iraq’s
Kurdistan.
Depending on testimony analysis, documentation, and monitoring, we can
demonstrate the aspects of this manipulation adopted by Assad’s
authorities towards ISIS presence in Sweida desert. ISIS emerged in that
region towards the end of 2014, so the study discussed ISIS outposts,
positions, emergence conditions, the events that came before and during
ISIS emergence in Sweida desert. It seemed that Assad’s authorities at that
time were capable of eradicating ISIS groups in their cradle, before they
would be able to expand and become stronger in that region. Especially if
we know that ISIS members number was very limited in that region, and
their capabilities were so humble and modest, in terms of organization and
weapons. In addition to this study discussion of documented tangible
evidence to confirm the coordination between Assad’s authorities and ISIS,
as this study monitored and documented how Daraa and Sweida districts
have turned into a market offering and selling the oil extracted and refined
by ISIS depending on primitive methods, and how Assad’s authorities(152(
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connected militias managed to smuggle oil through and in coordination
with security checkpoints, this created a kind of sustaining lifeline for ISIS.
Coordination between them was not restricted to fuel, but also it extended
to deal with smuggling weapons to ISIS via the same militias and other
connected security operators. This what is documented by this study.
The study persisted on drawing a picture for what happened in Sweida
district starting from 2011, to demonstrate Assad’s authorities’ strategy and
how that influenced the community, in addition to discussing all events that
took place in this district. The study tried to connect event chronically, to
read and analyze incidents and the roles played by Assad’s authorities and
ISIS in creating such events. Assad’s authorities capitalized in ISIS
presence in Sweida desert, therefore, the study manifestated how ISIS
served as a scarecrow to frighten and intimidate Sweida community and
any protests against Assad’s authorities there. That’s why, most of the time,
ISIS attacks or moves concided with social movements in Sweida.
Actually, Assad’s authorities kept sending a clear message to Sweida locals
that ISIS will crush them if Assad’s authorities abandon them.
The study shows how the local community in Sweida resisted Assad’s
authorities’ strategies with the support of fragil opposition that continued
getting weakened during long decades of oppression. This resistance took
the shape of civil democratice or local religious forms. Anyhow, the
opposition did its best to interact with this resistence just to limit any
undesired probabilities of deviation from the national democratic standard
adopted by the opposition. The resistance aimed to reject any attempt to
spread any kind of split, even the split within the same community between
movement proponents and opponents didn’t prevent creating
conconrdances between the majority, the most significant concordance is
preserving local peace inside the district. Therefore, the split was restricted
within the frame of positions and ideologies and refusing any participation
in killing whoever rebelled against the region all over Syria. The only
deviation was shown by the members of death squads/Shabiha who are
pro-regime men (in the ruling party, civil society and government
institutions) along with a socially-rejected minority with criminal records
exploited by Assad’s authorities to oppress the movement in that district.
A significant prudent social slice from the political opposition in Sweida
agreed on the fact that the district should not be engaged in any military
operations. Some of them based their views on the fact that there isn’t any
appropriate popular climate that could embrace and support any
paramilitary opposition group, while others preferred that Sweida district
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should remain a safe haven for the displaced fellow-citizens, this role might
serve and support the revolution. However, this stance was rejected by
peaceful protesters who refused holding any weapons anyhow whatsoever.
Although the movement in Sweida was seen as a civil peaceful movement,
yet many activists were arrested and tortured in prisons, that’s why the
movement didn’t develop, as arrests we have documented reached 510
cases till the end of 2017 (some activists were arrested several times), while
the victims of torturing in Assad’s prisons reached 30 victims53. Employees
who shown any interest in public affairs, or those who abstained from
joining Assad’s military, were punished by being unfairly sacked from
their jobs.
The study makes clear how Assad’s authorities sought to drain the powers
of self-protection seed that is recently formed in that community to replace
the absence and abandonment shown by the government in terms of
protecting and defending the civilians. This attempt was clear in the battles
waged against ISIS, as Assad’s authorities kept driving those defenders to
get involved in a confrontation with ISIS, without any support. Almost
prior to, during, or after any ISIS attack against this district, Assad’s
authorities would attempt to blackmail the local community in the district,
through mandatory recruitment and disarming Diginity Men Movememt.
The study shows how Assad’s authorities turned ISIS into a crisis for
others, and capitalized in ISIS presence to hit armed opposition groups in
Daraa district, and to shuffle the cards in southern Syria about which an
agreement of “deconfliction in southern Syria” has been reached between
US, Russia, and Jordan, as Assad’s authorities and Iran were not allowed
to take a part in this agreement, in addition to capitalizing in ISIS presence
in a region extending to Al-Tanf military US-UK base.
The study documented ISIS abuses inside the district. It recorded the
numbers of civilian victims who were killed in ISIS invasions and battles
in the eastern countryside (Al-Haqf, Shaqa, 25th -July -2018 battle).
Furthermore, the study documented the victims who were killed by
landmines, mortar missiles, and ISIS executions. This study takes into
consideration the documentation and statistics conditions, related to
showing the name, location, date, along with adding remarks and notes
about the victims.

53

Homam Al-Khateeb, Ghareeb Mirza, “Overcrowded Prisons: Disintegrations in Assad’s
Imprisonment System”, Maisaloon Publishing House, Floor 1, October, 2017, Appendix No. 11.
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VIII. Appendix
Doc. No. (1) Statement by Bars Association Branch in Sweida dated
24th March 2011
Greetings of respect for rightful people with Arabic origins
Due to the acceleration of events in the region in general, and particularly
in our beloved homeland, we, the bars association branch in Sweida, should
show our stance towards these events, to emphasize the unity at the national
level, and to continue preserving the security of our homeland and people.
This entails taking the following actions:
1- To lift the security perimeter imposed on Daraa town. To carry out
serious transparent investigation about the events that were
coincided with shooting live ammunition against unarmed citizens,
depending on an impartial fair judicial committee, wherein the bars
association will take a part.
2- To allow all media to activate their role that goes in line with media
freedom and professionality
3- To lift emergency status and martial laws, and eliminate all
exceptional tribunes, along with activate the constitutional legal
guarantee of peaceful demonstrations.
4- Passing a special pardon act for all opinion prisoners, and releasing
them at once, along with settling their professional and syndication
status
5- Setting out the principle of authorities’ separation and independence,
and the real manifestation would be reflected by judicial system
independence
6- Deleting all legal texts imposing a kind of trusteeship on
professional syndicates and associations.
7- Issuance of modern laws for parties
8- Combat of corruption and holding any corrupt accountable,
regardless of their position or status
9- Determine security apparatuses’ authorities and powers, omitting
their supervision over public position appointments, and granting
licesenses for any requester, a step that should be retained for an
independent administrative commission.
10Creating specialized legal professional committees to
reconsider the laws violating constitutional principles and codes,
which should be omitted or amended.
For your kind information
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Best regards
The head of bars association branch in Sweida
Date: 24, 3, 2011

Doc. No. (2): Statement calling Sweida locals to thwart the regime’s
attempts to get their men engaged in a confrontation with Daraa rebels
Daraa’s locals and intelligentsia issued a statement asking their neighbors
in Sweida to exert efforts to prevent the regime from exploiting their men
to fight their fellow-citizens in Daraa. This statement came after the battles
waged by FSA to liberate Busra Al-Sham town bordering Sweida district,
where many death squad members and Iran-led militiamen, including
many from Sweida, who have joined National Defense Forces, were killed.
This statement raised awareness about minority incitments shown by the
regime, when sectarian militias came to execute Iran’s repulsive
occupation project that is totally rejected by the Syrian people.
The signatories stated that starting from: “Houran Valley locals’ interest in
the unity of determination and fate for all Syrians on every single yard on
the soil of our homeland”, they asserted that: “there is a desire shown by
the regime and the Iranian occupation about getting Sweida men engaged
in a confrontation with Houran rebels who are offering sacrifices to liberate
the territories”.
The statement added: “we confirm that the rebels are playing a national
role aiming to expel the militias from Busra and other affiliated villages.
This comes in the context of the general purpose for the revolution that is
meant to defend people’s lives, dignity, freedom without adopting any
other agenda or ideology.
The signatories addressing Sweida’s locals, said: “It’s high time to end this
bloodshed. Houran locals who see their dignity manifested by the dignity
preserved by the Mount locals, with whom they share the same security
grounds, are entitled to see you thwarting any attempt to get Sweida sons
engaged in a lost battle.
It also warned: “We urge you, as you are smart enough, to make sure that
using Sweida locals as fuel for Iran’s plan is just a desperate attempt to
play with this country’s destiny. But you and we are outside this track, and
history bears witness”
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The statement added: “Houran Valley locals in Daraa and Qunaitira will
never stop liberating their villages and towns from the hands of Al-Baath
Party bastards and cross-bordering sectarian militias, and this stance might
be different, unless they care so much for their brothern in the Mount, who
they do care for them too”.
The media men and thinkers from Daraa concluded their statement by
saying: “We know how much you care for your sons and your twinkling
history. We, in Houran valley and mount, are no more than two split parts
of the same full moon, therefore no bad blacksmith could ever flare up the
fire of the sectarian strife between us”.
The signatories included: Abudlhakim Qutaifan, Dr. Ibrahim Al-Jibawi,
Ali Eid, Dr. Muhammad Abazeid, Fouad Abdulaziz, Nabegh Sorour,
Mashaal Al-Adawi, Muhammad Oweid, Mouyad Abazeid, Abeed AlHariri, Muhammad Al-Hammadi.
Source: Zaman Al Wasl: https://www.zamanalwsl.net/news/59176.html
Doc. No. (3): Statement issued by The Southern Frontline in Daraa
addressing Sweida locals on 16th November 2014
Dear fellow-citizens, Marouf’s sons,
We are addressing through you our homeland, your own genuinity, we are
addressing Al-Arab Mount and Al-Sheikh Mount. We are addressing the
Greatest Syrian Revolution, we are addressing Sultan Basha Al-Atrash.
Up till this day, we are still waiting your noble stance, as it is your habit,
so listen to the wise vibes within you that you have always adopted and
maintained.
We haven’t fought you and will never in the future, as we are still waiting
for Maarouf sons to support their fellow-citizens. Grievances and tyranny
will vanish for sure, and Syria will stay where right and revolution will win
at the end.
We dearly appreciate the stance upheld by the wisemen and clergymen,
activists and politicians in your district. We want you to support and bolster
them, as they try to maintain the order as much as you do. We consider
your decisive stance towards the abduction of civilians in Qatana, a few
days ago, and your efforts to deter such a phenomenon is a step on the right
track, we shall follow such a step with other similar steps ahead.
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The incidents that took place recently in Al-Sheikh Mount is another
evidence about what the regime is planning for the Syrian people in terms
of hostility and warring. These incidents were preceded by other incidents
that took place in Dama, Al-Arab Mount. We have defended our territories
and dignity in Al-Sheikh Mount, and it was quite clear, in front of anyone,
that what happened urged our sons to engage in a lost battle against their
fellow-citizens. They also left the battlefield with many victims and injured
behind, which is a real pity. we do not want such an accidental incident to
take place anymore.
We are Syria’s sons who share the same history and land, we want to share
the same determination and destiny, as we always did.
Long Live Free Syria
16th November 2014
Doc. No. (4): Statement issued by clergymen from Daraa district, as a
response to what Sheikh Abulsalam Al-Khalili said when he insulted
the
Druze,
dated
24th
April
2011
In the Name of God, the Most Gracious, The Most Merciful;
Statement by clergymen in Houran:
We, the clergymen and Imams in Houran, declare our disowning of the
man called Abdulsalam Al-Khalili who insulted our fellow-citizens in
Sweida. This is an insult to all Houran, as Sweida’s local’s dignity is
equally the same as the dignity of Houran people. The leader of the
Greatest Syrian Revolution, Sultan Basha Al-Atrash is the primary symbol
representing the whole Houran region.
We are addressing our neighbors in the brothers, and the gallantry men we
have in the proud Sweida district and we declare that anyone using any
swear word against any dear brother or sister in the proud Sweida does not
belong to us, as he aims to arouse strife and split between us. Those people
only represent themselves and their masters who serve as horns sounding
the regime’s propaganda. We disown this man till doomsday. We hope that
anyone who can bring him to do so just to present him to Sweida fellowcitizens to pass whatever sentence they wanted against him.
We are quite sure that such issues will never mislead our people in Sweida,
as they are thoughtful and prudent enough to reject these trifle things, and
everybody bears witness of Sweida’s locals’ prudence and wisdom. We are
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addressing Sweida’s locals in particular to declare that we disown whoever
tries to insult them in public.
Sweida’s locals offered good deeds that you would go speechless if you
tried to describe that, they headed the liberation process during the greatest
Syrian revolution. Moreover, they are so gracious, so generous, and so
gallant. Houran people developed with Sweida locals a great deal of good
social friendly relationships, compared to any other relation with any other
Syrian district.
Better to conclude this statement by a Quranic verse: “O you who have
believed, if there comes to you a disobedient one with information,
investigate, lest you harm a people out of ignorance and become, over
what you have done, regretful”.
God is the Arbiter of Success
Clergymen from the wounded Houran
On 24th April 2011
Doc. No. (5): A statement by national social forces association in
Sweida addressed to their brothers and sisters in Houran Valley
We do appreciate your stances and noble feelings that emphasize our
shared bright heritage of the same history, and the unified goal and destiny,
as we understand the importance of the calls exchanged between us during
the tragic years that our beloved Syria was and is still witnessing, in terms
of a country, human beings, and infrastructure, not to mention how this
despotic regime is harming all of us, supported by heinous sectarian
militias that gradually turned into explicit occupation represented by
Iranian evil powers and other satellite countries, after they have breached
the national soverignity to serve their ends of expansion and to make their
old-recent dream come true by establishing a Farsi empire. Here it’s better
to quote Omar bin Al-Khattab when he said: “I wished a mount made of
fire serves as a barrier between us”. We confirm today, as we are suffering
from what is happening, without hiding the ugly truth away from anyone,
that the district is occupied by security forces and external intruding evil
powers, supported by a team organized by security apparatus, in order to
defend their presence and to arouse strifes and fueds between fellowcitizens at the internal level on one hand, and between us and our neighbors
on the other hand. The strife and struggle here only serves despotism and
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tyranny. This was developed by the Turkish and French occupations in the
past, and now it is developed by the repulsive Iranian occupation.
Certainly, security apparatuses are doing their best to sow the seeds of fears
and terrors and to intimidate and threaten everyone, especially among those
silent neutrals, as security forces are blackmailing them, amidst poverty
and the need for everything now, to make people obedient, and to push men
to do something bad through the seduction of money, as people are already
suffering from dire living conditions. Regardless of this, the district people
are confronting the fierce brutality of despotism, as much as they could.
They offered dozens of their men as martyrs who were killed under torture
in the cellars of different security apparatuses, and in battlefields fighting
the tyranny everywhere. The situation is open for any kind of oppression
and fraud. Furthermore, hundreds of thousands of men in this district
absainted from being conscripted in regime’s army or any sectarian militias
coming from Lebanon, Iraq or whatever. The district is the safe haven for
thousands of displaced families from our great Syrian people. They would
equally enjoy our rights and assume our obligations without any distinction
between them and us, and this is the simplest thing we can offer to help
them. As we are an integral part of the Syrian people that is rebelling to get
freedom, no matter how long or how dearly they will pay.
The national social forces aligned with the great Syrian people’s revolution
are restlessly working to raise social awareness related to this great
revolution, a democratic unified Syria’s future, plurality that is based on
no distinction is established based on religion, race, and/or sect.
Absolutely, we share the same vision and ultimate goals with you. We’ll
never allow despotism, corruption, nor intruders to spoil this shared
national sentiment that has been developed throughout a long history. We
will manifest this sentiment just to show our loyality to the brave martyrs
of this revolution and to achieve the goals of the great Syrian people.
National social forces in Sweida confirm that whatever spread about any
opposing stances against the revolution, and supporting stances for the
despotic regime are all condemned by us, as their source is not a freewill,
and they don’t go in line with the views adopted by all honest struggling
powers throughout this wounded homeland. Instead, they are formed and
fabricated in the corridors of security apparatuses to be imposed on some
people, so we ask our people in the valley to realize this crystal-clear truth,
as Sweida is abosolutely not dedicated to this dictatorship, but a hostage to
the regime oppression on a temporary basis. The variety in this district and
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the gracious guests it hosts, are all, at the end, submissive to our country’s
will, and tomorrow is not far ahead if one keeps waiting.
All glory to all brave faithful revolutionary martyrs. Freedom to all
detainees
Long live the unity of the Syrian people and the great Syrian revolution
Long live the unity between the valley and the mount and all regions in our
beloved Syria
Bessed are your great achievements that we do heartily support
National Forces Association in Sweida
Date: 31, 03, 2015
Source: FB account fo National Forces Association in Sweida
http://goo.gl/y1xWWE
Doc. No. (6): A statement by the tribes living in Southern Syria
In the Name of God, The Most Gracious, The Most Merciful
“Help ye one another in righteousness and piety, but help ye not one
another in sin and rancor”
The Almighty God Has spoken the truth
We denounce and vehemently condemen that massacre committed by the
jihadist groups known as ISIS, which are US-made groups including
mercenaries who messed with all Syrian districts, and they murdered and
displaced thousands of children and women. Such terrorist groups
appeared today to commit a new massacre against the safe people of
Sweida. A massacre caused the death of 250 persons with over 200 injured,
most of them are children and women.
In the name of the tribes living in Southern Syria we declare that we align
with our brothers, Maarouf’s sons, as one unified structure, and we will
support you as we are in the same trench to rebuff these terrorist
organizations.
We have also seen some incitive and strife pages aiming to demolish
Sweida district and spoil the national harmony between tribal members
from the south and Maarouf’s sons, who are our brothers and sisters.
We ask our brothers and sisters, Maarouf’s children, to align with us
against this strife, and to be warned about it. We must remind you here that
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ISIS killed thousands of children, women, the elderly, and mang members
of tribes. The greatest massacre has plagued one of our tribes “Al-Sheitaat”
that lost over a thousand members.
Therefore, whoever affiliated to, or dealing with ISIS and there are
evidence confirming this behavior, will deserve to be killed either by you
or us.
We have also asked the members of our tribes to get ready, so that anyone
who can hold a weapon will be ready to join any battle to support our
brothers, Maarouf’s sons, against ISIS, to defend this mount.
Names of Tribal Headmen who issued this statement:
1- Al-Ammour (Sheikh Jamel Al-Balaass)
2- Al-Masaaeid (Sheikh Solaiman Al-Marshoud)
3- Al-Jawabra (Sheikh Ghalib Al-Faheed)
4- Al-Shanabila (Sheikh Saud Al-Nimer)
5- Al-Hasan (Sheikh Mutlaq Al-Mutlaq)
6- Al-Ataeija (Sheikh Abdullah Al-Fadili)
7- Al-Sallout (Sheikh Talal Abu Solaiman)
8- Al-Shurufat (Sheikh Hilal Al-Raheel)
9- Al-Sharaa (Sheikh Hussein Al-Sharei)
10Al-Omairat (Sheikh Muhammad Al-Omairi)
Doc. No. (7): A statement issued by National Forces in Sweida District
In the Name of God, The Most Gracious, The Most Merciful
“And hold fast, all together, by the rope which Allah (stretches out for you),
and be not divided among yourselves”
The Almighty God Has spoken the truth
Dear proud people
Dear fellow-citizens from the lofty Al-Arab Mount
Dear gracious tribes of Sweida
During the last few days, Sweida district has witnessed many painful
events, represented by many mortar missiles hitting the town, which caused
horror to spread among the safe locals, as well as many were killed, other
innocents were injured. Several ambigious circles rushed to blame the
Bedouins living in the region that is located to the east and north of Sweida
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town (in Al-Moqawass and Al-Mushawrab regions) for launching such
mortar missiles, just to arouse horror and wake up the sectarian strife
among Mount people, to serve malicious goals that everyone knows who
is behind them. They continued to flare up this strife, when they arrested
and tortured, then killed three men from the Bedouins living in AlMushawrab, who were detained by local militiamen who receive orders
from security apparatuses. Then military security department handed over
the corpses of those who have been tortured and deformed to their families
and accused the local militiamen of killing them. Military security
department asked the families of those murdered not to open the coffins of
their sons, in a step that increased anger and aroused further strife.
As official social sides showed inaction as far as dealing with these events,
the families of those killed men left their houses immediately, as they felt
terrified, and they wanted to take their revenge. Therefore, chaos prevailed
in the district, along with sadness, and concerns over any sudden
deterioration or unwanted escalation of the situation that is abhorred by the
faithful honest locals. Thereupon, Dignity Men and Al-Arab Mount
Freemen, along with the intelligentsia representing political, and social
powers in Sweida district, convened to find a solution for this issue and
other subsequent consequences. They reached the following:
• To condemn and denounce this committed heineous crime with very
strong words, as it is a crime that is inconsistent with our traditions,
customs and history.
• To hold the security committee and other affiliated apparatuses and
militias responsible for mortar attack and the death of the victims.
• To ask for stopping the violations perpetrated by the loose militias
that are messing with the locals’ stability and safety.
• The Bedouins are our fellow-citizens, they are original nationales
and an integral part of the social texture in the Mount, we’ll never
accept their departure or anything that might harm their safety, rights
or dignity, as they enjoy the same rights we have, and they must
abide by the same responsibilities that we are abiding by.
• To appoint a local committee including wisemen and lawyers from
the Druze and the Bedouins to start unbiased transparent
investigation to reveal the circumstances of this horrible crime,
along with to fairly prosecute the perpetrators
• Dignity Men and other honest people in Al-Arab Mount are
addressing this statement of urgent call to our fellow-citizens, the
Bedouins, who must halt all sorts of evacuation and departure for
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their families from their houses. We ask them to go back to their
places safely and their dignity will be preserved.
• We extend our deep condolences to the victims’ families as we share
with them their sorrows for what happened. We ask them to show
prudence, cooperation, and to trust justice that would take its course
under the laws and rules, whoever the perpetrators might be.
• The national duty based on strife ending, bloodshed avoidance and
showing a kind of forgiveness is everybody’s responsibility. This
represents the morals of the patient honest people who accept and
surrender to God’s destiny, when they are inflicted with such an
ordeal as their sons got beheaded, this is what happened to Rikabs
and Qintars, and all martyrs’ families “Who, when disaster strikes
them, say, "Indeed we belong to Allah, and indeed to Him we will
return."
Faith is for God, homeland is for everyone
Sweida on 22, 06, 2015
Signatories:
Dignity Men/Waheed Al-Balous
Doc. No. (8) documentation of the detainees whom fate is still
unknown, along with the victims who were killed under torture, and
those kidnapped by Al-Nusra Front, as well as a few disappeared
Table of victims’ names who were killed under torture in Assad’s
prisons, from Sweida district
Name
Alaa Harb

Detention Date
2012 Air

Lawrance Raad
Mamoun Nawfal
Osama
Baraka/Jaramana

19, 05, 2013
08, 11, 2012
2012

Nawras Hindi Abu
Saeid
Safwan Rawand
Hussein
Salim
Shams Eddin Azzam
Shadi Dhiyab Abu
Rislan

28, 06, 2013
2013
2013

Detained by
Death Date
Force
15, 07, 2012
Intelligence
Military security
01, 06, 2013
State Security
06, 06, 2013
State security He died after he
was released on
30, 09, 2012
Palestine Security
15, 01, 2014
Department
Military Security
01, 01, 2014
Military Security
29, 06, 2013

03, 01, 2014
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Hisham
Fahma/Jaramana
Marwan
AlHasbani/Sahnaya
Hussam Al-Naser
Imad
Abu
Saleh/Jaramana
Assaad
AlAridie/Jaramana
Khalid
Fayez
Saliqa/Jaramana
Rami Al-Hinnawi
Wafid Abu Trabieh
Eyhab Abu Saab
Louay
Kirbaj/Jaramana
Kamal
Mahmoud
Mqallid
Nawras Al-Bonni
Ismael Mqallid
Nader Ramiz Brek
Nayef
Hamza/Jaramana
Osama Saaeid Abu
Latif
Tariq Bayan Nasr

30, 06, 2013

State security

26, 01, 2014

17, 02, 2014

Military Security

12, 03, 2014

Military Security
27, 06, 2013 Palestine Security
Department
19, 07, 2013 Palestine Security
Department
07, 08, 2013 Air force security

17, 06, 2014
18, 12, 2014

05, 08, 2012
05, 09, 2015
22, 03, 2013
2012

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Military security

27, 12, 2017
04, 08, 2018
July 2018
01, 04, 2013

27, 02, 2013

Military security

02, 04, 2013

2013
2013
2013
2013

Military security
Military security
Military security

20, 10, 2013
05, 11, 2013
04, 12, 2013
24, 01, 2014

28, 12, 2014
22, 04, 2015

11, 11, 2014
2013

Sednaya

2015

- Table documenting the names of the detainees with unknown
destiny, and the detainees who are still in custody
Name
Yasser Awad
Yousef Abdullah AlKhalaf
Hammoud Aqil
Eyhab Abu Saab
Firas Al-Areidi
Naser Boundoq
Salah
Mahmoud
Ammasha
Fahid Maarouf Mourad
Sitan Al-Shallouh
Osama Hussein Nadiwi

Detention Date
15, 07, 2012
23, 01, 2013

Detention Place
Unknown destiny
Unknown destiny

25, 03, 2013
20, 04, 2013
13, 01, 2014
17, 02, 2014
2012

Unknown destiny
Unknown destiny
Unknown destiny
Unknown destiny
Unknown destiny

2013

Unknown destiny
Unknown destiny
Region Branch No. 227

30, 09, 2014

(Some detainees’ names have not been mentioned upon their families’
request)
- Documenting table for the names of certain detainees from the
displaced who arrived Sweida district, to be arrested there. We don’t
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have any information about their fate, whether they have been
released or still in prison, save Mahmoud Eissa Mahmoud, 40 years
old, and Abu Muhammad Mahmoud Karim, 60 years old, and his
son Omar Mahmoud Karim 40 years old, who were killed under
torture.
Name
Muhammad
Eissa Damascus
Mahmoud
Muhammad Habeeb
Abdulbaset Al-Khoulani
Maher Ali Abu Thleeth
Adham
Sayyah
AlMarzouqi
Mahmoud Karim
Omar Mahmoud Karim

Town
Detention Place
suburbs-AlSweida Hospital
Dhiyabiya
Darayya SweidaAl-Shami
Restaurant
Darayya
Sweida town
Daraa
Daraa
Damascus-Sweida road
Barzeh
Barzeh

Industrial Region-Shahba
Industrial Region-Shahba

- Names of some civilians who disappeared in Sweida district
1- Eyhab Salman Mourshed, civilian
2- Hazem Sharar Mourshed, civilian, taxi driver, he was disappeared in
Daraa/Dam road
3- Khattar Fadel Allah Darwish/civilian
4- Khaldoun Fahed Brek, civilian disappreaed on 23, 06, 2013 in
Damascus suburbs/Al-Otaibeh
5- Dheeb Al-Omar, civilian disappeared on Al-Thula road (a village in
Sweida district)
6- Raheej Gharz Eddin, civilian, disappeared on Al-Thula road
7- Salman Salim Mourshed, civilian, disappeared in AlShaqrawieh/Wolgh road
8- Ghalib Fadel Allah Al-Ali, civilian, taxi driver, disappeared in
Sweida/Al-Aslaha
9- Maher Jadou Faraj, civilian, taxi driver
10Mowafaq Ismael Al-Safa, civilian, disappeared in AlMleha/Damascus suburbs
11Walid Jadaan Ballan, civilian, disappeared on 12, 02, 2013 on
Al-Aslaha-Kanaker road
12Karim Fadel Allah Amer, civilian, disappeared on 27, 07,
2013, in Sweida
13Ahmad Solaiman Jaber, civilian, disappeared in Khan AlSheeh
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14Diyaa Shilgheen, civilian, disappeared on 14, 10, 2012, in
Damascus suburbs/Hajjira
15Merhij Ahmad Gharz Eddin, civilian, disappeared in Kharbet
Awwad/Sweida
16Saaeid Fawaz Al-Shaar, civilian, disappeared on Al-Aslaha
road
17Mansour Nawaf Al-Najim, an employee for general company
for spinning and weaving in Adraa Labor Town, he was kidnapped
in the same company
18Ismael Naef Al-Barouki, civilian, disappeared on 19, 01,
2013, in Al-Qadam quarter in Damascus suburbs
19Hussam Moufeed Al-Qintar, from Kanaker village in Sweida,
disappeared in Damascus since 2012
20Dr. Adnan Hadifa, the dean and manager of Ibin Al-Nafis
Hospital, disappeared on 18, 11, 2012 in Jaramana-Sweida road
21Walid Mizeil Al-Qintar, civilian, disappeared in Deir Dama
battle
22Wassim Jihad Al-Qintar, civilian, disappeared in Deir Dama
battle
23Raji Dhiyab Flehan, disappeared in Aleppo, Khan Al-Assal
24Rami Adel Ishti, disappeared in Adraa Labor Town road
25Adnan Mouhsin Bakri, computer engineer from Ora village,
disappeared in Jdaidet Artooz/Damascus suburbs.

- The kidnapped by Al-Nusra Front
1- Jamal Ezz Eddin from Al-Thula village
2- Nashaat Al-Hamad from Al-Thula village
3- Rifaat Rahal from Al-Thula village
4- Nasouh Al-Hammoud from Al-Thula village
5- Khalid Al-Halabi from Al-Thula village
6- Louay Mounther from Al-Mazraa village
7- Samih Dannoun, from Shahba town
8- Moursel Abu Ghawi from Al-Raha village
9- Omar Ridwan from Sweida town
10Rimon Al-Wahba
11Anwar Abu Hassoun from Jreen village
12Issam Kiwan from Mimas village
13Nasif Mhanna
14Hisham Abu Khalil from Sweida town
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Khaldoun Jammoul from Sama Al-Bardan village
Zaher Oqab Abu Rashid from Al-Ghariya region
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